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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

”*1 frank,

Hancock County

NEW

BANK

IN

ELLSWORTH.

Commenced Business May 1, 1873.

I,ast Dividend No. 68 at rate of 3 1-2 per

cent

Home savings banks furnished
when desired.

Fund.
Large Reserve

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

MAILS

RECEIVED.

Prom Wr»t—•6 40,*H.M.a m, 4.30and *8.12 p
Krom East— 12.24, 5.87 and 11.07 p m.

them.

Going Fast—6 and 6 451 m, 4 and 5.30 p xn.
Got no West—11M a m, *2, *5 and *9 p in.
•Dally, Sundays Included.
No mull* dispatched to or received from ihs

SALE.

east

Apply

Mrs. Harvard Greely is visiting her sister, Mrs. Dickey, at Greene.
Mrs. W. R. Parker and son Harry
visiting relatives in Portland.

)

as

are

Frank Bonsey, who is employed at
Claremont, Vt., is at home for a vacation.
Miss Frances Leighton, who is employed
at Lawrence, Mass., is at home for a vaca-

FIRE INSURANCE.

tion.

Mrs.'R. B.f Holmes and daughter Hazel
visiting idatives in Bwampecott,
Mass.

are

fire will burn and flames

Miss Louise Reynolds, of Cambridge,
is the guest of her cousin, Miss Grace C.

long will there be need
of honest, trustworthy insurance—the
kind yon will get. always with the
eighteen first-class companies of
so

Miss Nellie Meader, who has been very
ill at her home on the Sorry road, is im-

proving.

last week.
Mrs.

Frances

M. Perkins, of Melrose.
Ellsworth, is the guest

of

Mrs. G. W. Mason.

of

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, MAINE.

The Hancock county teachers’ conven! tion will be held at Ellsworth Friday and
Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28.

FOR SALE.

to-day, interest at the rate of one
of one per cent, will be added to Ellsworth taxes remaining unpaid.
After

at
Call and find out

Mrs. W. C. Lovell, of Mansfield, Mass.,
visiting her parents, C. P. Dorr and
wife. Mr. Lovell is expected Friday evenis

‘-■T.-r.Jsi.-'--

TAPLEY

w.

o.

ing.

_

McFarland has returned to
her home in Bar Harbor, after spending a
week with her aunt, Mrs. Laura McFarland.
.Miss Alta

CHANGE IN FIRM.
|

Harbor.

Maxson, superintendent for
Aubursen Hydraulic Construction Co.,
has rented Herman E. Hill's house on
William E.

the

Boots and Shoes
prices

as

low as

W.

quality

will

State street.

permit.

BRIMMER,

H.

Ellsworth,

James Dorgau is building a new house
the Surry road, on the site of the one
burned two years ago. Austin M. Foster
is doing the work.

on

Maine.

j

I
j
k
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he lias been in the meat business long enough to know good beef
when he sees it. He also says the special lot of canned
corned beef he got hold of a few days ago at an extra bargain
is the kind he is
proud to sell, and that anyone would be glad to
eat. Each can holds two pounds of the luscious beef, and
would
cost at least 25 cents a can. Haynes's “cash

i

ordinarily

down" methods and good luck at buying allow him to sell this
beef at 21 cents per can.
Here’s a reason enough why you should eat Corned Beef for a
while, at least!

J. A.

Haynes,

City Lunch Rooms
Clean—Cool—Flyless.
Meals
C. r.

at

w.

St..,

Elloworth

RUMILL,

ELECTRiCAL

etc.

HIRING.

Full L>im at

ELECTRICAL
AN0

Something

new

In Ellsworth.

AUTOMOBILE
I have a Ford Runabout Automobile which is available for public service every afternoon.

Terms Reasonable.

Undertaker.

Ue*let in Caskets, Coffins, Robes,
*EST TBEMONT, MAINE.
el«Phon<; connection.

TSZt*5lore'

PUBLIC

all hours.

CIRONE, Proprietor,

Fr«nklin

The

SUPPLIES

fixtures.
” "
win»« sod Supplies Cheerfully Ghee.
.ANDREW IHI. MOOR.
(west end bridge),
Ellsworth.

is

spending

the interest of my brother, John II. Brimmer, in
the business conducted under the firm name of J. H. Brimmer & Co.,
I will continue the busiuess at the same stand, aud hope by fair and
courteous treatment, to merit a continuance of tiie patronage heretofore enjoyed. I will keep a full line of

Having purchased

with

of

Boston,
Mis3 Elizabeth
Crippen,
her annual vacation with relaand
at
Southwest
tives and friends there
A.

FRANK E. GRAY,

Ellsworth,

Ferns. Tuberous

Me.

Begonias.

Summer Flowering Plants.

Ellsworth GreenhouseTelephone 43.

1

been

COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Tuesday, Aug. 6 Union excursion of
Methodist and Baptist Sunday schools to
Newbury Neck, leaving wharf at 8 a. m.
Public Invited. Tickets, 25 cents.
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 28 and
29—Reunion of 6th Maine regiment at
—

Ellsworth.

Hedgehogs are getting over-bold this matter. This will be much}appreciated by Agricultural society at Bluehill.
Last Thursday one was discovered the ladies whofgo. Refreshments];will be
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
in a tree back of the home of Frank f or "sale on board by Char lea ll. Leland.
society, at Eden.
The pastors were appointed a committee
Fitts, on Oak street. Miss Emma Fitts
Wednesday, Sept. 25—Narramissic grange
procured her rifle, and after four shots, all on sports, and the following games and fair, Orland.
^
of which took effect, brought down the sports are announced:
Sept. 25, 26—Fair of North Ellsworth
Baseball game, Clawhammers vs. Solid
game.
Farmers’ club, at North iillsworth.
William E. McNulty, of Bangor, for Muldoons; prize, one peck of peanuts.
Oct. 1, 2
Fair of Northern Hancock
Football game, for boys from ten to fifyears the tenor soloist at St. John’s Cathoat Amherst.
lic church, died Tuesday of last week, teen years; prize, three dozen all-day Agricultural soeietj’
suckers.
agen forty-five years. Mr. McNulty was
Fence race, for boys over sixteen years
Observe what direction your thoughts
well known in Ellsworth, where he had
and feelings must readily take when you
of age; prize fl shirt.
appeared several times in musical enterare alone, and you will then form a tolerSpoon and egg race for girls over sixteen ably correct opinion of yourself.— Bengej
tainments.
years;
prize, souvenir sterling silver
A committee has been appointed by Lespoon; booby prize, china egg.
jok lodge to report as to desired altera■atrfjmwrettnv
100-yard dash, for boyB from ten to
tions on the Odd Fellows building. It is
fifteen years; prize, an A1 jackknife.
probable that a tar and gravel roof will
Potato race, for girls from ten to fifteen
replace the present tin roof. Later it is
years; prize, hatpin.
proposed to put a steel ceiling in the
Hop, step and jump, for boys over sixlodge room, and make other improve- teen
years; prize, choice of any necktie in
ments.
the Reliable Clothing Co. store.
The band of gypsies which was in EllsThe prize for the fence race is presented
worth last week was last heard of in Bel- with the
compliments of the Reliable
The Kalamazoo Celery
and
headed
west.
A.
J.
fast,
Weaver, Clothing Co., and the prizes will be on
who went with Deputy-Sheriff Carney to exhibition in its window.
The sports
—

|

m

This is worth 25c.

w

ill be

Nerve and Blood

called at 2 o’clock.

Tonic

UNITARIAN CONFERENCE.
is

Interesting Programme

strawberry festival at the Unitarian
church last evening, arranged by the

for Meeting
West Gouldsboro.
The sixteenth annual meeting of the
Hancock county conference of Unitarian
aud other Christian churches will be held
at West Gouldsboro Aug. 13 and 14.
The society in West Gouldsboro extends
Those who inhospitality to visitors.
tend to remain over night should notify
James A. Hill, West Gouldsboro, and entertainment will be assigned them. Those

young people of the society,

attending Wednesday

eases, following
light attack of pneumonia. Mr. Hays was well known in
and
Trenton
Ellsworth, where he spent a
few summers. He leaves one daughter
—Mrs. Mary MacDougal, of Bar Harbor.
a

atrijntiannnitft.

has

for, and with a diver will search the
sun ken sloop and vicinity for the bodies.
sent

summer

Blnehill in search of the woman of the
Rev. H. A. Saunderson, of Cambridge, band whom he alleges stole £20 from him,
unable to identify the woman, and no
Mass., who is spending the summer at was
Sullivan, preached at the Unitarian chuich arrest was made.
Mrs. Laura Mcfariana received the sad
last Sunday morning.
C. H. Knox and wife, of Chester, Mass., news of the death, on July 21, of James W.
arrived last Thursday, and will spend Hays, of Callicoon, N. Y., where he was
in bed at the Western hotel.
about two weeks with Mrs. Knox’s pa- found dead
Death resulted from a complication of disrents, CalvinJP. Joy and wife.
Miss Helen Rollins, of the Misses Shepley’s school, Bryn Mawr, Pa., arrived
home Monday. She was accompanied by
her cousin, Mrs. J. C. Howard, of New

by grapples.
cutter Woodbury

year.

half

finq, properties

Three houses centrally located in Ellsworth ; two
Lamoine, and a fine property at Southwest Harbor.
about these if you are interested.

up

revenue

—

John and Edward Halpin, of Boston,
visited their brother, Charles P. Halpin,

Mass., formerly

The

1

King.

THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.,

brought

—

Bangor.

to

C. W. & F. L. Mason.

•

Yacht From Which Six Were Drowned
Off Castlne.
Castkke, July 31 (special)—The sunken
sloop Ruth E. Cunnock, from which six
young men were drowned off Castine on
July 9, was located yesterday afternoon.
She lies in about fifty feet of water about
half way across the river.
The trousers which Laurent Hall, the
only one rescued from the sloop, took off
while
in
the water, have also been

—

Sundays.

Miss Maud Beliatty is visiting friends
in

SUNKEN SLOOP LOCATED.

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28—
residents who do not hold this
Hancock county teachers’ convention at
A telephone has now been installedTt view, and believe it will be much better
Ellsworth.
the engine,bouse on Franklin street, and to have the control of the road in the
COUNTY.
hands of gentlemen personally interested
a man is on duty there night and day.
In
in the welfare of the resort. The steps
Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 13 and 14
case of tire,
send in an alarm by teleSixteenth annual
that have been taken thus far show con- at West Gouldaboro
phone.
sideration for the best interests of the conference Hancock county conference of
Mrs. M. E. Moore, of Dorchester,
place in that, instead of having the plans Unitarian and other Christian churches.
Mass., and her sister, Mrs. Celia Taylor» of the route
Bar Harbor horse show.
contemplate a line along the
Aug. 20, 21, 22
of Minneapolis, formerly of Ellsworth,
highways, the roads have been avoided.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
are visiting relatives in
this city and
The promoters of the plan are doing their
12—Morrison family at
vicinity.
best to obtain a route into Bar Harbor j Monday, Aug.
old Morrison homestead, Bayside road.
Mrs. George 8. Foster and two little w ithout
damaging large property interThursday, Aug. 15—Bunker f unity at
daughters, who have been visiting Mr. ests.
,
South Gouldsboro.
Foster’s parents, L. D. Foster and wife, in
UNION EXCURSION.
this city, have returned to their home in
Friday, Aug. 16—Stratton family rePortland.
union at Molasses pond, Eastbrook.
and
Methodist
Baptist
Sunday
Miss Lottie B. Doyle, daughter of AlWednesday, Aug. 21—Butler family at
Schools’ Annual Outing.
fred B. Doyle and wife, formerly of EllsWest Franklin.
The annual excursion of the Baptist and
worth Falls, died at Bar Harbor Monday
I Wednesday, Ang. 21—Moore family at
of last week, aged eighteen years. The Methodist Sunday schools promises to be
Maddocks landing, Green Lake.
one of the best that the societies have ever
ratnalns were brought to EUaworth Falls
if planning and preparation count
had,
Wednesday, Aug. 21—Gray family reI
for interment.
union at James B. Gray’s grove, West
for anything. The time set is Tuesday,
The State board of assessors will have a !
Aug. 6. The schools will go to Newbury Sedgwick.
wild land session at the court-house in
Neck, leaving Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.’s
Thursday, Aug. 22—McGown family at
Ellsworth Saturday, Aug. 17, at 9 a. m.,!
wharf at 8 o’clock sharp. In case of Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
when they will secure information to
storm, the picnic will be postponed until
Saturday, Aug. 31— Maddocks family at
enable them to adjust and equalize valuafurther notice.
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
tion of wild lauds in the county.
At a meeting of the joint committee
Wednesday, Sept. 4 Salisbury family
W. E. Whiting went to Boston last Friday
evening, it was decided that it
at Young’s grove, Otis.
week to spend a portion of Old Home would be more comfortable if some of
the
week there. He will return to-morrow, settees from the church were used instead
Wednesday, Sept. 4—Orcutt family at
accompanied by Mrs. Whiting and little of the planks and staves for seating, and Eddington Bend.
daughter Kuth, and Mrs. 8. K. Whiting, B. T. Sowle and U. G. Hodgkins were
FAIR DATES.
who have been in Boston several weeks.
appointed a committee to attend to that
Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock County

m.

MAIL CLOSER AT POSTOFFICR.

property. Water street, Ellsworth. Me.

long
destroy,

MVKRTl>KM KNTS THIS WEEK.

.\

SCHKDULK OF MAILS
POSTOPFIC*
In effect June 10, 1907.

2g2io f»*»t of land lituato on south side and at foot of Sen street. Northeast Harbor,
Matw- Tills lot of land Is on the shore and title giveu to tow-water mat k.
John D. Murch place at Bayside with dwelling and stable, contains JO acres running to
the shore of Union nver bay.

Am

Joseph L. Wilkes, of Abington, Lord, the observance of the day w ill be
came from
Boston in an quiet. Capt. and Mrs. Lord, both members of old Ellsworth families, have had
E. E. Brady has removed what remained their home in Ellsworth all tbeir wedded
of bis stock from bis store on State street life. They were married ct Bluehill July
to bis storehouse on Water street, and is 31, 1837. Mrs. Lord’s maiden name was
Mary Augusta Adams. Capt. Lord, who
selling it out there.
sea at the age of eleven
The schooner Melissa Trask arrived began going to
made his tirst trip as captain at the
Thursday from Jersey City, with coal for years,
of twenty-one, a few days after his
Frank S. LoTd. She is loading staves for age
marriage, in the schooner George and
C. J. Treworgy for Newark.
Mary. He followed the sea until thirteen
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor of the Conyears ago, wrhen he bought out the fruit
gregational church, and family left yes- and confectionery business of Holmes
terday for Damariscotta, where they will JrosM in Ellsworth, which he has since
spend the month of August.
continued. Capt. Lord is “young for his
Dr. Abby M. Fulton, who suffered a years’
Mrs. Lord has been in poor beau n
slight shock some weeks ago, and who for a year past. They have one son, Capt.
was taken to her cottage at Manset, has
Horace F. Lord, of Green Lake.
been take! away for medical treatment.
Opposition to the electric road from
Capt. W. C. Bellatty, whose vessel Ellsworth to Bar Harbor is developing in
vas loading at Hall Quarry, and
Bar
Harbor. Arthur D. Addison, of WashCapt.
A. L. Bellatty, who was
loading at ington, a prominent summer resident, is
been
have
at
home
for
a
few
Bangor,
days. circulating a remonstrance against the
Seth T. Campbell and family, of Island building of a road. Mr. Addison is quotec
Falls, are becupying the Crockett cottage as saying that he believes the building of
at Contention Cove. Mrs. Campbell’s par- the road would be inimical to the best inents, E. K. Hopkins and wife, are with terests of the resort. There are many
and

Mam. They
automobile.

*T KLi.SWORTH

FOR

H. W. Carr

York,

Tenement to let.
In bankruptcy—Rst Geo H King.
In bankruptcy—Est Simeon G Blake.
Petition to Sup Jud court.
M C Fret* Austin—Beef for sale."
Lost—A watch.
G A Parc her—Apothecary.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Blvbhill. Me:
Edw E Chase—Notice of foreclosure.
Bvckrpora, Me:
Harry L Nevens—Notice of foreclosure.
Mr. Desert Ferry, Me:
W P Clarke—Bakery team for sale.
Bangor. Mb:
Noyes A Nutter—Kineo furnace.
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Old Town, Me:
C*W Robbins—Tour in Canada.
Augusta, Me:
Meeting of board of State assessors.
Boston
Boston City hospital—Training school.

16 STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.

THE ONLY SAVINGS

/

The

was a

very

good attendEntertainment was provided by
ance.
familiar characters from “Mother Goose”,
who appeared in costume and told their
stories. Music was provided by Mrs.
Howard
Walker, Churchill
Walker,
George Porter Paine, Miss Ida L. Higgins
and Miss Lucy A. Monaghan. Miss Margaret Dresser vcas accompanist.
pretty

affair.

There

was

a

should

provide

—

“Unitarianism

follows:

seven

as

class

Thought,” Rev. Thomas

Capt. John
celebrate their
sary.

Owing

Van

as

New-

Ness,

Bos-

Alfred

Brown,

H.

Newton

to

anniver-

the ill health of Mrs.

Uncertainty
weakness.

is

always

an

neu-

or

in this advertisement as a

coupon we will sell a full size
one

dollar

bottle

for

75

cents.
__

Geo. A.

Parcher, Agt.,
Maine.

Ellsworth,

Save

this,
25

you save
cents.

The
Wj
aV Strain oif

mtWomen’s Eyes1
W

If your eyes

I

TROUBLE YOU
call

on us.

Center,

Mass. Discussion and closing exercises
will follow.

A. Lord and wife to-day

golden wedding

ing

ton; “The Relation of the Unitarian
church to the New- Thought Movement,”
Rev.

anyone suf-

dyspepsia.
anyone bring-

rheumatism

To introduce it

:

gers of the steamer Marjorie a round trip
between Bar Harbor and West Goulds-

boro, of 50 cents.
The meetings will open at 8 o’clock
Delightful weather and a full moon Tuesday evening, with a service of worfavored the Thursday club of the Congre- ship conducted by Rev. M. Angelo Doughgational church last Wednesday evening erty, of West Gouldsboro. This will be
followed by sermon by Rev. C. F. Dole,
on the occasion of the lawn party at the
home of Henry M. Hall, corner of Main of Jamaica Plain, Mass.
The first session Wednesday will *be at
streets. The exterior of the
and High
house Rnd the grounds were tastefully 10.15 a. m. The address of welcome will
decorated with Japanese lanterns, and be
by James A. Hill, president. A devomade a
very pretty evening
picture.
Refreshments were served, and useful and tional service conducted by Mr. Doughfancy articles were on sale. The affair erty will be followed by a business seswas a great success, socially and finansion.
cially.
Addresses for the morning are as folEllsworth people—and there are lots of lows: “The church as Factor in the Dewho remember Susan Adams, velopment of Morals,” Rev. Walter Reid
them
daughter of the late Daniel Adams, now Hunt, of Orange, N. J.; “Religion and
Mrs. Henry Heppner, of San Francisco,
Habit,” Rev. H. H. Saunderson, of CamCal., will be interested to learn that bridge, Mass. Discussion and reports ol
among the graduates of the girls’ high churches will follow-.
After luncheon and a social {hour, the
school of that city, class of ’07, was a
daughter, Ruth A., who was one of the conference will again assemble at 1.45
prominent members of a class of forty- o’clock. Addresses for the afternoon are

young ladies. She contributed the
poem to the graduating exercises,
and in the June number of the Girls’
High Journal, of which Miss Heppner
was associate editor, she has a charming
short sketch dealing with Japanese life
entitled “They May Change the Sky, but
Not the Heart”.

ralgia,

a

lunch.
The Maine Central railroad grants a reduced rate of fl for the round trip between
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, and the manabasket

guranteed to help

fering from nervousness,

at

element

of

|

EXAMINATION FREE,

E. F. Robinson.

^

CHRISTIAN

fllutnal Bcnrfit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

JPrayer Mteting Topic For the Week
Beginning Aug. 4.

EDITED BT MAU»T

Ita Motto:

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—The consecration of our bodies.—
2 Cor. vl, 19. 30; Rom. xii, L (A vacation
consecration meeting.)
Christianity is sometimes criticised
Bpon the ground that it considers the
aoul and not the body of men; that it
deals only with a future heaven and
not with practical questions of human
life. But such criticism only displays
the ignorance of the critics. Christianity is the one thiug that does not despise any form or phase of man's life.
It emphasizes the care of the physical
as well as the spiritual life, the tern
poral as well as the eternal, while of

**Helpful

MADOl".

and

llcpefu"

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in tbe title and motto—it tsfor tbe mutual
benefit, and alms t«» be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is far the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicit*
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The America!*,
Ellsworth, Me.

places supreme emphasis upthe most important of all. the spirOther profesand
eternal life.
itual
WA2Ct>RRBRS or MAIEF.
sions are chiefly concerned with the Yes. we are wanderers of Maine.
The
man
and
his
life.
of
other phases
We’ve wandered from the fold.
supreme care of the physician is the And sweetest memories in our heart.
As sweet as ever told.
teachers
and
body, while professors
d<th sing.
give their lives to the development of Is where the bobolink
In springtime sun or rain:
the mind.
Why should not religion Where
lake and river, brook and rill,
give supreme place to the soul and its
Still whisper “dear old Maine”.
was
what
He
life? God knew
doing
when He organized His church, the | Our childhood days, without a care.
We spent in dear old Maine.
save
to
supreme mission of which is
As we wandered through tbe woodland
and sanctify the human soul.
And up the pasture lane.
But. while the supreme mission of Along the lake and river
it
the church is to care for the soul,
And up the mountain side,
does not neglect the mind or body. In Where blueberries grew in clusters.
the
And blackberries with them vied.
the early days of our history
church did most of our educational O,
yes. we think of all these things;
work, and our great universities, such
The joys of youth did fill
were
as Harvard. Yale and I*rinceton.
Our days with peace and gladness
In the schoolhouse on the hill.
founded by Christian men. and until
O. we are wanderers; yet we hope
been
recently their presidents have
Some
day to come to Maine.
the
And
ministers of the gospel.
And there to meet the dear old friends.
church today, as always, does all in Its
And clasp their hands again.
power to keep the mind of man free
from religious errors, such as skepti- To join the party up the lake
And camp upon the shore.
cism. unbelief and infidelity. The t»ody
has also been the object of the And feel the thrill of youth again.
To drink “hurrah tea" once more.
God's word demands
church’s care.
As we think of all these things to-day.
the consecration of our bodies to Him.
The scent of balmy pine
“Thou shalt Tove the Lord thy God Seems wafted to us in a breath
course it
on

While in this distaut clime.

command. This practically means that
our bodies most lie consecrated to Him,
and that they may be they must tie
kept healthy and clean and onr physical natures free from sins that defile
and destroy the body.
1
Onr bodies should therefore be eon
•ecrated to God. first, because He demands their consecration to Him. Paul
writing under the inspiration of God
makes a similar demand—"I beseech
yon, brethren, by the mercy of God
that you present your bodies, a living
sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God. • • •
and be not conformed to this world."
God therefore demands our bodies o'
us.
Second, because all phases of
man's life are so closely interwoven
that weakness in one part means weakness in all. The Ideal Christian is one
whose entire being Is consecrated to
God. who loves God “with his heart,
While
■oul, mind and strength.”
sweetest saints have sometimes possessed weakly bodies, yet imperfect
health Is often a hindrance to growth
In grace, and, of course, this is always
true where ph.vsical life is abandoned
to sin and evil.
The Holy Spirit, as
the representative of Christ, dwells in
ns.
“Know ye not that ye are the
temple of God?” How sacred our very
bodies should become to us for this
reason.
God dwells in them.
They
Let no sin defile them.
are his temple.
no
unfit
for
the
Let
habitation
neglect
of God.

O.it would be a pleasant thing
Those dear oln friends to meet.
And clasp them by the hand again,
T'would make our joy’s complete.
But some have crossed the great divide
Into the better land,
'Tis there we’ll meet and walk with them
Upon the Golden strand.
L. E. T.

one of Hancock county’# dearest old ladies, Mrs. Hannah Snowman, eighty-three
years old. w ho said she esteemed it a blessing
to be alive but didn’t think she had ever been
pot in the papers, so I put her in right here
among my friends, the Mutn&ls. and all the
dear old people that have outlived all their
childhood friends.
At Prospect Ferry I called on one of my
girlhood friends, who can only walk with
crutches from her chair to the bed aid has

ravages among our fruit and shade trees.
While we cannot expect to completely
exterminate this insect or entirely check

than a
year. Instead of complaining. 1 found her
and
that
she
could
use
hands,
her
rejoicing
she said the most important thing for us was
to be able to make sunshine for others, aad
one thing we knew, we could never get outside of God’s care.
Isn’t it a sweet, comforting thought that
whatever of sorrow or joy comes to us. and

“A good deal of interest has been manifarmers* institute work during the past year, and the character of the
instruction at these meetings has l3een of
It is important that the
the highest.
farmer should kn9w what is being done
by others engaged in the same occupation,
and the farmers' institutes are a valuable

on

not

stepped

out

of doors for

more

however far our friends may go from us. we
still in God’s loving care, and oar chief
busines* should be to make sunshine for
others.
Well. I have had a week’s rest, renewing
old acquaintances and storing op sunshine
for the coming days, and while we are trying
to brighten other lives, we shall forget to
dwell among the shadows of our own. After
all these years of sunshine and shadow, I
find life woith living, and am looking 'or the
bright places along the way. One of the
bright spots is that I am a Mutual, and can
claim Aunt Madge and the others as real
are

among tl)c (Grangers.
—

Thi* column 1* devoted to the Orange, «*to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column i* open to all granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general Interest, and
for report* of grange meeting!. Make letters
nhort and concise. All communication* mast
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

spread, until some parasite is found to
aid in its control, if every city, town and
individual owner of infested trees will urn*
their best efforts to keep their property
free from the pest, its devastations will be
greatly red need. A continued warfare

pecially

its

must be

kept

up.

good

fested in the

lines.
sense

them

DATES.

Saturday, Aug. 17-Meeting of Hancock
county Pomona with Alamoosook grange.
Fast Or land.
Aug. 21—Annual field day of Hancock
Pomona at Bluehill mineral spring.

obtaining information in these
They awaken the farmer# to a
Sept. 11—Green Mountain Pomona field
of their opportunities and show
day at Blunt’a pond, Lamoine.
of them.
take

of

source

advantage

how- to

Thirty-four regular institutes have been
held during the year, in the different

GREEN MOUNTAIN FIELD DAY.

counties of the State.

agricultural societies of the State
the usual amount of
; success for the past year. The exhibitions
held by out three State societies were unusually large and instructive, and at miny
friends, so with a hearty welcome to the new. of our county fairs the display of stock
and a kindly greeting to the old Mutuals, and and farm products was exceptionally fine.
The

have met with about

word of cheer for the column's many readSister B.
ers. I am as ever, your

We are pleased to note
tendency, on the part of

Thank you for your good letter.
reminded of thi§ verse of Whittier*:

societies, to adhere more closely to the
It is
lines of s strictly agricultural fair.
our opinion that this policy will not detract from the financial success, and that
sbcTfairs w ill have more influence upon
the improvement of agriculture.

a

Iam

I know not where His islands lift
Their fro tided paints in air,
I only snow 1 cannot drift
Beyond His love and care.
At*»T Madoe.

an

increasing

some

of

j

the

an

agricultural

“The

department

has

been

continually

i

j

Maurice
Ttauraton, and ,he
homestead to Erneat

to

Schooner Marion

Murphy
Turner, Cap,

n

*

I Why

j

So Weak?

•Kidney Trouble* May be s*BBilte
Your Life

Away. Ellsworth

pie Have Learned This Fact

When

j

to

run

health, man or woman
down without
apparent

L

a

weak, languid,
depress,*, -,.7
backache, headache, diary spell,
Md
nar, disorders, look to the
cornea

cause

ot

" all.

Keep

the

kidney, ,J7
kidney, w,«,od

they will keep you well. Du,:,
PiU.

cur.

sick

Hem 1.

well.

kidney,

„d

Ellsworth

_.

k«p

7*

*

te,ti

10

prove It:
Arthur L. Frazier, of Z;
Hancock
employed in the Union Shoe
y*,
Ellsworth, Me., says: For some

st

£

tin*
fall I had been annoyed with
Wi
in m, back. I paid little
attent.on to a
at first, thinking it would
diMppw
itself, but instead of getting
bettw th#
pain grew worse. My hack felt ,t
lin„
as if it would break in
two. When 1
in a chair at night after a
day', work the
pain was so severe that I coaid not ,it

meeting July 18, with about seventy-five
After business,
children in attendance.
the grange waa opened to the children,
and the following programme waa listened
to: Song, choir; recitations, Genie Jones;
Ozzie Steele, Dana Grindle, Goldie Grindle. Ella Perkins, Edna Grindle, Hope
Perkins, Erma Grindle, Ora Gray; dia„,a
logues, “Then and Now,’* “Going Some- and bad to keep changing my
where;” song, Winsor Bowden, Tbema The trouble was at Its
height when I bejn
Grindle, Hattie Saunders, Della Snow;
taking Doaa'a Pills, which were
Rainbow exercises, by boys and girls;
procur*
for me at E. O. Moore',
drug store. I ^
duet, Hattie Saunders and Della Snow.
Number only taken a few doses when I felt
Fruit and candy were served.
and a continuation ot their use
present, 125.
cured tor
since which I have scarcely felt
any
NARRAMIASIC, OELAND.
of my former trouble.”
The annual fair of Narramiasic grange
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ceau.
will be held Sept. 25.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N\
y,
for
Um
United
States
agents
HARVEST HOME. WEST ELLSWORTH.
Remember the natne-Doan ,-and take
Harvest Home grange held its regular
no other.
lecthe
business
After
27.
meeting July
turer gave a good programme of speaking,
Klfltull int Stiimtjojii
reading, recitations and conundrums.
There will be a dance at the grange hall
E.
Clark
3.
W.
Saturday evening, Aug.
will furnish music.

follow ing figures show tne busithese societies for the past year:
Number of horses and colts exhibited.
AGRICULTURAL REPORT.
1,610; number of neat cattle exhibited,
State Commissioner <>ilman Make* 5,511; number of sheep exhibited. 1,149;
Hi* Annual Report.
number of swine exhibited, 512; number
The annual report of Hon. A. W. Gil- of
poultry (coops) exhibited, 3,429;
man, of Foxcroft, commissioner of agri- | amount of premiums and gratuities paid,
culture, ha* been submitted to the gover- $23,282.24; amount of trotting purses;
It says in part:
f20.239.23; per cent, of premiums snd
nor and council.
“In reviewing the work of this depart- gratuities to local awards, 53; per cent, of
ment for the past year, we feel that en- State stipend. 37.28; number of societies
couraging results have been obtained. receiving stipend, 40.
“'the amount of work which i# necesOur State is showing a continued progress in agricultural lines, and it is besary to be performed in tbe office of the

pre-eminently

Green Mountain Pomona will holds its
field day Wednesday, Sept. 11, at Blunt's
pond, Lamoine. State Master Gardner
and State Lecturer Thompson will be
present, also some national officers. The
address of welcome will be by Milton
Beckwith, of Ellsworth, and the response
by the State master. Music will be furnished by Lamoine band.
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSYILLK.
Rainbow grange held a very interesting

nesaof

coming

reason.

:

increas-

The correspondence is very large,
Its agricultural resources and pos- ing.
sibilities are every year more fully real- and the work of suppressing the brownized. Our efforts to interest the farmers in tail moth and other duties which have
acquiring the knowledge which is essen- been added to the department within retial to the highest success in their call- cent years have largely increased the clering, have been attended with a great deal ical work. The publication of the annual
Dear Af. B. Friends:
of success. The farmers’ institutes have report and quarterly bulletins has been
Old home week has come to be one of been largely attended, and an increasing continued, and our effort has been to make
MARIA VILLB.
Commencing June 10, 1907.
the annual events anticipated for months interest manifested in the reports and these of increasing value and interest to
Mariaville grange held its regular meetBAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
in the slates where it is observed. The bulletins published by the department, the farmers of the State.
ing July 27; forty-four members and
Sunday
“A prosperous agriculture is the founpreparations for its observance in Boston and in all the methods by which we have
4 ac a m ; a m r u p m r m a ulr m
three visitors present. Brother Kimball,
Moat
9 .9
the present year have been enthusiasti- endeavored to disseminate information dation of a prosperous country. The in*7 10
of North Bangor grange, gave a very in- 8 W HU... 9 90 11*00
11 20
? ».!.
cally carried to completion, and the gala along advanced agricultural lines. The dustry outranks all others in value of teresting lecture oo grange work. One N E H
9 09 11 SO
7 30
SealHJ.... 9 99 11 50
week will be in the zenith of its pleasures courses in agriculture at the University of product and importance to our welfare.
? 5o.
candidate received instructions in the Bar H,6 00 19
19- 1 00 4*10 9 CO
fcjs.
when you are reading these linss.
Maine have been more (ally attended than When our farms produce abundantly first and second
degrees. After the lec- Srnto- 10 90 .j a 95.
Han P 6 99 19 49
But no lew hearty and sincere will be ever before, and the extension work of the commerce is increased, transportation fa4 85
served.
and
cake
were
ice-cream
ture,
flull’nl-ill 19. 4 30
the greetings given to the sons and daugh- university, sided by this department and cilities are multiplied, and all other inM D F 6 95-11 49 1 50 5 (A 0 ‘0
r, tf.
much dustries are stimulated. An important
Waul ? 09 11 92 1 5? 9 12 9 ST
ters of the obscure hamlets and quiet
J S3.
tbe grange, has been productive c
EAST BLUEHJLL.
Han ‘7*0?!ll*88.f5 15
i»
factor in the improvement of our agriculneighborhoods who return to the scenes good.
East Bluebill grange held its regular Fr K 7*19 11 09 .*5 23
; o*
of their early years, if they come back
17.-5 81
“We
believe that the quality of the ture is the adoption of progressive, up19,1*
II M 7*14 SO 00
|7
members
J’
meeting July 20; thirty-seven
91 11 24 2 23 S 37 10 21 11 07 ; 10 10 «t
ELLS{7
with loyalty to the old home and an openanimals kept upon our farms as a rule is to-date method*. Changing methods must and one visitor present. A short but in- KIU
K T *7 l*’». 9 «
II 1! ; JS 10 It
hearted cordiality that shows the old continually improving. While we regret follow changing conditions. Development
Mc’n :t«»ir.i. im
if»;>ntcn
was
carried
out.
teresting programme
Ur L ;7 54,12*50. ft CM
lisi'-ifttos
schoolmates and friends they have not to learn from the report of the board of in agriculture must keep pace with the
Phil Lft*0*>12*5?.*6 12.11*41 7-53 10*41
Hldo’ « 19? 1*05. ft 20.II 4r *’00 10 •
grown away from the old associations, nor state assessors for 1906 that in several rapid development in ether lines. Our j
NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
BrJc 1*
« 39
1 90
12 C8 J JMt »
let what success they may have attained classes the numbers have decreased some- farmers are manifesting a greater and
New Century grange met July 27. En- Ban'r ft 99)
40 I 80 8*30 ft 4,5 11*2912 15 ib 11 15
“turn their heads” to such an extent that what, yet it is our opinion that the in- more intelligent interest in agriculture tertainment consisted of
M
AM AM
M AM
am
(r m
songs by the
Potld
9 55 7 40 12 55 * 45 4 5u 30 4 »
honest hearts and the “simple life” are crease in individual value is such that the in all its branches, and making greater
...I 9 09-11 05 5 30 7 00 ft 25 3 3$ »
grange, readings by Laura Cook, Ella Bur- Bstn
not appreciated.
total value of our farm stock has been in- progress in the science of their business. rill, E. W. Burrill and others; solo, Nellie N Y daily e» Sunday TOOcomJune n
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR. SunWe will not forget the many who keep creased. This increase in value is espec- They are watching the experiment stations
Cook; whistling solo with encore, Margie
day
the “old home” remembrance, not only
ially noticeable in the case of our dairy more closely and relying upon them for Colby; remarks on grange topics by memr U
IM
AM AM
one week in fifty-two, but who, through
10 00
h 00 10*M
Bstn
cows, and we are glad to know that the the working out of some of the important bers.
am
v
all the year, retain in their minds a picThe next meeting will be held Aug. 10. Potld.... *1 20
dairymen are realizing more fully than questions that have so much to do with
6 50.11 0512 *3.
ture gallery of the scenes of long ago. formerly the necessity of improving the increasing the preductfVeness of the soil. If
AM
AM
PM
PM
AM'AM
fair
or
next
stormy, Aug. 12,
evening.
BIBLE HEADINGS.
Bng'r-*» 95 6 10 10 tO 10 50 3 SO *5 OQ ti »
They may not be able to journey to the quality of their cows, in order to obtain With a fuller realization of our agriculA 07 8 If
Br Jc.....
ft 17 10 07
Lev. xix, 26-2S; Ps. xxxlv, 12-14; 1 home of their nativety, they may be in the best success in their business.
careful study of our
tural resources, a
Hid n. 9 >9 10 97
5 27 8 57
BAY VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.
Phil L...
Cor. Ill, 10, IT; vt, 12. 13; xv, 30-44; 11 foreign lands, or across the continent, but
*6 44 10’9t
*524*904
“We regret to find that the number of conditions, and the bringing of business
Bay View grange held its regular meet- Ur L.
ft S2 IP 43
5 43 9 12
Gal.
Cor. vi, 1-18: Epb. v, 10-20;
v,
thty are loyal to the place where first the sheep in Maine has further decreased. and scientific methods into our farming, ing Wednesday night. A social evening xtc’In.*7 00 10*£3
5 S4 9 21
Ella P
16-26: Jas. lii 1-11; I John 111, 1-3.
7 14 11 06.« 91 985
light of day dawned on their childish WTe still fell that this industry offers we believe our agriculture will continue was spent.
a
small
number
was
Only
ELLS
*0 40 7 90 11 12 11 53 4 30 6 IS 9 41
vision.
The lakes, the mountains, the many inducements to our farmers. The to develop in the future even more rapidly
W Jc.J 7 29 II 18 11*58 4 42 6 17 *9 4*
present, owing to the busy season.
« i3 9 56
Fr R.
11 26
Killing Monotony.
brooks, the trees, even the rose bushes product of the sheep, both in wool and than it has in the past. Some of the most
M ION
Han.
11*95
is
the
of
result
Into
Monotony
getting
and the morning-glory blossoms, are still
GREENWOOD, KAMTBROOK.
Wauk
7 08
11 88 12 17 4 50 • 34 19 09
lambs, is bringing an increased price studious intelligent men of the State are
ruts.
In some things ruts are good. a part of their life, and would ever be if from
7 10
U 45 12 25 5 05 6 ti 10 15
At the meeting of Greenwood grange M D Fyear to year. There is no branch now giving the beet that is in them
Sull’n
7 40
12 55 12 55
Indiscriminate condemnation of them “old home week” had never be instituted.
»
of stock husbandry that tbe farmer can towards the development of this great Saturday evening, about seventy members Had 1’... I 10
12 45 19*45-5 35
Is shortsighted. Some ruts are In place
c7*8
125dl 25 5 49 7 OJ 10 40
But as a reminder to the man or woman
and visitors were present.
The ladies Srnto
engage in that is so sure of yielding a industry.’'
Bar H
*0 00
1 90*120 5 30*7 83 1114
in a prayer meeting, it Is helpful to busy with so many cares—with the acfilled the chairs, furnished entertainment Seal H
t 50
2 10 *2 10 ft ..
large profit as this industry.
observe some forms, such as having cumulation of wealth, with the gayeties
2 30 *2 30 '00
WEST EDEN.
and supper. One candidate was instructed N E Har *f 10
“The high price of poultry products the
SWHar *0 90
2 40 -2 40 7 15
the leader face the led. as having a of life,with its stern realities—this setting
Mrs. Lizzie Salisbury is the guest of her in the third and fourth degrees. The next Manat... *f V
—! 7 1«
past year has given an encouraging aspect
certain time to begin and to close, as aside of a particular time for remembering
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7-20 a m and 4JD ?
to the poultry industry, and this is re- niece, Mrs. Ida Rich.
meeting will be in the hands of the genone
aland
as
Ihavlng every
seated,
m, and arriving Ellsworth 12-24 noon. 1197 p
from whence we started in life, is a God- ceiving increased attention.
tlemen.
Many of our
m. connect with Washington Co. Uy.
Telephones have been put in the a wellways having prayer in a prayer meet- send. It is mentioned in the papers, on farmers are
that a small flock of
•
realizing
Dally.
ing of D. W. McKay and the poetofflce,
ing. Some things never become mo- the street, among friends, and in the rush hens
PROSPECT HARBOR.
intelligently fed and cared for will which is now in the new house of E. M.
a leave# Sunday at I a m.
notonous. no matter how often repeat- of business or of pleasure, a thought of
add an appreciable amount to the yearly Hamor.
Miss Sybil Cole has been spending the
x Sundays only.
ed.
Breathing does not become mo- home—of the old home—is suddenly income, and in some sections the business
in Steuben.
Stop on aignal to conductor.
Mrs. Emily Babbidge, of Stonington, week with relatives
notonous.
Yonr heart lieats are not thrust upon the mind and a vision of the
is carried on quite extensively, with good
c Stops to leave but not to take pawenferaMiss Grace Moore has concluded her
who has recently returned from Mt. Dora,
monotonous.
Vital things do not bepast awakens the desire to see once more success.
<1 Stop, at Sorrento Sunday li.M ”J»n “
come stereotyped and stale.
It Is get- the
leave paaaengeTs from points weat of Bangor.
Fla., where she spent the winter, is spend- vacation and returned to New York.
places with which we were once so
aairy mitres is oi me rtuue nave
a few weeks with her
Miss Nancy Willey, ol Cherryfield, baa
ting Into ruts In non-essential things familiar.
sister, Mrs.
Tickets for all points .South and
received much attention during the past ing
that becomes tiresome.
The leader
been a recent guest of Mrs. C. W. Bridges. West for sale at the 31. C. H* «•
Every year has brought its changes; the year, and we are pleased to note a marked Alma Higgins.
may always face those he leads, bnt old neighbors are gone, the old home
A reception was given to E. M. Hamor
MrB. D. M. Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y., ticket office* Ellsworth.
may progress in this line. The quality of our
These trains connect at Bangor with throogh
he need not always do It In the same have
changed hands, but the skies are no- dairy products and the methods employed and daughter, Mrs. Ida Rich, at their new : has returned home after a few weeks here trains on Main Line, to and from Portland.
way. A prayer meeting should always i where as fair as these, the breath of the
Boston and St John.
in their production have steadily im- residence last Wednesday afternoon. It1 with relatives.
wprohave prayer and singing and Scripture woods is nowhere so
was a delightful affair.
Passengers are earnestly requestly
“woodsy;” the disDainty refreshMrs. 1_ M. Bunker came over from Bar cure
Through the efforts of our State
tickets before entering the tramM
reading and testimonies, but not al- | tant bills and the stretch of shore furnish proved.instructor
ments were served. Among those present
Fal.«
and
to
Falls
much
has
Ellsworth
been
accomHarbor
for
a
dairy
week-end visit especially
Saturday
ways in the same order and the same a landscape unrivalled in beauty, because
Ellsworth.
was Alden Hamor, of Hulls' Cove, Eden’s
a
with her parents, A. R. Joy and wife.
plished for the benefit of both producer
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. * T■tyle. And that Is Just the way mo- here wras once our home.
and customer. The milk supply of the oldest citizen, who is ninety-one to-day,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Mrs. Lewis Foss and daughter, of Rock■otony In a meeting puts it to sleep.
Manager.
Vice-Pres, and Oen’l
principal cities and larger towns has been July 26. He is still hale and hearty.
and Miss Louise Tracy, of Waltham,
The same Invariable order of things.
Among those who have recently come thoroughly investigated, and the illegal Others from out-of-town were George land,
have been visiting
EASTERN
at
Maas.,
Alfred
It doesn't matter whether it Is sing, into possession of the M. B. pin are
Are, sale of imitation dairy producta carefully Richards and wife, Mrs. Caroline Richards
Tracy’s.
fray, read, or read, pray, sing, or pray, Ah, Jennie, C, and Erne Stine.
looked after. The inspection of cream- and Mrs. Marion Smith, of Salisbury
July 29.
C.
read, sing, tends to kill the interest
eries, and of dairies, as far as practicable, Cove; Mrs. Ellen Higgins, Mrs. Fred
and make the meeting dull.—Dr. John Dear Aunt Madge and Mutuals:
Gonya and little son Freddie and Mrs.
has been continued. Much
WEST
has
been
GOL'LDSBORO.
I have safely passed my golden wedding,
F. Cowan In the Australian Golden
Gillmore, of Bar Harbor; Wilbur SalisChandler Noyes is spending a few days
and many thanks for favors received and for done in the line of promoting a spirit of
Link.
Mount D«M>t and Blu.hlll
and wife, of Hulls’ Cove; Mrs. B. C.
congratulations and good wishes both by co-operation between the creamery oper- bury
with hiBaunt in East Sullivan.
Thomas and daughter Alberta, who are at
Dnllyr Llnu— Sunday. Includrd.
mail and telephone.
ator and the patrons.
How to Help the Pastor.
Fred Tracy and wife, of the Pond disI Fifty years ago I entered my present home
*‘The work of disseminating informa- home from Stores, Conn., and the pastor,
We know of Christian Endeavor soare receiving congratulations on the
trict,
Miss Margaret Koch, whose presence is
! as a bride and tried my hand at home mak- tion in relation to and
suppressing dancieties which have a standing commit- I
birth of a daughter.
a
ing. I have been a very inefficient house- gerous insect pests, has been
faithfully always delight. A gift was presented to
tee whose business it is to run errands I
the
standard
of
no
dust
and carried
Andrew Havey, wife and son Board man,
keeper, judged by
Mr. Hamor with appropriate remarks,
on.
All
nurseries
and
many
for the pastor and thus save bis valu- clean aprons, but my shildren and grandI
showing the love and esteem in which he of West Sullivan, spent Saturday night
able time. When R few of the young children say I have been a good home-maker orchards have been inspected and much
Steamer leaves Bar Harbor week
-'he#|t
work done among the schools and granges. is held. His friends wish him many years and Sunday with Mrs. Abbie H. Taft.
come together regularly fifteen min- i so that home to them is the dearest spot on
Sundays at 1 30 p in, for Beal Harbor, l”, ] ^
of happiness in his new home.
July 29.
d
LHarbor. Southwest Harbor. Brooklta.»*r
A vigilant educational campaign against
earth.
Harbor.
ute* before the service and pray for |
Islesboro
(Dark
SargentvIUe,
M.
July 26.
Last week I spent with a sister whom I had the brown-tail moth has been kept up.
Rockland, connecting for Boston.
God’s blessing on the sermon,
it
LEACH’S POINT.
not seen for five
who lives on the bank Cities and towns, as well as individuals,
Steamer leaves Biuebtll at 2 p m, JJJJj#3!b,
strengthens him more than they can of the Penobscot years
s»*
EASTBROOK.
Ira Leach and wife have arrived home.
and Sundays for South BluenlH,
not far from where old Fort in the infested
*orA06.
district, as a rule have
ever know as be strives to break the
North
Haven and Rockland, connecting
Miss
Neta
Knox stands as a grand sentinel guarding the manifested much
of Yeazie, is visiting
Googins,
Bowden
has
arrived
George
home
and
of
after
a
ton.
interest,
many
bread of life. But one does not need narrows of the river. At
week
I
G.
8.
IBucksport called them have done excellent work in the at
Googins’.
fishing trip.
Steamer laaves Bass Harbor at
awiifvrlck,
to be on a committee or to join with
gC.
days and Sundays for West Tremont.
Mrs. Hamlin Kingman and son Maurice
of this pest. A very large
destruction
Frank
of
Sawyer,
others in order to serve and to pray
Cape Rosier, is visit- Herrick’s Landing. South Brooks^. ^for
I will mail you free, to prove merit, samples
are visiting friends in Bar Harbor.
ing his father, Lyman Sawyer, who is ill. moge'n, Dlrlgo and Rockland, conn
for his pastor. How many of us are of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative and my Book number of winter nests have been deBoston.
Dyspepsia, The Heart or The Kid- stroyed, thus preventing immeasurable
Greenwood circle intends to have a soaccustomed in our private devotions to on either
Willis Bowden was thrown from his
RETURNING
neys. Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or Kidciable and sale at the grange hall Saturday mowing machine
lift a petition for him whom God has neys are merely symptoms of a deeper ailLeave Boston, ro«ter', wharf. Week1111}"
His collar
Wednesday.
ment. Don’t make the common error of treatThe
of
Cream
soothing spray
Ely's Liquid
evening.
bone was fractured.
Sunday,, ,11pm. for Rockland
set to be our spiritual guide?—Rev.
-iralof
ing symptoms only. Symptom treatment is Bairn, used in au atomizer, is an unspeakable
Leave Rockland at 8.30 a m. of ?!!,.’sunday*
Francis E. Clark, D. D., LL. D.
25.
Walter Clow and family, who have been
treating the result of your ailment, and not
July
M.
steamer from Boston, week daya
Harbor tl»
the cause. Weak Stomach nerves—the inside relief to sufferers from Catarrh. Some of
Hareu
Bar
in Machias the past year, have moved
for Bass Harbor. Bluehlll and
Stomach
nerves—mean
weakness, always. them describe it as a Godsend,and no wonder.
BASS HARBOR.
Intermediate landing,.
back here. Mr. Clow w ill do lumbering
And the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have The
The Greatest Force.
B°9
thick, foul discharge is dislodged and the business.
First-class fare Bar Harbor to
their controlling or inside nerves. Weaken
Charles Closson and wife have a little
Christian Endeavor is the world’s these nerves, and you inevitably have weak patient breathes freely, perhaps for the first
one way; *s round trip.
29.
Gem.
July
at !nJ,
son, born Wednesday.
All
livestock, t» lnaur«l
greatest moral and spiritual force vital organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop's time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm contains
State.
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Steamship Company.

__

_

has made its fame. No other
claims to treat the “inside
Also for bloating, biliousness, bad
nerves
use
breath or complexion,
Dr.
Shoop's
Restorative. Write me to-day for sample and
free Book. Dr. Shoop, Racine. Wit. The
Restorative is sold by G. A. Parc her.
Restorative

among the young, and Endeavorers
should take it in dead earnest. Pray
for it Labor in it—Lyman S. Stone In

remedy

Endeavorer.

I

even

all the healing, purifying elements of the
solid form, and it never fails to cure. Sold by
all druggists for 75c., including spraying tube,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
York,

Never can tell when you’ll smash a finger or
suffer a cut, braise, burn or scald. Be prepared. Dr. Thomas Eclectric Oil instantly
relieves the pain—quickly cures the wound.—
Advt.

Mrs. Sarah Spear and Miss Jennie
Rich,
of Rockland, spent last week with rela-

Are

except
freight,
marine risk.

an**

E. S. J. Miikjk,

Agent. Bar U>r1

■

11&
__

tives here.

Mrs. Lizabeth Roberts haB sold the
house of her father, the late David
Benson,

The American :
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-I

wait mucn longer to tell ber
so,
but I seemed to lack the
right
One day in the temple I bud been
long
silent, though I had not realised It til!
she Interrupted my
thoughts most
not

words!

saucily.

!
c
saw her
In the birch blossom path I
mine! was fall of annoyfirs:, and my
sister, who kept my
4Boe because my
Invite a girl to visit her
bouse, should
was my duty to
gnd then Insist that It
her. 1 would do nothjn-Ip entertain
I was thinking, when a
ing of the sort.
white blossomed pathway
torn in the
brought her to my view.
She was slender and had a great

mass of brownish yellow hair, plants!
one of which glow,.p Wuh gold plus,
with Its topai
ed sardonically at me

wondering why she
didn't comb her hair amoothly she
tamed, and her eyes, of a wonderful
eye.

While I

was

Ttvid blue, seemed to look down Into
my very soul.
"Stand perfectly still. Mr. Angove.
and shut your eyes. Is theca anything
so sweet in this wide world aa a birch
path In springtime? Don’t open them,
Mr. Angove. I want you to get the

fragrance uninterrupted by any othet
sense."
Why I should have stood there with
my foolish eyes shut tight I don't
did nutll she gave me
know,
permission to look at the while feath
Thou i|ulte so
erv sprays and at her.
elshly we strolled the rest of the wny
together. 1 began to feel Interested lu
I

lmt

she would say when we
knowing
came to the end of the path and she
what

saw—

••Why, I don't know your name,” 1
said abruptly.
"At tlrst you are going to address
me as Miss Brltluud." she replied
promptly. “Afterward you will say
Frances, and at the end you will cull

Caprice."
"Why in the world should I call you
Caprice''" I asked.
me

“I lion t know, she said. T)on t yon
sty things Just ss If somebody
Inside of you were saying them with
your own tongue?"
My reply to this amazing question
■was hindered
by the ending of the
birch bushes. We stood fouing a little
pagoda of white marble. I looked at
Her hands were tensely
the girl.
clasped: her red lips were quivering.
"It's like walking down the pathway
of love and suddenly coming to the
very temple of love ltselfr she exclaimed.
1 frowned.
Why should my sister
prattle to strangers of our ancestors'
conceptions ? She seemed to divine my
ever

thoughts.
"Why do yon look at me like that?
What Is it? What does It mean?"
1 showed her the Inscription on the
worn threshold—"Temple of Love"—
and with a sudden swift grace she
knelt above the lettering.
Then she
sprang up.
“Come, Mr. Angore," she
cried gayly; “I will run you a race!"
So back along the birch lined path
we ran like two children, and
only my
sister's amused smile at Iho end of the
race reminded me of my forgotten dignity. 1 spent the rest of the duy
among my books and alone.
Next morning Miss Krltiand and 1
selected a walk opjioslte the blrcb path.
This was a straight path through un
avenue of stately plues.
Yesterday the
girl had been fanciful or merry; this
day she was neither. She walked sedately by

me,

talking quite learnedly

of the future of radium. I lajgnn to see
why i might some time call her Ca-

price.
“This Is the path of the pines,” I
said when we had exhausted radium,
""e should have taken this one first,
for It leads straight and true ns the
compass needle to the temple, while
the birch path meanders
foolishly this
nay and that and makes one many unnecessary steps to reach the same

place."
v,«s.

v,

auuccwary

steps

«h»n one walk* with the
spirit of the
Woods," she answered. "Anyway, you

should not have told tue that this path
leads to the same place.
It would
have ix-on nicer for
for myself.”

me

to discover It

*t would,”
-"®°
How shall 1

I answered humbly.
atone?"
*'}' telling me of yourself." she replied.

"There Isn't much to tell," I said,
feeling pleased at her interest. We sat
the pagoda, and for me at least It
was the
temple- of love. Let he who
will prate of
long growing afTectloii.
_o uie love came as the sun rises suddenly over the mountain.
I told her of
my life as a boy In col3S * nian *u t*le Rti®*11**® world
■ this
estate cpme to me. neglected
*Bd long
uninhabited.
Another day I told her about the
“■“pie. how my ancestor had laid out
ese paths to
typify his love for his
lr
young wife and her love for him—
®* Iiatl1quick and true as the comM»s
needle, the other sweet in Us shy
flections, but ending just as surely
•t the
temple.
'A hat was the
young wife's name?"
asked.
.1 don't know. Ills diary Is full of
K,a,'ty and sweetness and uccornMiments, hut it never mentions her
“e. He had his
own names for her
unbeam. Starlight, Heartsease. Love
,,lat should not die when the
>es of tile lovers
are dust."
do you know that it does?"
*
'wmanded. “How do you know
I
thelr ®°ul3 are
living again and
in
oviu« 3«st the same?"
so many strange thoughts.
Frances, and she had so
""
lea me 1,
1 could
n

taT

rii.ri
■

..

T wish that It could speak, for It
looks so very kindly that Its voice
must needs be pleasant'
she quoted.
‘‘It Is goiug to speak." I said,
turning
suddenly toward her, but she pointed,
laughing, toward the door.
Down the path of the pines came
my

sister,

eager, breathless, waving u letter.
"A secret drawer In the wall, back of
my wardrobe!" she gasped.
"And
three nights since she has been here
has Frances dreamed of finding letters r
l saw with a curious feeling the
peculiar chlrography of my ancestor.
I rend aloud;
"Look under the threshold of the
temple, thou man of my own blood,
but think not to appropriate to thyself
what thou Shalt Bud there. They are
for her whom thou lovest as I loved
my own Caprice."
“Pig. dig!" exclaimed my sister,
dropping on her knees and trying to
pry up the step with her bare hands.
“Don't sit there and stare at each other. you two.
Let'B find what's here."
It was not a hard task, for time had
loosened the marble steps till they
were easily removed. It was an exciting moment when my sister's eager
hands dragged to view a small Iron
box.

“Open It. brother!" she cried.
“Jewels!” cried the sweet, excited
voice of my dear girl.
I have always admired my sister, but
never more than at that moment, when
her curiosity must have been well nigh
uncontrollable.
She cast one swift
look ut us two; then she started tip the
pine path.
"I know that careless Martha Is letthe bread bum." she called back
over her dear motherly shoulder.
I took a string of diamonds from the
box nnd put them around my sweetheart's neck.
An
amethyst In Its
quaint setting 1 pinned at ber white
throat, a coronet of |>earls I plnccd on
her golden hair. On her slender, trembling fingers I put tings—rubles, diamonds. emeralds. On her pretty arms
I hung bracelets of queer design, nnd
then I fnstened her girdle- dull gold,
set with a
great white opal which
broke Into marvelous colors as my
sweetheart
touched
It
reverently.
When I had finished. She looked like a
sweet barbnrie princess.
I knelt before her, kissing her hand.
“All yours, my queen," I whispered,
“for I love you as he loved—Caprice.”
“Maybe l am his Caprice," she answered dreamily, “and maybe you are
he."
"Tell me that you love me, dear,” l

ting

pleaded.
She put her flower-Uke face to mine.
“My first thought of you and my last
the same, lieloved,” she answered.
“And the thought Is this—that you
‘have a heart for whose Inflated wak
lng queens might keep vigil.’
are

Phoenix Park, Dublin.
Of nil the pleasure grounds we saw
abroad I liked Phoenix park. In Dute
lin, the best, says a writer In the
It covers nearly 2,000 acres,
Guidon.
and the seven tulle drive around It Is

delightful.
of It are let to citizens for pasturage, and herds of fat kine lazily
chewing under the trees or Idly standing In a cool stream give a touch not
found In any other resort.
On one pint when we were there a
detail of Ills majesty's redcoats were
Yonder
practicing target shooting.
came three dragoons back from a cross
The vice regal lodge,
country run.
plain and white, lovtked. In spite of the
vastness of the green grounds about it,
hot and uninviting In the glare of the
Acres

August sun.
In sight of the house, but a long wag
from it. Is the spot where Cavendish
and Rurke were murdered some years
In vain do the gardeners try to
ago.
keep grass above It. As fast as a bit
grows It Is taken up and carried off by
relic hunters.
Scores of deer were roaming about,
so
tame that they frequently came
tine big stretch of
close to our car.
rolling land was crossed and recrosaed
with what looked In the distance like
ditches. They are troughs, our driver
told us, Into which at morning and
night water Is pumped for the deer,
which come there by the hundreds to
drink.
The Calligraphy of the Dumases.
Both the Dumases’ hands are those of
busy men, but the elder Pumas could
He never stopped to
go ou forever.
punctuate. One of Ills literary canons
was that a clear style punctuates itself.
There Is a good deal In this. The sou
never missed a comma, semicolon, colon or full stop, ne had not the father’s facility, which resembled a tropical vegetation at the end of the rainy
season.

The younger Dumas beat Ills brains

terribly and forced them to bring forth
plays, but his letters were jeux d'esprlt.
He ought to have been a preaching
He liked to
advocate.
preach and point morals and to kick
Ills fair |ienlteuta to give them real
cause to cry. But he was not the brute
he liked to pass for being
Nothing
can
be more refined than his handThe original manuscripts of
writing.
tils plays are scarcely legible, the corrections and erasures are so numerous.
But he did not let the copyist or, Indeed, any stranger see them, but rewrote and added pungent and pregnant sentences as he did so. The first
thoughts of some authors are the best.
They were the worst of Pumas fils
unless when he wus answering a letter—answering. mind. It was then a
of steel responding to flint.
case
Sparks flew. If there was an explosive
about. It went off.—London Truth.
monk

or

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

FALSE ALARM OF FIRE.

college, and John A. Morrison, of Medford, Mats., left Mere Point on July 9, was
Eggs Scarcer and Price Strikes the located Sunday in about twelve fathoms of
Up-Grade—Strawberries Gone.
water off Seal island cove. AH doubt as
A scarcity of eggs, due to some extent, to
the fate of the two Bowdoin students is
perhaps, by fact that farmers are busy thereby set at rest. The bodies were not
haying and not coming in to market, has found in the yacht.
started up the price this week. From 22
James A. Donobne, State commissioner
to 25c quoted last week, the price hss adof sea and shore fisheries, made a raid on
vanced to 27 to 28c.
Strawberries have disappeared from the the fish dynamiters of Quoddy bay last
From the little fishery cruiser
market, and blueberries and raspberries week.
have put in an appearance.
There are maintained by the Canadian government,
to
which
the fishermen on the American
few price changes.
The quotations below give the xange of j side of the line pay no attention, he
watched
the dynamiters, and secured eviretail prices in Ellsworth.

A Peril Always to 80 Met Promptly on
Zoard Chip.
It was on hoard lb* Northern Light,
says Cr.ptaiu Osbuu in "A Sailor of
Ko"tuue,” that a false jilartu of the
was sounded
and disaster pre ented
only by prompt action. A passenger,
looking down through the bojler batch,
saw the red painted boiler fronts and,
seeing the fiamdike color amid a cloul
of steam, shouied,
Fire!"
Immediately Ihe whole vessel was In an uproar. and a dangerous panic was ImI was one of the underoffiminent.
cers.

Country Prodnm.

Ratter.

Tlie climax came when the quartersaw a minister of the
gospel ou
the rail trying to lower the bow of ono
of the sl ip's boats. I ran to him and
ordered blin to come down on dock.
The minister paid no attention, an l 1
seized his coat tail to drag him dowj
by force.
Perhaps it was an old coat, for the
seams parted, nud a second later I had
the ministerial coat tail in my hands.
He came down then.
He was angry
and was likewise a spectacle to look
upon.
He started to call an indignation
meeting, but most of the passengers
had recovered from their fright by this
time and were Inclined to be merry at
the reverend gentleman's expense.
He went raging to the captain, who
summoned me to appear. I came, still
carrying the coat tall In my band.
“Mr. Oshon.” he said, “what are your
orders In case of a false alarm of
lire?"
“My orders," I said, “are to stop It
by any means necessary. I may knock
a man down, throttle him or split him
wide open.’The captain turned to the Irate minister.
“Those are Mr. Osbon’s orders," be
said. “You are fortunate that it was
only your coat that was split open.”
The danger from the false alarm of
fire on shipboard Is second only to
the real thing and Is always a peril to
be met promptly.

Creamer/ per a.ft d.ss
28025

master

SPEED

OF

40 a y

Beef, ft:
Steak,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Are the

Veal:

MA
Klee, per B>
20 02
Vinegar, «-d
Cracked wheat,
.u
.o.
oatmeal, per lb
.2
Buckwheat, pkg

Lard,

Lamb*

fine of

£100

and

sixty days
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SEASICKNESS.
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Carsickness.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon, th

Sea trout, tb

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Dry hard, 5 00 86 50
Broken,
3 0085 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1 0081 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

40
15
30

—

FREE BOOKLET

££
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We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign

^rrCiRnii73i
report on patentability.

remedy Is invaluable for all
aches or pains, curing neuralheadache, toothache, etc. when
used externally.
A large-sized bottle

but 25 cts., and Is sold everywhere, under guarantee to cost nothing unless it gives satisfaction. Made
! by The Twltchell-Champlin Co., Port1, land. Me.

For

free book. <'

^^TRADE-MARKS

Notice
Pauper
contracted

This

costs

10
So

For four years L
says:
had Eciemson my hands.
Alter using X-Zalia the
sores began to heal and
the itching ceased.”—'
This liquid X-Zalia heals
flesh broken out with pirnpie*, blotches, little red
sores
and even heals
running sores of long
standing. It acts on dry
scaly eczema sores. It acta
on
scalp sores. It heal*
any flesh sore by growing
healthy flesh.

The liquid that grews healthy /leek on any sore.
Eczema Sorts
Torn Flesh
Runnbeg Sores
Humor
Mouth Sores
Ulcers
Varicose Veins
Scalp Itching
Pimples
Head Catarrh
Carbuncles
Chapped Haesds
A11 you do is to simply keep the «K>re wet with X-Zalia.
Get a bdc. bottle from any druggist to-day.

ness.

gia,

Fresh Fish.
06 Shad, tb
06 shrimps, qt
12818 Scallops,
30 a 35 Boneless herring,lb
12 Mackerel, each
Fnel.

’
j r HarrlSt ^
High St., Belfast, Me..
Dr

}

! Maine Man Discovers Way to Cane II

nerve

Spring lamb, 12 930
C5
Tongues, each

.....

Pimples
Itching
Bleeding

UVUUUM

REMEDY

ll^it

13810
10 8*15

1

Eczema

Now that it Is the season for travel,
.f;i
Graham,
.01 j when nearly everyone takes at least a
Bye meal,
Grauulated meal,lb 02# ! short water trip, here Is a remedy for
Oil—per gal—
seasickness that is invaluable.
It has
Linseed,
.650.71 I been used
by many travellers who in12 I
Kerosene,
suffered
from
seasickness
variably
until they tried this .remedy.
As soon as the yessel starts, take
from fifteen to thirty drops of NeuralAleuts and Provisions.
gic Anodyne In a little warm water
sweetened, repeating the dose every
Pork, ft.
thirty minutes until the stomach is
15 913
.1*8.30
Chop,
settled and the nerves quieted.
No
i*
Ham. per ft
25
.128.25
matter how rough the ocean, or how
.068*10
Shoulder,
]0@n
13
Bacon,
i7a25l the ship may roll and toss. Neuralgic
Salt
Anodyne will give relief in seasick.05803
loa, 3

Steak,
Roasts,

with the City of Killworth to support and care for those wfco
may need a«o«tanee duriug the next Are ynn
and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I MM
all person* trusting them on my eccotaft, as
there Is plenty of room and i-rmirlitln— Is
care for them at the City yarm bouse.

HAVING

*

*

OpniraiT.

TELEPHONE TALKS.

50
75
7 50
75
6 5
7

Believing that exact knowledge promotes co-operation, tile New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company Is publishing a series of brief expositions of some phases of telephony, for the benefit of Itself,
and, as it hopes, for the benefit of all telephone users.
!

Floor, Grain and Feed.
fO
Oats, bu
5 25 »6 01 8borts—bag— 1 35 31 40
Corn,looft bag 130a 35 Mixed feed, bag,
1 4°8> 45
Corn meal.bagl 30a 1 35 Mlddllngs.bag 145 41 55
Cracked corn, 1 30a 1 35 Cotton seed meal, 1 65

Flour—per bbl—

“CENTRAL” AND HER WORK.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 60 !
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall !
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes 1
In good order an I fit for shipping, Is 60 pouuds, (
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and di for shipping, is 60 pounds; j
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6t
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal. 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
and buckwheat, 43 pounds; of oats,
of
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agree ment.
A

The telephone company is engaged

to arise when

they

become the com-

posite young person known as “Central”. They learn not by rote alone,
but by observation and experience as

in what has become one of the

most well, their teachers taking the place
public services. Its pur- of the public for the time being, and
present, so far as they can, the pubpose is to put people into communilic's various phases. Even the most
cation with each other in the quickest
skilful training cannot, of course, imway possible and to maintain com- mediately make a beginner as efficient
munication
without
interruption. as an experienced hand. It does inAbove all, it endeavors to perform sure uniformity of methods, however,
barley
j this
function—always performed un- and equips the novice to become an
der exacting conditions and frequently adept much sooner than she other
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
in the face of considerable difficulties wise could. It makes her self-reliant,
Roscoe Parsons, aged forty, of East Wil- —with
and enables her to deal understandunfailing courtesy.
ton, was struck by lightning Friday while
The New England company, having ingly with the emergencies constantly
standing in the doorway of his farm- f
provided a most efficient plant for the arising in the work of the exchange.
house, and died shortly afterward.
The discipline of the central office is
needs of each individual community,
The Simondson & Stevens lumber mill
trains its operators painstakingly be- strict, but every employee is treated
at Sprague’s Mills was burned Wednesday
with the utmost consideration.
fore it allows them to handle the

important

of

1

■

The
pubsupervises their amount of work each operator has to
work closely after they are assigned do is determined tvith great care that

night. A large quantity of lumber was
lic’s business, and
destroyed. The loss is $S,000; unin- j

also

sured.

George H. Fahey, aged twenty-six, of

j

to the

regular

switchboards of its ex-

shall be overloaded and there-

no one

employed by the changes. Applicants for positions as by affect unfavorably the quality of
Kennebec Lighting & Heating Co., was operators must meet high personal the service. Besides the chief operainstantly killed at Hallowell Saturday by standards before they are accepted tor, there are supervisors, their numBiddeford,

An Interrogation.
While dining with friends in Cam
bridge. Bishop Phillips Brooks described with much enthusiasm a col
lege service he had recently attended.
“It was an inspiration to see all those
Es
young men singing so heartily.
peeially they seemed to throwr their
whole souls into the hymn:

a

live

a

lineman

wire.

ing efforts to escape. A few have succeeded in escaping, but many have been

captured by

Even Dr. X., the president of the college, sang as if he felt the contagion
of inspiration.” “Dr. X. sang that?”
broke in an incredulous listener. “Does
Dr. X. believe that?”
“Oh, no,” replied Bishop Brooks quickly. “He was
merely asking for information.”

the

guards.

charities
corrections to meet in either Lewiston
Auburn about Oct. 21 has been signed

A call for

a

State conference of

and
or

by

a

number of the

prominent people of

Maine spends about fl,000,000
a year for her charities and corrections, it
is important for the workers along differMaine.

As

ent lines to meet to compare notes.

The small yacht in which Richard A.
Lee, Bon of Prof. Leslie A. Lee, of Bowdoin

An Act of Heroism.
On one occasion General Lee, while
making an observation, stepped to a
somewhat exposed position to secure
a better view and thus stood for a
moment at personal risk when General
Grade, who was In the party, quietly
stepped before General Lee without
obscuring his view and remained thus
covering the body of his superior until
the fleldglass was lowered and the
danger over—a simple, quiet act, but
showing cool bravery and a self sacri-

The care with
as
students.
which the raw material, so to speak,
is selected, appears in the fact that
only 60 per cent, of the applicants
who present themselves are finally
employed. One of the advantages of
the training system is that it enables
a young woman who finds her ideas
about the work to have been wrong,
to withdraw without waste of time or
embarrassment, and allows the company to determine pretty definitely
the ultimate fitness of the candidate
before the interests of telephone-users
have been entrusted to her.
As students, the operators are taught
to do their work in eliigently as well
mechanical precision. They
aB with
are given practice in the actual operaeven

Alarmed by an epidemic of scarlet fever
which has broken out in the Holy Ghost
and Us colony at Shiloh, inmates are mak-

“Am I a soldier of the cross.
A follower of the Lamb?

I’ll atop your pain free. To show you firatbefore vou apeud a penuv—what my Pink
Pain Tablets can do, I will mail you fret, a
Trial Package of them—I)r. Shoop’s Headache
Tablets. Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache,
Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood congestion. Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablets simkill pain by coaxing away the unnatural
ply
blood pressure. That is all. Address Dr.
Shoop, Itaciue, Wis. Sold by G. A. Pabchkb.

special apfor that purpose, and educated to meet the almost
inconceivably varied situations likely

tion of the switchboard,

paratus being provided

ber depending upon the size of the
exchange, who keep the work of
operators under constant observation,
that it is done in accordance with
the rules adopted by the company' as
necessary to good service, and act as
mentors in cases of difficulty.
The New England company takes
great pride in its operating force. It
believes that in no industry is there
to be found a more efficient, earnest,
faithful set of employees
faithful
alike to the company and to the public to which the company is responsible. The work of the telephone operator has taken no mean place among
the professions of women, and it is a
see

—

of great satisfaction that the
of “Central’s”
character, and the greater consideration which follows better acqaintance
and understanding, are more general
and more apparent each year.
source

public’s appreciation

From farm
To family
Each detail in
The progress of

ficing spirit.

an

The Limit.
It was Just a plain lying contest, but
the prize was to go to the man who
told his lie most briefly and casually.
“I came In on a suburban train this
morning," said the prize winner, “and
as I hastily flung up u car window"—
—Smart Set.
a

a

Groceries.

Swiftest of Swimmers.
When scientists desire to find out
how fast a certain bird flies, it is necessary only to set up poles and note
by stop watches the time the bird requires to cross the interval. The speed
of fishes is more difficult to ascertain.
Nevertheless, as the Saturday Evening Post explains, estimates have been
made showing that the mackerel, considering its handicap in size, comes
close to being the champion racer.
Unquestionably the mackerel travels
sometimes as fast as an express train
at high speed—say, at the rate of sixty
or
possibly seventy miles an hour.
Other things t>eing equal, the larger
the fish the faster it swims. Just as the
huge steamboat is able to travel at a
speed much greater than the little harl>or tug.
Undoubtedly the energy employed
by a fish of great size, such as a thirty
foot shark, when traveling at its best
gait is something tremendous. An ordinary tug. which represents a maximum of energy in a minimum of bulk,
utilizes about 200 horsepower.
Of
course it is only a guess, but it would
not seem to be over the mark to suppose that a seventy foot whale makes
use of 500 horsepower when it propels
Its huge bulk through the water at a
rate of thirty miles an hour.
A whale, which is a mammal and not
a fish, might be compared to a freight
train if the shark Is a cannon ball express, but It can l*?at the fastest “ocean
greyhound” in a speed contest.
The tarpon is probably faster than
the shark. It Is believed that a tarpon
in a hurry can travel at the rate of
eighty miles an hour.

In

fish is

Best loose, per ton.12 a 14 ! from Brewer
and out on the spur track
Baled.
it,
before backing into the yard, the breaks
Straw.
Loom. MU I did not hold. The engine crashed through
B»l«d.
it the bumpers at the end of the track and
j
Vegetables.
plunged down a fifteen-foot embankment.
Potatoes, pk
IF @20 Onions, lb
f3§<>5
Potatoes,new pk 80&86 Butch beets,
5« u, 6,
New turulpr.tb 02# «04 Bunch carrots,
oh ;
Constipation causes headache, nausea, dizOS New cabbage. It)
Lettuce,
05 !
Radishes, bunch
us String beaus, qt 06 408 ziness, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
each
05
Cucumber-,
Green peas, pa
.t>« 28 physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
2o Beans—-perqi—
Spinach, pk
don’t cure. Doan's Regulets act gently and
Tomaioes.il.
15(&25
Yellow-eye
100(2 cure
constipation. 25 cents. Ask your drugPea,
jo
gist .—Advt.
Fruit.
Oranges, doz
25
25aft0 Lemons dor.
•»>
Blaeki-errl.-s, bx
o
Cantaloupe,
Stebcrtiscmnita.
J5 Plneappo-s, each 1S025
Qooeetierrles, bx
1
16 Watermelons, each
Currants, bx
!

FISHES.
Mackerel

miting

J. Mark Icy, of Bangor, a Maine
engineer, died Wednesday after•»: f noon
Neufclmei.
from injuries received in a smash at
in the morning.
Engineer
Fresh laid, per do*..27<g.'28 Bangor early
Markley was in charge of the engine
Poultry.
which
the
brought
Chicken*.
Washington County
i8it?4 j
Fowl.15 a is j freight train in early Wednesday mornany.
As
the
train ran across the bridge
ing.

Coflee—per »
Rio,
.190.25
.ift
Mocha,
35
Java,
tl—
Tea—per
.45 0.65
Japan,
Oolong,
.800 Hr.
Sugar—per !b—
GranuliteJ, 05 §05#
Coffee—A & B,
«*6
Tellow, C
.06#
08 0 It
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.5o
.60
Syrup,

■

doocruscmnus.

dence which landed several of them in
court. The maximum penalty for dyna-

in jail.
Cheese.
1
Best factory (new; per ft.16 g)
Adam
Beat dairy (new).It I
Dutch (tinported)....
a ; Central

Roast*.

Tarpon, Shark and

!

!

“TownTalk’TIour

Street Car.

(America’* Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

Blodgett-Yon see that homely womFosteran hanging to that strap?
How do you know she is homely? You
can’t see her face. Blodgett—1 can see
she Is
hanging to a strap.—Boston
Transcript.

Receives incessant,
Skillful attention.
It

This world belongs to the energetic.
—Emerson.

tJtskyoar Grocer for
i

"Tld>Bits^‘ £rom "Town Talk"

—

the latest

produces

5

U nequalled results

i

®hf <£U0i»ortl) American. |

I

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

ft VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

OBITt-ARY.

The thirteen residents of Baker’s island
are fighting for their homes-homes where
their fathers and grandfathers before
The United
them have lived and died.
States government claims to own all the

Mrs. Martha Gowell, of Lynn, Mass., is
at home for a visit.

Annie Joy, wife of Fred W. Stanton, of
Boston, and daughter of Uapt. and Mrs.
Henry J. Joy, of this city, died at her
summer home in Lincolnville last Thursday, July *25. in the thirty-fifth year of her

Miss

Frankie Flood went to Northeast

Harbor Tuesday, expecting to return to-

“From Niagara

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F'. W. Rolltn*. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
00 a year; #1 Ob for six
months; SO cents fur thr -e months; if ai«i
strictly In advsitc. fl.*, T5 and S8 cent*
respectively. Single copter S cents. Ail arrearages are reckoned at the rate of f 2 per
year.
Advertlslrg Hates— \>e reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Subscription Pirlcc—$2

Businc sscommunlcntlons should be addressed
to, and all checks an«i roonev orders made payable to the Hancock cockty Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s

edition

American is 2,(KK»

Average

of The

copies.

for the year of 1908,

2,304

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31, 1907.
Unwise

Opposition.

the building of an
electric railway between Ellsworth
and Bar Harbor on the part of a portion of the summer colony at that
resort has taken the form of a petition
remonstrating against the building of
the road. The ground of the opposi-

Opposition

to

tion is that it is “inimical to the best
interests of the resort”.
This opposition Beems to us to be
ill-timed, ill-advised, and, in view of
the work that has already been done,
and the character of those who are

doing it, wholly unwarranted.
Mt. Desert island is no inconsiderable part of the state of Maine; apart
from its importance as a summer
resort, its commercial and industrial
interests are large and constantly
growing, and it is unreasonable to
expect that these all-the-year round
interests shall be subordinated forever
to the convenience of a limited number of summer residents.
AU this has been already recognized

by

many summer residents who, glad
would be personally to keep a
railroad off the island, being keen
business men themselves, perceive
nave
no
toe trend
of
tbings,
as

they

desire to withstand the rising wave of
public sentiment, and, submitting
gracefully to the inevitable, take the
matter of

building a road into their
hands with a view of meeting a
public demand with the least possible disturbance of existing conditions
on the island.
In surveying the route infinite pains
have been taken to avoid the public
highways as far as possible, and tq
discover an entrance into Bar Harbor
that will be the least objectionable
from every point of view.
For the most part, property-owners
own

along

the entire route have met the
builders in a friendly spirit, and the
few disagreements have been ami-

cably adjusted.
The Mt. Desert Transit Co. has
back of it men of high standing and
unlimited means; men who, it is fair
to assume, have the best interests of
Bar Harbor as a summer resort quite
much at heart

as

violently opposing

those who are
the scheme.

as

so

Under all the conditions, it seems
to us that opposition to the building
of this road is unjustifiable.
The

opponents better submit gracefully
the

inevitable, and,

instead of

to

which has

been

issued

j

4 and 6 each

afternoon;

the

juvenile

court

company in a dramatic sketch
with the schools connected with it, to i entitled ‘*The Man About Tow n”. It Is
which children who are brought before doubtful if he has ever been better oast
the court are committed by the judge at than in this sketch.
his discretion.
They are the Detention
Another event out of the ordinary will
home school, Parental school for truants,
be the professional debut of H. D. GardJohn Worthy school for delinquents. ner, who was the star of the most recent
Gleuwood school for dependents, and jail of the Bankers’ theatricals. He is to do a
school. Vacation schools are an importmonologue of stories and songs.
ant part of the club work, as are
the
Matthew s and Ashley are to present the
; school children's and society for providlatest version of their conversational and
children
with clothing,
ing impecunious
; singing skit, “A Smash-Up in Chinatown,”
also the public school art society, that one of the most
;
amusing turns in vaudefurnishes works of art for schools in the ville. The Elton-Polo
troupe, in a great
j
and
“the outdoor league”,
casting act; the Otto brothers, two Boston
j poorer districts,
! that plants trees in school yards and small
boys, as German comedians; Kay Cox, a

trig- parks.

the wheels of progress, co-operAmong the work for older people was
1
ate with their friends and neighbors mentioned the model lodging house for
in making the road the best of its I women, the civic and neighborhood imi oroveraent committees and the “Open
kind.
j Door”, an arrangement by which all

ging

and girls are invited to the club
j
to be able bo an- ! rooms for two hours on Sunday afternoons
1 and given goon music or an entertaining
the efforts of I talk on some interesting
subject.
The talk ended with an account of Miss
funds sufficient
Jane Addams. of Hull House, and her
old cemetery
the work. Violin solos by
George P. Paine,
church into present- with M ss Margaret f>rcsser accompancontributed greatly to the pleasure of
have been
Work ist,
the afternoon.

and his

girl who sings southern songs;
Sophy Everett and company, in a droll
sketch; Stevenson and Nugent, singers
and dancers; Charley Farrell, delineator
of the old-time darky, and the kinetograph, with timely pictures, will complete

I southern

women

It is
nounce

gratifying
that, through
B. Mathews,

Bev. B.
to put the

adjoining

Congregational
able shape
pledged.
j
will begin early in September. This
picturesque spot has long been
neglected, and its reclamation will be
a public benefit.

j
i
I

U. S. Senator Edmund W. Pettus,
of Alabama, the oldest man in the
Senate, died Saturday, of apoplexy,
years.

|
CHURCH NOTES.

It

New jEiiglund Granites.
granites of western New England,
particularly those of Vermont, western
Massachusetts and Connecticut, are being
studied this season by T. Nelson Dale,
geologist, of the United States geological
survey.
Professor Dale has practically completed
field and office work on the granites of
eastern Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
New Hampshire for publication as a bulletin of the survey, and his report on the
Maine granites will be published in

September.
Professor Dale has been instructed to
confer freely with Prof. William North

Rice,

state

geologist

of

Connecticut,

and

Prof. George H. Perkins, state geologist
of

Vermont,

done in

in

regard

to the work to

be

their respective states.

Family Reunions.
The reunion of the Bunker family will
be held at Bunker's point. South Gouldsboro, Thursday, Aug. 15; if not pleasant,
to be held the first fair day.
All descendants of the Bunker family are invited.

Butler family reunion will be held
at Hardison’s park, West Franklin, Wednesday, Aug. 21.
The Orcutt family reunion will be held
The

at

Eddington Bend, Wednesday,Sept.

4.

August 20, 21, 22.
Classes, Carriages Horses, TanMagnificent display.
deins. F»ur-in-Hands, Roadsters, .Saddle Horses and
.Jumpeis.
Entries to close Aug. 15. Matinee Races and
Running
Races. Special Rates on ail Transportation Lines.
35

STOCK SALESMAN
WANTED.

Saturday, Sept. 27 and

Sunday, Aug.
Sermon

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Services discontinued during August.
East Lamoine, Aug. 4, at 3. p. m.,
preaching by Mr. Sutton.
BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 4—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Query meeting at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Friday evening.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.

Rev. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 4—Low mass at 9 o’clock.
Sunday school at 2 p. m.

and

State

of Ohio, City of Toledo,
t
Lucas county.
*
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney Sc
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh
FRANK J. CHENEYCure.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

UESPECTPtriXy

2
p£
jtuTt
t£

Banks because it is unquestionably
same tiune pays a liberal
dividend rate.
Reply at once with full particulars and
at least three references; otherwise no attention will be paid to application.
Address A. F. M.,
P. O. Box 323ft, Boston. Mass.

Maine.ind'bSSdS

Safe and at the

lit,
line^f
jJJJJ;

a"

1804*1907.
Boys

and Olrls.

fic Schools.

cases* sttsa4 Uikft
buildings, strain heat, electric light.
telephone, etc. Efficient corps of Teachers.
Physical Instructor nil the year.

Modem

No better *<'hoo!
women to

E.furuUhed^aTcon.
Crippen

honae.

or

Wool For Sale.

jFot Sait.
AY—About 13 tons: will cut on shares, or
will sell standing.
Inquire of M. R.
McIntyre. Ellsworth.

The
Cuniculocns Park machine.
Sheared wool-clip fer 1007 is <<0 lbs.
For sale at 57cts. thirty-live cts. i<er

H

UMBER— A limited quantity cf lumber—
Joist, p'antd spruce and pine boards,
at reasonable prices.
M. C. Austin*,
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

I

J
etc.,

Jersey
CtOWS—6 grade
Inquire of Jerome
cows

J cheap.
Surry

Will be sold
Young. East

pressed; #16 per
HAY—Choice
Linscott, Ellsworth, R.

quality—.*
“Tyrolian style,” i.e. (.lack
fading to white suitable for

black
the manufacture of th- finest dark
gray English cloth without dye.

l*ouF. D. 4.

51. C. Fret/.

AND CARRIAGE—Family horse.
950 lbs; 9 years old.
Also carriage a <d
harness
Inquire of Dr. F. F. Bimonton,
Ellsworth.

HORSE

AKERY TEAM—Owing to other business.
1 offer for sale my bakery team and
route.
Good business for right partv. Addresa W. P Clause. Mt. Desert Ferry, Me.

Egypt,

in profit a fine, fat
stable-fed Holstein Friesian cow will be
butchered in Cuniculocus Park. Sold in quarters at teu and eleven cents (10 and ll per lb.
M. C. Fbutz Austin.

FAILING

H. W. Carr

MAINE.

ship* in said county in accordance with the
law of this State.
An effort is being made by this Board, under
a resolve by the legislature, to verify aud perfect. as far as practicable, a proper description of each parcel of wild land in townships
not incorporated, and you are urgently requested to attend this meeting, and render
uuto us what information yon possess in relation to the description and location of toe
wild lands which you own. and an estimate
Otis Havford,
of their fair value.
George Pottle,
W. J. Thompson,
Board of State Assessors.
James Plummer, Clerk.
NOTICE.
clerk of

f|"*HE undersigned,
of

Union Trust

X
Ellsworth, hereby gives
Company,
public notice, as required by section five of

the charter of said company, that the following is a list of all persons who have been duly
elected and taken the oath of office as directors of said company:
W. F. Campbell,
F. A. Chandler, Henry W. Cushman. Alfred B.
Crabtree. L. A. Ornery, E. H. Greely. H. H.
Gray, John R. Graham. M. Gallert, B. B.
Havey. W. A. Havey, Frank L. Hodgkins, L.
Elrle Holmes, Eugene Hale, Arno \V. King,
E. P. Lawrence, A. E. Mace, £. G. Merrill,
Frank C. Nash, B. M. Pike, J. A. Peters, Elmer
P. Kpofford. Henry W. tiargent, John O. WhitMm Gallert,
ney.
Clerk of Union Trust Company.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 24, 1907.
SPECIAL NOTICK.
in Cuniculocus Park. I
to
aud property
the state of
and the L^nited States of America
Maby C. Frbtz Austin.

not

trespass
life
protection
DO demand
the county of Hancock,
from

Maine,

last

opemftal ’ork.
t OIei»l
•.

pnn.>.ev>
loutic m a

f

Jf«r*e#,

iling In general
Me.ti.nl, «»•. ua ecological.
Children,
including

c**iu -*e «• tra

Obstetrical.

‘'om training Hint en .*rge.ey
A part 1 f fire UPnl year uBei-. oj>«-»
T*u»- ='i r»
Hi has three SUb-de;»K'’ 2'-v* xper*eu-*» not usually

ueoeral hospital. Please send for
aim conditions.
Address
DR. GEORGE R. •?. FfOVTF. MHIml S»npt.
Hofttnn Cliy H.i.niMl,
M*ts».

prospectus uf terms

|

FARM

FOR

»TOCK

and

ONLY

TOOLS

$500

down and balance ©1 ♦L3u> on easy terms: lw
acres. Juoappi- trees. 1***5 cords of wood. 125MKW
feet spruce and hemlock, pasture for 30 cows;
•end for
of good, large maple-shaded
house and barn 4*ix»>o, a!! hi good repair; near
neighbors, store and school; a few steps to lake.
owner must make quick change to d'stant state,
and price is reduced to only $U&). with $&*>
down. If Utkeu soon. 2 cows, horse, tools and
machinery will be thrown In. See No 1471 page
9. "Ktrouts List 19." Write to-day for free copy.
E. A. WBon Co.. August*. Maine.

picture

Sjjcual 7>'oiam.
»P

S« ho >i

three years'
Sura cal.

[nursing
Infectious.

on

property
THE
consisting of large two-story
The se.ond
ia fitted for

a

Maine.

City Hospital.

Training
offer*

Austin,

...

Boston

B

come

TAKE NOTICE.
of a very valuable

seen

cow was

THE
July 11,1907. The penaltv besides Maine
95.000
laws for close time is from 92,000
to

or

thirteeu months in state prison.
Sundayt,
93,000 to 97,000 or fifteen months’ imprisonment, in each and every case of trespass in
Cuniculocus park from this date.
Mart C. Frktz Austin.

u.:uut~* west (8. 10 degree* 15 minutes W. on*
hundred and seventy (170 fert to stone pod
act in the ground at the
southwesterly corner
of laud of said William Lawrence and at the
northerly boundary of an avenue thirtv 86'
let; «tue leading from Kebo street; taenee
following the northern line of -aid avenue by
it* various courses, angles, and distances, fir*:
in iscjtbely tarn nor; and later in a north*
»ri> direction to a point thirtv feet cast of s
pc*t set iu the ground marking the
nt>ri.:e si corn
«
tbe luaigi land; thence
du- weit thirty (Jo leet to said stone bound;
thence on ss.nt cou.se along the northerly
line of *a*d Iasigi lu.it. seven hundred and
Hfty-flee il&i; leet u. a stoue post set in the
ground ai tbe e
erly .oundary of Forest
street lots: thence north four
degree* and fifty
minutes bast <N. 4 degrees 50 minute* E.) one
hundred and sixty five 16* feet to an iron
plpedrhej in the "ground; thence north forty nice dearer* thirty minute* eas' X. ©deore hundred and stfvengrees Ik) minutes E
•.•.-nve
t75 feet to u »:■> e post; tLcnct on
*»n»S course north
forty nine degree* sod
thirty minute* east (N. 49 degrees 3 minute*
E.) live hundred eighty-three '5*3 feet to
stone pcs; set in the ground at the southeast
com-r o* land of Mary l>. Btucle estate;
ihemv north thirtv degree.*
N aidegees W.
aiotig the easterly line • i said estate tso hundred and eighty-seven XI) feet,
passing through a cedar tree to place of be-

are

or

ton.

bnzo

This wool is extra

pound.
fleeces

Telephone connection.

to

anywhere for young men and
get training in mind and hotly.

Fall Term Begias Tuesday. Sept. 10, 1007.
For catalogue and further information,
address. Principal,
W. E. Sargent, Hebron, Maine.

In*

ginning.
That

and
1

property adverse

to

tbe

estate

of

B. E. CUM*
Justice of tbe Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
CorxTY OK Haxcock sa.:
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation. Ellsworth. Maine.

!

1

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE,
Addle F. Fi.ke end Allen A.
Fieke, both ot Bluehili. in the countv
ot Hancock, end State of Maine, bv their
mortgage deed, dated November 13, a.d. lyoe,
and recorded in Hancock county tegiatry of
deeds, in volume 433. page 333, and In the
omce of the town clerk of said Bluehili. In
volume 8, page 330, conveyed to Edith M.
Chase "all the real date and personal propsituated in .aid county of Hancock, of
erty
which we are or either of u. I, seized or posse.srd", end whereas the condlt*on of salt!
mortgage has been broken, now tbereiore by
reason of the breach ot the condition tbereui
I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Edith M. Ch»«e,
E. Chase, her attorney.
I
Bluehili, July 30, ia'T.

WHEREAS

..^^^“Ard

said pe-

person* be summoned to show cause why
should not bring an action to determine their
legal rights iu and to such easement over and
npou such real estate.
July 24, 1907.
Edward De V. Morrell,
By nis Atty., E. S. Clark.
8TATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa.
July 26, W‘

'by

_

the

titioner, and that such apprehension create*
cloud upon the title and depreciates the
market value of auch property:
Wherefore your petitioner prays lhatsuen
they

a

keT'

rOKECLOSI
Nevens and Janie* M.
Bucksport. couutv of
Hancock. State of Maine, by their mortgage
deed dated the twenty-fourth day of September. a. d. 1886, and recorded iu Hancock county registry of deed*, in book 206, page 221. conveyed to the estate of Joseph B. h rad ley. of
said Bucksport, a certain parcel uf land with
so much of the dwelling house a* is thereon,
situated in said Bucksport and bounded
southerly by Main street, westerly by land of
H. D. H tdlock, northerly by land of Mr*. G.
W. McAliaier. and easterly
land of E. P.
Emerson, and being the lot of laud and tenement occupied by us (Mary O. Nevens and
James M. Nevens), and whereas William M.
Bradley, administrator de bonis won with the
will annexed of said estate of
Joseph B.
Bradley, by his deed of assignment dated the
eighteenth day of June. a. d. 1907. and recorded in said Hancock county registry of
deeds, iu book 439. page 511, did sell, assign
and transfer to the undersigned, Harry L.
Nevens. of said Bucksport, the said mortgage
deed, the debt thereby secured and all the
right, title and interest of said estate of
Joseph B. Bradley by virtue of said mortgage
in and to the real estate therein described,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been and is now broken, now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof. I claim s foreclosure of said mortgage -*ud give this notice for that purpose.
Harry L. Nsvns,
By 1*. H. Smith, his atty.
Bucksport, Me., Jutydd, 1907.

Mary O.
"WT^HEREAS
If
Nevens, both of

au apprehension exist* that some perpersons unknown claim by continued
uninterrupted use for twenty years or
more, by grant, prescription, custom cr dedication, au easement through or on such real
son or

Unjal Xotirrs.
NOTICE OK

l!**nc* on “rae contae

eigki,.
*»• (BT feet lo atone poet ret In ibe
iroiudii
the northwest corner of land of Biddle
relate
thence couth thirty degreea east (S. to
urines
E.) along the weaterle line of said BludleesUte two hundred and
eighty-two aa- terete
an Iron pipe In stone mound; thence
north
forty-nine degrees thirty mluutea ere; N a
degrees M minute. K.; one hundred eightyOve IM, feet to stone post; lUence on vsne
course one hnndred end
twanty tlr« a [K,
to stone poet aet In the ground; thence
rents
seventy-eight degrees end Bftren tninutea esit
,S. 7a degrees IS minutes E.) two hundred and
twenty-seres (IT) feet lo a alone post ret Is
the ground; thence south Hfty-reMn degree,
and dtteen minulea east (8. ST degrees 15 misnt«» E.
three hundred ami sixtr-three 383)
feel to boll: thence north si sir-two clearer*
and twenty minutes cast
s.’tt degree* 28
minutes E.) •txty-four W feet to *tone
post
set in the grouud; thencr south six
degree*
aua forty minutes west
d. 8 degree* 40 miaute# W
fire huudred and tortv-three 543
feet to la iron bolt set in
ledge at northeasteriy corner of land belonging to William Law*
nrr.cu
theuce north eighty degree* and fortyfive mi nut** west iN. 80 degree* 45 minute*
u
Along northerly line of %aid Lawrence
land two huudred and fourteen
;214) feet to
Siva
post set in the ground; theuce south
iweat'v i»*ur degrees and fifty minute* wen
i.o. 2i de frees 5u minutes W.) one hundred and
lo:.> out 141) feet to stone post *etinthe

HEBRON ACADEMY
For

"2

j" S
rne22

Havings

2. rt.

STATE

five children.

H*,*c'"•*

in EU»Block of a

Cnnn fer tSssr whs

Details of the programme have not yet
OppiC. OP
1
Board of State Assessors.
been arranged. State-Superintendent-ofCONGREGATIONAL.
Augusta, July 25. 1907. J
Schools Payson Smith, of Auburn, will be
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
is hereby siveu th t the e*ate Asand some other prominent edusensors will be in session at the CourtServices discoutinued until first Sunday present,
house, in Ellsworth, on Saturday, the 17th day
| of
cator will also address the convention.
in September.
August, at 9 o’cloca a. in., a. d. 1907. in the
Arrangement for entertainment will be county of Hancock to secure information to
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
I the same as last year, teachers furnishing enable them to adjast and equalize valuations
oi ail wild land property in the sere.al townRev. V. F. Hendee, pastor.
their owu entertainment. Those w
10.30.

Irgal llehus,
STATE or >1 VIM
“
To the Honor.,,),
lire ouprenw .'adieu, t,,gr,
boldeh hi Ell.worth, wilhio nl
County of Hancock on the wcou.l
of Oviooer. A. D. «#?.
represent,
D.
Morrell, of the City ami rdw.ni
„u„,
pniladelphu. state of Pennsylvania “'r M
That he i. iu poa*e.«iou of cer,.ln
claiming an e.laie of
property
therein; that be and tho.e nude,
claim, title have been In
unlnlrrrupl-sl
acaalou of eucn real
properly ten
more; that .uuh real eetate I.
iliu.ted iu
of
liar
tillage
Harbor, town of Eden < «n»7.
of Hancock, and state of
end described a. follow., to wit:
Beginning at a atone po.t ret in the .tore,
at the northwe.1 corner of
Paine
».
railed, and at the aoutheaateriy side
Eagle Lake road in aald Bar Harbor; ibrea
along aald aontherly bonnd.rv of reid rud
ton* eight degrees eaai
«
S0,r
E.) eighty- five (B) feet lo an iron pipe drifts

the Preferred
worui, to plat
sound, conservative, well-known manufacturing corporation, paying 7 per cent,
dividends. This concern has wlways been
successful, and is more prosperous nowthan at any time in its history. Capital is
increased solely to increase facilities in order to take care of increased business.
A
particularly attractive investment for persona who now have their spare funds in

COTTAG
tention Cove. >5 per week.
Inquire of
Capt. Aldus H. Mann. East Burry. Me.

28.

ishing
families, or

standing

e

ATLAS—of

decided to hold the annual
teachers’ convention at Ellsworth Friday
and

of

Representative.

Hancock county, Colby'a, published in 1NR1. Address statinf condition and price. P. U. Box 469. Ellsworth.

was

4—Morning service at to obtain board in private
by pastor, “Progress families desiring to accommodate one or
| through persecution.” Sunday) school at more teachers during the convention,
j 11.45. Junior league at 2.30. Evening | should write to W. H. Dresser, Ellsservice at 7.30.
Subject: “Morality vs. | worth.
j Religion.”
j The executive committee of the associaPrayer meeting and bible study Friday tion consists of Sup',. C. J. Richards, of
•
Bar Harbor, chairman;
evening at 7.30.
W. H. Dresser,
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
! Ellsworth; A. F. Richardson, Castine; F.
i E. Bragdon, Bucksport, and M. L. Allen,
Rer. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 4—Morning service at Mt. Desert.
10.30; sermon by Rev. A. J. Lord, of Meriden, Conn.
Sunday school at 11.45.
Another Death by Lightuing.
Evening service at 7.30. Mr. Lord.
Azor Stimpson, a prominent farmer livPrayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
ing about three miles from Patten, was
After next Sunday
preaching service killed by lightning Tuesday w hile riding
will be discontinued through August. from his
The
hay field on horseback.
Sundaj7 school and prayer-meeting as horse also was killed. Mr. Stimpson was
usual.
about fifty years old. He leaves a widow'
UNITARIAN.

I

The

HORSE SHOW AHD RACES
Bar Harbor Fair Association

CEtantrt).

PPER TENEMENT

a

^

EIGHTH ANNUAL

Thorough Preparation for College and Scienti-

NrOTIC‘E

aged eighty-six

SLhU
!?. ®wtrta|

berm
sleeper. Everything Brst-cla,a
Niagara Fall, and Thonaand Island, fun01 additional, all expense, from Monire.i
leaving M unreal Sunday night. Aug 11. returning to Montreal Tuesday night.
and
other
information.
Write unlay tor itiueraty
C. W. BOBBINS. Old Town.
Maine.

Greely’s.

▼

e.is

^Mhij

SILVER

I

at

t oo

ait'L,r!l!1*»y

open face watch, between the postoffice and 8usan Murch's on the Burry
road. Watch has letter 8 engraved on it and
a leather fob.
Finder please leave at A. W.

l
quire of J. H. Bresnaban. Ellsworth,
MTss E. A. Crippen, 26 West St. Boston.

m

P*''
|«y» all ri|*nw Old Town to Quebec and return Including transport., tioi
■P^etr
fare, Old Town to Quebec,all hotel Wlla. transportation to and from .union,
aim
side
with
t.>
aw
Ktigllsn
guide,,
trip
-leaking
tour n
Quebec
Moutmorrr.ey rail, a.J! lK?iT
at hie. Amu u.' * eaupre, all incidental, oonueeted a 1th the trip tuch a. the
dirto.
licturu Weancday night, arriving in Old Town
tlie Falla, electric .urs. etc
it
each
additional
In
lor
Return
Quebec.
<!ay
ticket, good until
monitng. Ji.vi
™®diy
Aug 31
fjf.ao for atiove and Saguenay River trip two day, amt two night, on o»«„'
r
meal, and suite room, lor ute en’ire trip, returning from Quebec Friday night.
• r.t ott Includes all flt.no tour, and return via Montreal, spending Thur,<i..e
ln
that city.
Carriage tour, and sleeping car Included. Return Thursday nighL
•3H.AO pay, all expeuaca for above and two day, In Montreal with carriaire
aide trip to l-achloe nod th<‘ lamou, rapids. ,!eep t'S car returning Sundav
9*1. tu
a riving In < ild Tow n Monday morning. Aug. 12. at 0.60.
ti.Mi leaa alp u two uj .,
* “"r
SI

last.

Water street,
store. 30x45.
story
dwelling with all
the bill.
hardwood doors.
There are niue finished
rooms. The store is fitted with fine refrigerator. counters, shelving, ice boxes for fish. etc.
County Teachers’ Convention,
There is a good stable, six stalls, also an ice
The executive committee of the Han- ! house. The
property to build to-day would
cock County Teachers’ association met at | cost over #6,000. Will sell at a grent bargain,
and on easy terms.
Geo. H. Grant.
the Bangor house, in Bangor, last Wednes-

day.

Monday, Aug. a,

Old Town

Leave

Pierce and his associate staff of physicians
have treated and cured more than half a milBick
are
lion suffering women.
women
invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter, free of
charge. All correspondence is strictly private.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Invalids*
Hotel and Hurgical Institute, Buffalo. N. Y.

CROCKETT

*

ency Falls, St. Anne de Beaupre, Niagara
Falls, Thousand Islands and 8t.
Lawrence River Rapids.

_

by
injunction
just
Mrs. Mary Dunham served dinner ho a
Chief-Justice Emery, which closes the facparty of friends in honor of Octavios
15.
between
June
25
and
tory
September
A nice
Whitcomb one day last week.
This injunction is permanent, and settles
I dinner was served and the afternoon was
The
ouce and for all the vexed question.
much enjoyed by the schoolmates of sixty
factory will be permitted to run during
years ago. Mr. Whitcomb expects to start
the remaining months of the year, and
on his return home to Monterey,
Gal.,
the compromise will probably suit all
within a few days. He will stop over in
parties.
Boston, New York and other places, for a
(Tub Women of Chicago.
day or two at a time.
Last Wednesday afternoon a talk on the
work done by club women in Chicago was
Keith* a Theatre. Boston.
given to the members of the Unitarian
Never since the Fadettes have been comat
the
home
of
Mrs.
A.
F.
society
Greely, ing to Keith's theatre have they scored
by Miss Frances Le Baron, who for many more heavily than they did when they
his
a
been
member
of the commenced their sixth annual engageyears
prominent
Chicago Woman’s club, one of the oldest ment last Monday, and never have they
organizations of its kind in the country played better. Mrs. Nichols conducts in
and which now has a membership of 1,000. the same charming way, while the
proMiss Le Baron spoke in a most interest- grammes are selected with
good judgon
the
various
of
ing way
departments
ment. Admirers of the Fadettes should
work in which the club is engaged, among not
forget that their engagement it flor
them the traveling libraries that are be- five weeks only this season.
I
followed
a
on
committee
ing
by
story
A notable feature of next week’s bill will
tellirg to children between the hours of be the appearance of Edgar L. Davenport

the Sea

Quebec, Montreal, Saguenay River, Montmor.
^

day.
1 age.
•
island.
Miss Barbara Nevils, of Bar Harbor, is
not wholly unexpected, the
Although
W. H. Puffer, a Bar Habor liveryman, is here for a few days with her grandmother, news of Mrs. Stanton’s death was received
quoted by n Bangor paper as expressing Mrs. Margaret Nevils.
in Ellsworth with the keenest sorrow.
the opinion that autos will invade Bar
Frank A. Cottle spent Sunday at Green She had been ill for a long time with conHarbor next summer. “They have been Lake with Mrs. Cottle, who is visiting her
sumption, and everything that medical
barred so far," he says, “but the bars will parents, Fred Grace and wife.
skill could do was done to avert the inevibe thrown down next year. Iam so cerDr. Frank Whitcomb, of Orono, was table,
tain that Iam planning to make ready a
Mrs. Stanton spent the past winter and
here recently to see his father, C. E. Whitbig garage.”
comb, who is in poor health.
spring here at the home of her parents,
was removed to
Rev. H. W. Conley and family, who are and only a few weeks ago
The fishermen along the Maine coast are here for the
her husband’s summer home at Lincolnsummer, have moved into Mr.
encouraged to believe that at the next
ville. where it was hoped a change of
Conley’s home recently vacated.
session of Congress a bounty will be
climate and environment might prove
F. O. Morang and Miss Lucy P. Ruddy,
offered for the extermination of the dogbeneficial.
of Lynn, Mass., who have been spending
fish. The movement for a bounty started
A change for the worse came about a
a week’s vacation here,
returned home
with the fishermen of Orr’s Island, and
week ago, and her parents were sent for,
they are still working to secure the aid of Sunday.
and they, together with her husband, her
Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor, was bare sister, Miss Bessie M., and her brother,
believe that a
the government. They
moderate bounty per ton would mean the ! Sunday to pass the day with his ton, Harry J., were with her when the end
starting of refineries and the turning of Robert Holden, and his grandmother, came.
millions of dogfish into oil and the best Mrs. Hastings.
Mrs. Stanton was held in the highest esBefore
Dr. T. S. Tapley, wife and son Wasson, teem by a wide circle of friends.
possible fertiliser.
of West Tremont, were here over Saturday her marriage she was prominent in social
A Maine fisherman, says the Portland
Her charm of
night, the guests of Mrs. Tapley’s pa- life and church work.
Express, believing that there are as many rents, E. A. Flood and wife.
The
manner made everyone her friend.
lobsters as ever, set his pots away out on
Mrs. Belle Betts and daughters Jalia entire community feels her death as a
Cash's banks in the path of ocean steamand Lavinia, who have been visiting personal loss, and keenly sympathizes
ships, and when he hauled them, found Charles M. Witham and wife, returned with the stricken family.
2,500 splendid specimens, none less than ten
Besides husband, father, mother, sister
to their home in Boston Sunday.
inches and most of them nearer fifteen
and brother, she leaves a lovely two-yearRev. A. J. Lord, of Meriden, Conn., a
and twenty inches, it is his theory that
who through the mother’s
will occupy the pulpit hare old daughter,
various causes may have driven the crus- Falls boy,
illness has been tenderly cared
and evening next.
Ser- lingering
taceans away from the shore, bat there are Sunday morning
and aunt.
vice at the usual hours, 10.30 a. m. and for by the grandparents
still plenty of them if one can ascertain
The funeral was at Lincoln ville last
their whereabouts. His views will un- 7.30 p. m.
Sunday. The remains were taken to
Mazeppa Betts, of Gloucester, Mas*., is Boston for interment.
doubtedly prompt other fishermen to act
along similar lines in setting their pots, here, having taken the contract to build a
No man or woman of the humblest sort
and it is hoped that the pessimistic views new house for Charles M. Witham on the
can
be strong, *>ure and good, withso frequently expressed of late will be
Sylvanus Jordan lot, on the Falls road, out really
the world being the better for it.
on
which
has
work
begun.
w ithout somebody
disproven.
I
being helped and comforted by the
very existence of this goodMrs. Davis and Miss Mary Davis, of MarThe vexed question of the glue factory,
ness.—PhiUipt Brook n.
which has been troubling Southwest Har- shall, Mo., mother and sister of Mrs. PrigThe worries of a weak and sick mother are
bor the past three years, has been settled. more, came Sunday night fora visit with
begun with the birth of her child. By
The factory, which has figured in one of Rev. J. D. Prigmore and wife, and they, only
day her work is constantly interrupted and
the longest and hardest fought suits in with Miss Ethel Davis and E. W. Davis, at night her rest is broken ny the wailing of
the peevish, puny infant. Dr. Pierce’s Favorthe county, with the hotel proprietors and who have been visiting here for several ite
Prescription makes weak women strong
and sick women well. It lightens all the burwife
one
side
and
the
Mr.
and
on
went
with
weeks,
Prigmore
cottage people arrayed
dens of maternity, giving to mothers strength
to Lamoine Monday, where they will pass and
owners of factory and some of the townsvigor which they impart to thv.r children. In about forty years of practice Dr.
people on the other, has been closed by an the month of Angust.
_
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Twelfth Annual Personally Conducted Tour.

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

titles.
HOSE A B. PHILLIPS.
but is talking about it, and it looks as
though it would be some time before the
of
Ownership
Dispute*
/^vrrnnirnt
Interesting Sketch of Prominent act would be consummated.
*
the Residents.
Ellsworth Man.
A good many years ago Mr. Phillips
thirteen families who live
the
Whether
used to buy cattle through Hancock
Fnrm a»<l Hwne.]
[Tii'f.
are squatters or legal
ielsnd,
Biker’s
on
county, and drive them “over on the
land they hsvs been occuOne of the most interesting original
owner* of the
where they always found a
will probsbly be settled characters who has made a success in Kennebec,”
(or
years,
orin*
good market. He used to sell a great
term ol th* United everything that he has ever
September
is
the
attempted
in
many of them to Mr. Burr ill, of Canaan.
The Hosea B.
court in Portland.
Phillips, a veteran, quiet, unas- Gradually he worked into the real estate
ststes Circuit
which purchased the Island suming citizen of Ellsworth. The writer
government,
business, in which he was very successful.
erected s lighthouse on it, has called upon Mr. Phil ips one of the hot
in 1828 and
Finally he put some money into a bricka writ ol entry, which is virtually
and
to
him
that
days
recently,
suggested
brought
making plant, and before he knew it, and
the title.
to
he
had
and
if
the
time
the
try
action
|
*n
disposition, much against his wish, he owned the esis in tha town of I not to
\s Baker’s island
say the physical endurance, he tablishinent, and ever fcince has been manI
tbs town owned s
Cranberry Isles, snd
on the island, the clerk
seboolhoose
little
served with the writ, snd
of the town was

BAKER'Sisland

thirteen inbabiUnta of the
Mch
famisland were slso served. Some of the
their lives, snd
ilies have been there all
of the property
Wn\e into possession
through inheritance. The first settler was
named Gilley, who according to s claim
went there
that was made fifty years ago,
shortly after 1800, snd hi* descendants
ever since.
have been there
The government bought the island from
Alexander snd Henry Baring, of London,
the government
a
in 1828. who gave
warrantee deed guaranteeing that they
The government
were the sole owners.
cltims the entire island under this deed.
Gilley and other residents assart that
when the Baring brothers sold the land to
the government, that tbsir ancestors had
adverse
obtained title
by
already
possession, and that the title to the whole
island did not pass to the government.
There can be no adverse possession as
against the government, to to maintain
their claim to the island the residents
must show that one of their ancestors
lived on the island *t least twenty years
prior to its being deeded to the government in 1828.
This would seem to be a diScult thing
the
in 1855
to do, but
government
brought a writ of entry against Joseph
the
same
facta that
determine
Gilley to
the present suit has been brought, but the
Incase was never pushed to completion.
stead an agreement is said to have been
entered into whereby Gilley acknowledged
that the government had right to Are
acres around the light house, and rights to
roads snd pasturage over the other portion
of the

01 me

isiauu.

ioe

mis

(uvvruuraui

time agreed not to disturb Gilley in his
possession of the remainder of the island.
If such an agreement was made, it is not
a part of the record, but if it was made
and can be proved it will undoubtedly
give the residents title to all the island
except that used by the lighthouse. The
government, however, which in this case
is the lighthouse board, will claim that
the agreement, if there was such an
agreement, did not waive the government's
claim to the entire island, but was simply
temporary arrangement to bridge

a

the

wuuia u*e to

of

|
;

difficulty.

for the

some

accompany nim ror a view
of his good horses. Mr. Phillips,

cheery manner, assured us
that he possessed all these qualifications,
and that it would give him very great
pleasure to hitch up and give ns a ride
through the beautiful city of Ellsworth.
Accordingly he hitched up a young
stallion by Colurabo, and we set out.
Although Mr. Phillips is nearing the
seventy-five years mark, he takes special
pains and delight in harnessing anything
and everything about the stable, and
in his usual

over

Baker’s island is an island of 130 acres.
The few residents have been engaged in
the fishing business for years.
Their
cottages are pretty and neat, and the

grounds

HOSEA B.

i

them

handles

part well kept.
Each cottage has a little garden, and the |
people have lived in peace and happiness. ;
The present action is the outgrowth of
almost constant trouble with the lightkeeper over ihe occupation of the land
and the rights of the keeper to pasturage.
This trouble first came to the attention of
the courts in 1856, but it has been called
to the attention of the United States district attorneys several times since then.
I
most

alone

and

unaided

as

still young in years.
But
though
then, after all, there is uot much danger
in this procedure for the reason that Mr.
he

Phillips
there

waa

has grown up with his colts, aud
to be a close companionship

seems

He talks to them
he does to his grandsons.

between them.

cisely as
grandsons, by

the way.
manner, for

are

pre-

The

coming up

in

the same
they harness the
colts before they are hardly weaned, so
there does not have to be any “breaking”
of colts around the Phillips stable.
They

simply “educated",
turity fearless, good-headed horses. Mr.
•
lien. .Samuel Fessenden and Hon. Thomas Phillips sold one of this sort the other
A. Dublois, two of the greatest lawyers in day, when three years of age, to Hon. F.
Mr. Beal
Portland and New England at the time, O. Beal, of Bangor, for f250.
defended Joseph Gilley, and the agree- will give him another year s growth and
ment previouly spoken of was the result. then set him to racing, for all of Mr.
horses are naturally race horses.
In the absence of this written
agreement, Phillips'
He breeds them that way, and says there
and no printed record of
it, a great deal of j
i is only one other man in the city that
the testimony will have to be of
memory
of the oldest inhabitants in relation to has anything that will approach his stock,
If we go on in this way much longer
such a contract and whether
any of its

j1

and

are

come

to

ma-

terms were ever
get the idea that Mr. Philactually carried out.
The real point at issue is whether the lips is a horseman, pure and simple, but
first Gilley had obtained adverse posses- ; he is nothing of the sort; he is simply a
retired business man, who not retired yet,
sion by twenty years’ residence
prior to the |
island’s being deeded to the United States.
If he had, and it can be
GREEN RAKE.
shown, then the
residents have a clear title, but if he had
E. J. Emery and wife spent Saturday
not lived on the island
twenty years prior and Sunday at the Lake.
to its
being deeded, then those people
Saturday and Sunday brought about
who were born and
grew gray there have
to the Lake.
no title in the
land they occupy, and can fifty people
be ousted by the
Thornton has finished his cottage,
Mr.
will
government. They
his family.
make a hard tight for their
homes, and if and it is now occupied by
the decision is against the
David Smith has added another motor
residents, the
€t*e
be fought to the highest courts. boat to the fleet here, which makes eight.
It is the opinion
among lawyers, though,
H. A. Mayberry and
wife, and Joe
that the suit will result in
making the Stewart and wife have arrived for the searecord title of all
parties clear, and mat son.
sufficient proof of the agreement of 1865
E. Murch has put power in his sail boat,
*ill be
forthcoming to reaffirm it.
either. Mr. Murch and
so he can use
There is in the possession of the governparty caught twenty-nine fish in one day
ment the
deed
the
original
conveying

island

signed

to the government for
at Calais in 1828, and

|£I00.

It

was

the grantors
Alexander and Henry Baring, of
London, probably of the famous Baring
brothers, bankers, and John Richardson,
Boston, Joseph R. Ingersoli and
*ere

William Miller, of Philadelphia, who were
devisees under the will of William Bingb*m.

The deed

Isaac Illsgiven
I*$\ of Portland, who was then superintendent of the lighthouses of the district

°I

was

to

Maine.

some one

recently.

There are daily arrivals of fishermen
who all report good fishing. Several bass,
square-tailed trout, perch and pickerel
have been caught the past week.
Notwithstanding the bad weather, there
been several visitors at the Lake.
The
The following cottages are occupied:
have

Quinn, Gould, Elder, Murch, Greeley,
Nutter, Lowell, Morse, Cutter, Harriman,
Adams, Chapman, Park hurst, Nealley,
Abbot, Smith.

The owners of
property on the island
who are parties to the suit are:
William

Stanley, Albert E. Stanley, Gerald
'Unley, Philip Stanley, Charles A. Gilley,
Joseph Gilley, Samuel B. Gilley, Phoebe J.

will

WEST ERRSWORTH.
Martin Giles has gone to Bar Harbor to

Lath

were

caught by the storm

Judson Barron is haying for his father,
Asa 8. Barron.
TRENTON.

—

Thursday
July 30.

evening, Aug.

8.

M.
_

ORLAND.
Louis Farnham, one of this year’s gradBates college, has been elected
principal of Foxcroft academy.
uates from

TOUR

IN CANADA.

Fred and Frank James are helping S. B.
Floyd get his bay.
Emery Bonsey is at work at East Orland.
W. F. Kemp is cutting Mr. Bonsey’s hay.
Misses Julia and Adelia Barron, with

__

WEST HANCOCK.
The body
of.the six-months-old child of
heater Norris and
wife, formerly of this
Pl»ce, wa8 brought here Friday from Miil■nocket tor interment. The
parents have
he
sympathy of friends here.

much trouble he avoids who does
himor thinks, but only to what he does
self, that it may be just and pure.— Marcus
Aurelius.
Howt

for
There
way to get ready
only
life,
immortality, and that is to love this
as
and
cheerfully
and live it bravely and
as we can .—Henry Van Dyke.
is

faithfully

one

Just that portion

you may
This is an excellent opportunity to visit
Canadian territory with congenial party, conducted throughout by a gentleman of experience in travel, and one who knows the route
thoroughly. Better read the advertisement,
and write Mr. Robbins to-day for his itinerary of the trip.—Advt.
cover

TEETH

MARINE LIST.

said to her:
“Grace, I

enabled to make
you an explanation-an explanation for
you alone. When I took the place of
my brother, whom I loved better than
all the world, except you. I found a
deficiency in his accounts of $35,000.
That deficiency I have been carrying
and covering ever since. Not a person
has the slightest suspicion of it.
My
salary will be $25,000 a year. I lur e
discounted it for two y.-.rs an.l mod
the money to make nr* my brother's deme we must
ficiency. If yon an
get on for two years on about $5,000 a
After that we may spend nl!
year.
my salary if we choose.”
Grace Mackenzie stood looking at her
lover with astonishment till he had
finished, when she went to him and
put her arms about his neck.
“And you bore the load alone without my
mi .A’ W
AMY S. KENNEDY.
ain

at last

TELL;

Ellsworth Port.
Sid July 25. sch Mildred Msy, Bar Harbor,
wood, Clark Coal Co
Ar July 25, sch Melissa Trask. New York,
coal, F 8 Lord
Sid July 29, sch Hazel Dell, Roque Bluff
Sid July 27, sch Revenue, Bar Harbor,
lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Ar July 27, schs Julia Frances, Portland;
Nellie Grant, Jersey City, cement for dam
Ar July 30, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Jersey City, cement for dam
Hancock Countv Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid July 23, sch Franconia
Sid July 26. sch Wesley Abbott
Sid July 29, sch Catherine
Ar July 29, scha
Willie L. Maxwell;

MONEY
TALKS.
Whether teeth

BORN.

appointment?

C. t. SI

MARRIED.

57 Main St.,

BILLINGS—COLLINS—At Stonington, July
23, by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Lucy Mae
Billings to Charles Milford Collins, both of
Stonington.

New and Second-Hand Waps

Stonington.

of all kinds.

SECOND-HAND JIOOERS.

Skowhegan.
NELSON—CUENEA—At Lamoine, July 22, by
Rev Thomas McDonald, Mrs Edna Nelson
to Joseph Cuenea, both of Lamoine.
PAYSON—DUFFY—At Deer Isle. July 24, by
Elmer P Spofford, esq. Miss Florence Louise
John Joseph Duffy, both of
Payson to Mass.
Arlington.
SCALETTI—C'AERAN—At Deer Isle. July 27,
by Elmer P Spofford, esq, Miss Ida Scaletti
to Augusto Caeran, both of Stoningtou.

Carriage Stock, Axles, Woods
and Trimmings.
A quanity of Ash and Basswood.
Shop and Tools For Sale or Rent.
Would give a great bargain on the
whole business.

DIED.
CARTER—At Mt Desert, July 25, Frank Carter.
CARTER—At Mt Desert, July 25, Eunice, wife
of Frank Carter.
CLINKARD—At Tremont, July 26, William J
Clinkard, aged 85 years.
DOYLE—At Bar Harbor, July 22. Miss Lottie
B Doyle, aged 18 years.
DODGE—At East Bucksport, July 26, Charles
G Dodge, aged 77 years, 11 months, 16 days.
HAYS-At C'allicoon. N Y, July 21, James W
Hays, aged 63 years, 5 months.
JACKSON-At Seawall, July 13, Fidelia Jack-

months,

S. L. LORD.
Houses, Farms,
Woodland,
F"OR SALE.
I have to offer several moderatehouses at about half the cost to
build.

days.

10

priced

STANTON—At Lincolnville, July 25, Annie,
wife of Fred W Stanton, of Bostou, and
daughter of Capt and Mrs Henry J Joy, of
Ellsworth, aged 34 years, 2 months.
YOUNG—At Bar Harbor, July 28, Elizabeth,
widow of E L Young, of Milbridge, aged 73
years, 9 months.

One house with stable

j

Is It Your
Own Hair?

TO

RENT—House

S.

Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

QREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

CLARION.

PECTORAL.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

to meet every

sure

Cream Balm

J. P.

Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the_!
AV
Head quickly. HeF
ifcaVfcH
•
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
Ely Brothers, 5G Warren Street. New York.

|J

F

1 am back from Boston, and again doing buai*
in the Smith building, next Manning block.
I have full lines of

ness

GOODS and SAMPLES
of the latest
manship aud

A

03

**

patterns. Trimmings, fit, workstyle I fully guarantee.

to
W)

MARKS

General and College Preparatory Departments.
Certificate admits to all leading Colleges.
Tenth year begius Sept. _'4. 1907.
Miss Lowell
PRINCIPALS
Miss Crlsfield

HERTZ,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

—

—

Ptofraeional

EIL-L-S WORTH

CarSa.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

^yiLEYC CONARY,

“NO

AND

WEST END

Offices formerly occupied >>y O. F. Fellows.
Buckspcrt, Me.

MR

Engines

and Launches.

styles and alien, 11*2 to 20 H. P., 2 and4
cycle, l. 2 anil 4 cylinders. Jump spark or make
aud break. Dou’t target our 3 H. P. complete
for $88 oo. Bend for catalogue.
PALMER
48 Portland Pier,

BROS.,

Portlaud, Me.

Building.

Why

Maine.

DENTIST.

“DIAMOND

Block,
Maine.

|

27

EDGE

RAZOR PASTE.”

Receipt of 10 cents.
E. A. DANIELS.
Dane Ave., Somerville, Has..
Sent on

....

Complain

when at the small cost of 10 cents
for years you can have a sharp razor
and an easy shave by using

LARRABEE,

Room S, Bank

ELLSWORTH

25

AND

First Xational Bank

BRIDGE,

Gasolene

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

L.

WASH 11/'

PALMER

j

J. AVALSH,
EDMOND
ATTORNEY

Offices,
Ellsworth,

NO

H. B. ESTCY Sl CO.,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

Emery Block,

PAY,

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

ATTORNEY

Ellsworth,

Ellsworth.

RE-OPENED?

V F ft

HOME SCHOOL FOR CURLS.
State 8treet. Portland. Me.
Number in Hoarding Department

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

SCHOOL.

WAYNFLETE

L.

Ellsworth.

THE—

ickly absorbed.

j)IL

Inlays.

Work.

CATARRH

Day

LORD.

I—

SARSAPARILLA.

IXljerS Sv
a Positive

with stable in
for immediate

The most up-to-date deutal
work. Crowu and Bridge

by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell, Mass.
Also manufacturer* of

A\

ready

Porcelain

The best kind of a testimonial—
“Sold for over sixty years.”

f

Oak street-

occupancy.

Do you pin your hat to your
hair? Can’t do it?
Haven’t enough hair? It must
be you do not know Ayer’s
Hair Vigor! Here’s an introduction ! May the acquaintance result in a heavy growth
of rich, thick, glossy hair!
Use this splendid hair-food,
stop your falling hair, and get
rid of your dandruff.
Mad*

locality,

good

own

M

on

modem and in good repair.
One house on Birch avenue in fine
order and modem; less than half
cost to build a few years ago.
One house on State street; one on
Central street; several on Water
street; also the .1. A. Taylor house;
also theHall estate on School street.

3>;brrt (strums.

j!

Bunnor, Me.

is on in earnest at Lord’s.

MITCHELL—SALLEY—At Skowhegan, July
24, by Rev B B Merrill, Mrs Ella F Mitchell,
of West Sullivan, to Harrison Salley, of

2

~~J. D. L

CM-OUT SALE

DAVIS-LURVEY-At Southwest
Harbor,
July 28, by Rev Oscar G Barnard. Miss
Armeda M Davis, of Eden, to Herbert W
Lurvey, of Southwest Harbor.
HARDY—ROBBINS—At 8toniugton. July 26,
Rev W E La Rue, Mrs Elva A Hardy, of
by
Little Deer Isle, to Thomas E Robbins, of

aged

are

or

tell their own
see them.
It’s my business to
make and keep them in the best
condition, and I do it for comFor
paratively little money.
instance : Best gold fillings, SI
and up. Cement, Amlagam and
Silver fillings, 25e to 75c. Extracting, 25c. Fii.e artificial
teeth, 10-year guarantee, 88.00.
Why not arrange for au early

BENNETT—At Orland, July 20, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest L Bennett, a son.
BOWDEN—At Brooksville, July 14, to Mr and
Mrs Everett Bowden, a daughter. [Rachel.)
DUNHAM—At Orland, July 17, to Mr and
Mrs Austin Dunham, a son.
LLOYD—At Southwest Harbor, July 24, to Mr
and Mrs David Lloyd, a son.
WOOD—At Ellsworth, July 30, to Mr and Mrs
Alfred C Wood, a daughter.

son.

good or bad,
artificial, they
story to all who

and natural

Georgietta

..

Miss Alice Carpenter is visiting friends
Personally Couductea Excursion to Popular Resort*.
Hancock.
C. VV. Robbins, publisher of the Old Town
Hollis Copp, of Bar Harbor, ia visiting
Enterprise, is arranging his twelfth annual
18
Grandmother, Mrs. Charles Copp.
excursion, which will be accompanied by Mr.
Mrs. and Mrs. Robbins, to Quebec, Montreal and
Mrs. Charlotte
Copp has moved to Ells- several friends, gave their mother,
She has sold her farm here to Grace Barron, a surprise party Thursday the Saguenay river, Niagara Falls and the
The arrangements are
Thousand Islands.
hitmore Garland, of Lakewood.
evening, her birthday anniversary.
such that one may take a “little or a lot”, and
Jul>- 2»Mat.
which
desire.

M

HIS SECRET.
11-—-o

|

work.

Many farmers
tanley, Carrie Stanley, Leonne H. Gilley,
with hay down.
Hatt

ness.

[Original.]
Lincoln and Oliver Lyman were emin
the same bank. Oliver was
ployed
ten years younger than bis brother,
and since Lincoln hud educated him
and secured his position for him Oliver
adored him.
The eider brother had
been in the employ of the bank twenty
years when be was suddenly killed in
a
railway accident. Oliver was at
once promoted to the place left vacant.
Its duties were the keeping of an important set of books, uud tile salary
was $3.b00 a year.
Lincoln’s deatli
wns both a bereavement and a blessing
to Oliver, at least so it was considered,
for bis promotion would enable him to
marry Grace Mackenzie, with whom
he had long been in love.
While Oliver lind not said so, Grace
had understood that he loved her and
would be glad to make her his wife.
But since she laid no property and
while his salary was meager lie would
not broach the subject.
She expected
that ns soon ns lie entered upon his
new duties, with their increased pay,
he would make her a definite proposition.
Oliver was very busy at the
bank for some time after his brother's
death, getting the run of the books he
was to keep, and scarcely saw Grace ut
all. When he did see her, with ample
opportunity to declare himself, she was
much disappointed.
Ilis maimer had
Whether it was the hard
changed.
work lie had been doing or the Increase
of his responsibilities, lie seemed ten
years older. Grace rallied 1dm upon
his alteration, hoping to got the can -e,
but a painel expression came to his
face, and s'.ie desisted at once.
ouver i.yman was as efficient a man
as his brother anil hail so good a head
for banking that he was often consulted ns to problems which came up in
the management of the business. He
seemed to have an Intuitive knowledge
of the value of properties, the credit of
those applying for loans, and it was
understood at the bank that if Lyman
said 4*No” to a loan the would be borPHILLIPS.
rower was sure sooner or later to turn
out 4*a lame duck.” It was not long
uiacturing Drick in his native city. Hia
before he was offered the position of
son is associated with him in the
business, |
assistant cashier of the bank, with an
! but the senior member of the firm is very i
increased salary, and exclusive charge
| apt to keep a weather eye out on the busiof the credits.
| ness end of the transactions a very Urge
When Oliver was called into the
part of the time. His breeding business
president’s private office one morning
is simply a side issue. He breeds colts
and the offer made to him his counte! for fun and sells them for
profit. It goes
nance failed to light up with pleasure,
without saying that he has been very sucas expected. Instead of accepting it he
cessful in this line and will of course conasked time for consideration. The prestinue in it all the days of his life.
Mr. Phillips says that he has found a ident. surprised, wished to know what
possible reason there could be for consafe rule to follow in buying cattle or
the acceptance of a position
handling real estate, or even in making sidering
which he was so well fitted, espebrick, is to take something that is of not for
cially ns the work would not be conmuch account, common every-day clay for
fining and the salary ample. But Oliinstance, or a house a little out of repair,
ver said he must think it over and
and change it over until it is a little more
would give an answer the next mom
attractive to the eye, when some one is
ing. His answer was n new surprise,
sure to want it.
a re**No one would guess to look at Mr. He declined the offer, giving as
son that In* shrank from the respon:
Phillips or see him moving about in hia
of determining who should be
daily activities, what his age is. He sits as billty
made the recipients of the bank’s
in
his
as
a
and
straight
carriage
duke,
while he considered cei
alights from the vehicle like a boy. He funds; that,
tain men good and certain men bad
since
amassed
sufficient
for
long
property
risks financially. In his heart he trustall his needs, but is doing business beed no one. Feeling, as he did, his ducause he likes to do it, and because he
ties would soon wear him out, the
likes to come in contact with his fellow
his reamen.
He is a very early riser, has a good president reluctantly accepted
sons, but raised his salary.
and
as
much
of
the good
appetite,
enjoys
When one of the directors of the
things of this life as any one possibly can.
bank who knew Grace Mackenzie told
He says he never has allowed any misher of this offer ami its declination she
| fortunes or disappointments to weigh on was more puzzled than ever. Oliver
him or to keep him awake nights, and no
continued to visit her, apparently took
| one who has ever looked into his kindly pleasure in her company, but never
face would believe the contrary,
a word of love. To test him she
Mr. Phillips is a good type of the old- spoke
i
might soon
once Intimated that she
courteous
in
time,
gentleman, kindly
have to announce her engagement to
shrewd
and
in
busievery instinct,
sharp
another. A look of such terrible suf| ness transactions, but honest always, fering came over liis face that she
i May his days be long upon the earth.
hastened to reassure him.
One day the bank cashier tendered
A Ready Explanation.
his resignation, to take effect at once.
A Washington man one day went out of
Oliver Lyman agreed to take his positown for a day’s fishing, taking a lunchtion till a new cashier could be apeon with him.
When he had reached the
pointed.
keeping his own position at
stream where he intended to enjoy his
the same time. Before a new cashier
sport he discovered that he had dropped UIUIU
his luncheon somewhere on the way. He
stroke of apoplexy, which forever renhastened back to look for it. Presently
dered him incompetent for business.
he met a burly darkey, who seemed very
A meeting of the directors was held,
pleased with himself, and who was in the and Oliver Lyman was called into the
act of brushing crumbs from his lips with
lie was informroom where they sat.
his slees'e.
“Did you pick
anything in the road ed that he was ihe only available man
up
as you came along?” asked the Washingto run the bank till new officers could
tonian, with a suspicious glance at the
He surprised them by
he secured.
negro.
“No, sah,” promptly returned the col- asking if they would turn over the
ored man. I didn’t pick
the bank to him perup nothin’. management
Couldn’t a dog hab found it an* e’t it up?”
manently. After deliberation they ofHoman’s Home Companion.
fered him the presidency at a sakuy
of $25,000 a year. He asked them h
BLUEH1LL.
they would discount his note for two
Judge Dunn and family, of Orono, are years without security for $40,Odd.
guests at the Pendleton.
They agreed to do so. Then he acceptMr. and Mrs. Noble, of East Boston, are ed the presiding and exclusive manage
ment of the business of the bank.
guests of Mrs. Mary Peters.
The day he entered upon his new duMrs. A. E. Herrick and daughter, of
Bethel, are visiting|Mrs. Herrick’s mother, ties Oliver Lyman received $40,000,
What he
less interest, for two years.
Mrs. E. A. Chase.
did with the money no one knew. That
The annual sale by the ladies’ Congregaevening he called on tin* woman he had
tional circle will be held in the town hall
so long
kept in a false position an !
afternoon and

Sbbtrtismuntf

“Cheerfulness is the offshoot of goodThe cheerful man or woman lives
longest in years and afterward in our
grateful and loving memory.”

II---o

has subscribers at 107
the 127 post-offices in Hancock county.
AU tse other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AMERICAN i* not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
6e, but it is the only paper that can properly he called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The eirculaThe American, barring the Bar
lie';
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
Man that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county

SMcctiMflURtS.

i£i American

The Mutual Life Insurance Co.
OF NEW YORK
is the oldest company in the United Mates and the largest and strongest in
the world.
A few points which may be of interest to the present policy holders and
others who may be thinking of taking insurance during the year 1907.
The company had Dec. SI, 1906:

3495,984,049.58.
1^17,257,180.00.

Total Assets,
Reserve for
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Afirtitinnttt

see

other

among the arrivals

George
Mass.,

Tell and

ami

were

wife,

Y..

Swampsoott,

among the arrivals

Sunday.

Mrs. Eaton, of Sedgwick, visited her
daughter, Miss Josephine West, Saturday.

existing policies

Lawrence
McFarland, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., i» visiting his sister, Mrs. Harper,
for

few

a

Mrs. Nancy Bridges, of Penobscot, was
guest of her cousin, Frank Harriman.
several days last week.
the

Women Insured at the Same Rates as Men.
Further information will lie supplied on request.

contingencies,

total surplus of

_

Miss Leonora Coombs left this morning
tor Charleston to attend the summer

Agents

Wanted

represent

to

school.

in

the company in their

FRED L. KENT,
Walter Brown and wife, of Boston, are
B.
R.
Mr.
Brown's
visiting
parents, Capt.
Brown and wife.
Saturday for Orr's Island to visit friends
Miss Pauline F. Devereux, who ha? been
visiting friends in various places, returned
home Wednesday.

Owing
Bod, the

to

route for

a

an

accident to steamer

steamer Stockton is

Golden

covering

her

for

week.

a

visiting the Shallenbergers,
left for home Saturday.
Thursday afternoon and evening the
Miss Alethe Roberts, who has been visladies of the Methodist circle will hold
their annual fair at Emerson hall.
iting friends here, has gone to Brooksville
Mrs. Prentiss and daughter, of Green- to visit her grandmother.
Mrs. Clarence Billings, of Boston, and
ville, were in town a few days last week,
Mrs. Sara Nye, of Roslindale, Mass., who
the guests of Mrs. F. E. Rea.
been visiting Lee H. Powers and
George D. Wheeler and wife, of Wood- have
home Friday.
fords, with son George, are at Mr. Wheel- wife, returned
to
The Brooklin baseball team went
er’s old homestead for a few days.
and played the
Boyd Bartlett and family, who have Sargentville Saturday
been visiting Mr. Bartlett's mother in Sargentville team in a smart game. Score
Ellsworth, have returned to their summer 6 to 7 in favor of Sargentville.
home here.

Miss Lena Wescott and Miss Bernice
"Wescott, who have been spending a few
days in Bucksport, returned last week to
their home here.
a pretiy weacnng loot place ai
me
home of Dr. George Parsons last Wednes-

Mrs. Parson's sister, Miss
was married to Edwin V.
Coffin, of Harrington. The bride is the
daughter of Gilman P. Smith, of Bangor,
formerly of Ellsworth, and the groom is

day

noon, when
Msnd F. Smith,

Harrington’s

been

Mrs. W. T. Peirson, Will T. Pierson,
Miss Violet Pierson, Ross Bright and Miss
Johnson, of Washington, D. C., are at the
Center Harbor house for ten days.
Use Femme.
July 29.
PENOBSCOT.
Miss Maud Wardwell, of Ellsworth,
spent Sunday with relatives here.
Miss Myra Alby, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is
the guest of Dr. M. A. Wardwell and wife.
G. O. Littlefield and wife have returned
to Boston after spending July at their

popular
chants. The wedding march was played home here.
by Miss May Bonsey, of Ellsworth. Miss
Mrs. Bailey Bowden, of East Bluehill, is
Katherine Parsons was flower girl and with her
daughter, Mrs. Seymour WardMiss Flora Fletcher, of Bangor, was maid
well, who is ill.
of honor. George H. Coffin was best
Mrs. George Emerson has returned to
man.
Rev. Mr. Douthit, of the Unitarian
her home in Bucksport, after spending
the
The
church, performed
j
ceremony.
two weeks here.
bride was very prettily gowned in white
William Jones, of Greenfield, Mass., who
trimmed
with
and
carried
a
organdie
lace,
bouquet of pinks. At the conclusion of is spending the summer in Bucksport, was
the ceremony the bride threw a bunch of at the Penobscot house Friday visiting
flowers, to which

emblems,

a

were

most

mer-

attached the usual

ring, thimble

and

button,

the guests. The ring was secured
by Miss Ethel Grindle, the thimble by
Miss Gladys Perkins and the button by
Miss Flora Fletcher.
G.
July 29.

among

NORTH CASTINE.
E. R. Domansky is very ill.
Samnel Conner has returned to Auburn.
Mrs. Edward West is recovering from

a

recent illness.

William Dunbar has gone to West Se-

bois, surveying.
S. L. Bates, of Portland,

is the guest of
Mrs. Augusta Leach.
Miss Mabel Wilson is in New Hampshire, employed in a hotel.
Mrs. Ada Joyce, with friends, is occupy-

friends.

Rev. H. C. Haskell, presiding elder, was
here Thursday and held quarterly conference in the evening at the home of Miss

Sylvia

Perkins.

Luey has returned to Greenfield.
Mass., after a week here with his family
at the Penobscot house.
He will return
L. A.

here the last of

August.

wife.
29.

Buba.

CAPE ROSIER.
It

was

County
Apply to

Mr. (not Mrs.) Loomis reported

at Black's last week.

STONINGTON.
Mrs. George Silver is visiting in Hal-

on—

A food to smile

on—

A food to

Energy

and

COUNTY NEWS.
County .Vmpi,

m<
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other poy**:.. -rrzrxa

The most
food.

BLUEHILL.

who

has been clerk at

Pendleton since last October, went to
Boston July 22.
the

on

C. W. Robinson spent

a

good-nature in

nutritions wheat

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

cotters.

Rev.

Miss Maud Dodge, of Worcester, ia at
the old home here for the summer.

Henry Saunders,

The Benvenue Granite Co. is taking

on—

In moisturt and
dust proof paekagts.

business.

more

sing

package.

every

Mrs. Stephen B. Tburlow is in Portland
on

part of last

week at Vinalhaven.

William Kelly and Mr. Strong, of New
York, are here for the summer.

Percy L. Andrews, of Portland, has been
visiting friends in Stonington.
Mrs. James G. Tburlow, of Pe.juot,
Minn., is visiting W. S. Thurlow.

Miss Georgia Conners and Miss Alma
Morrissette, both Colby graduates, have
Reuben Cousins has built a
been engaged as assistants at the BluehiUjob and
3eorge Stevens academy for the corniug paint shop at the steamboat wharf.
(rear.
Ryan & Parker’s quarry on Crotch isThe concert given by the Nevin quar- land has shut down for a few weeks.
tette, of Lexington, Mass., in town hall
Mrs. Frank S. W’arren and Mrs. Samuel
Wednesday evening, July 24, was well Goss are spending Old Home week in Bosittended, and the music was greatly en- ton.
[oyed. The readings by Miss Arey were
Miss Hattie Hodgman, of Tnomaston,
also fully appreciated.
is spending a week with
Mrs. Walter
Guests at the Homestead, Parker Paint, Andrews.
ire:
Miss Harriet Taber and maid, Rev.
Sixteen men are here on the coast surTaber Knox, New York; Mrs. Samuel
vey boat, and will commence operations
Swift, two children and maid. New Haven; next week.
Misses Owen, Miss Sheridan, S. Harvey
Charles Lynch, of Denver, Col., who has
Thomas, Philadelphia; Mrs. John Thnrsbeen visiting Capt. Oscar Flye, left for
ton, Tryon, North Carolina; Miss Edith
Brooklin Monday to visit relatives.
Thurston, Providence; Mrs. Edmond
Elder U. W. Greene, of Willoughby, O.,
Dryer and two children, Birmingham,
Alabama; Mrs. Kerm Gill, children and who has been spending a few* weeks with
maid, Cleveland; Mrs. John C. Rose, Miss friends here, left Saturday for home.
Rose, two children, maid, Catonsville,
Philip McRea left Wednesday for
Md.; Miss Lillian Harmon, Chicago; Miss Seattle, where he will go mate on steamer
Louisa Pries, Roxbury, Mass.; Miss E. V. Manhattan, Capt. John Gott, commander.
Emerson, Miss Lillian Watson, Brookline;
Lumber has arrived at West Stonington
Miss Mary Field, Newtonville; Dr. H. T. for the
Portland Packing Co., which will
Fowler, Mrs. Fowler, Providence; D. M. build a clam factory to be
ready for work
French, U. 8. R, C. 8.. Mrs. French, Mrs. Oct. I.
Jonant, Brookline; Theodore Nevin, Mrs.
John McNeil, who has had charge of the
Sevin, two children, Sewickley, Pa.; Mrs.
boarding house of J. C. Rodgers, has reAlice Smoot, Germantown; Mrs. B. 8.
Walter Bend and wife will sucShriver, Miss Carrie Shriver, Baltimore; signed.
ceed him.
W.4J. Rich, Mrs. Rich, two children ond
Capt. W. L. Greenlaw and wife are
maid, Cleveland; Mr. Quail, Cleveland;
Mrs. F. H. Monnig, Talledoga, Alabama; visiting friends in Portland. Capt. S. B.
Thomas Manning, Mrs. Arthur Terry Thurlow is commanding the tug Betsy
and children. Short Hills, N. J.; Misses Ross during Capt. Greenlaw’s absence.
Alice and Rebecca Davidson, Allegheny,
Melvin Collins, formerly of East BluePa.; John C. Rose, Catonsville; J. Soper, hill, and Miss Lucy Billings were married
Baltimore.
July 25. Miss Billings has been clerking
in the postoffioe the past year.
July 27.
M.
Their
many friends serenaded them
Friday
EAST

^1

Bettor

Cooking

How ofttn dots the very dish upon which you btstow
the grttttst
paint fall just a little short of what it might
btf No lack of ability on your part—not necessarily ill-luck;
possibly it's btcaust you haven't learned the magic benefits of

OURYEAS9

'

Com Starch
I*

Improving the daintiness, appearance and whole*

aomene** of many dishea.
A
makes the crust

example,

bit of

it

in bread, for

tender; it
deliciously
a pleasing firmness

works’wonders in giving jellies
for mounting—and so on. Our

gives score* of other helpful hints. Unique, out of
the ordinary—prepared by the greatest cooks.

A

J

Write for free copy.
Du ryes* Corn Starch is so pure and whole*
some that it has remarkable value as a food.
Best and daintiest for desserts.
iff MI grocer f’ in om-pom nj paekAgt*—tse.
NATWMAl STAKI
lew Task.

Cl,

_

Weseott is at home from Whitinsville, Mass.
Mrs. K. B. Long is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. L. B. Grindie.
Leon

Carlton Stront, of Springtield. Maas.,
is the guest of W. M. Wardwell.
George Carter. A. E. Long and Homer
Long have employment at the Sound.
Mrs. Henry Marks and daughters Tlllie
and Eva went to Redstone, K.
H., last

evening and also presented them

w

ith

a

nice chair.

July 27._Nihil.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. C. R. Bridges is visiting her sister
in East port.
Mrs. F. W. Kent, of Roekland, is spending a few weeks here.

Harry Greenlaw, of Brooklin, is visiting
lighthouse.
Mrs. Frank Gott, of Brooklin, is visitweek.
Mrs. Susie Venner, of Waltham, Mass.,
ing her cottage at Verona.
Mrs. Mary Ashworth, who has bean in ing her brother, W. J. Freethey.
Capt. Charles Devereux left Friday for is with her sister, Mrs. Addie Black.
Mrs. Nancy Greenlaw, of Reach, is visThomaston a few weeks, returned home
New York to join his steamer.
Rev. Mr. Fairley, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
iting her son, Capt. S. W. Greenlaw.
Saturday.
at
the Union chapel, Sunday,
Miss May Murphy, of Brockton, Mass., spoke
Mrs. Nelson Morse, of Prospect Harbor,
Mrs. Harold Strout, of Springfield,
is visiting Miss Goldie Dunbar.
July 28.
Mass., is visiting her parents, W. M. and daughter Vera, are visiting friends
Lee Smith, Mrs. Smith and Miss Louise
Miss Annie B. Conner is home from a
here.
Wardwell and wife.
visit with friends at West Penobscot.
Smith, of Upper Montclair, N. J., are at
All the lobsters from the storage cars
who has been visiting
Harry
Cousins,
Norman Conner is employed as engineer Black’s.
his parents, 8. Watson Cousins and
wife, have been sold to Rockland and Portland
Mrs.
of
at the water works at Dyce’s Head, CasFrench,
Somerville, Mass., who the past two weeks, returned to Bangor dealers.
is at the Gilbert cottage, is ill, but is
tine.
to-day.
Mr. Riddle, of Philadelphia, was in the
slightly improving.
C. H. Herman, who has been making a
July 29.
harbor all last week in his yacht Sea
R.
29.
B.
July
business trip to Bangor and Belfast, is at
Urchin, waiting for a chance to go to Mt.
EAST ORLAND.
home.
Desert Rock light fishing.
WEST BROOKLIN.
T. F. Mason is building a clay tennis
Frank Webster, who is employed on the
The members of Naomi council gnve
A. B. Leighton w*ent to Boston Friday to court.
steamer Tremont, came home ill Saturdsy
three invitations each to friends to attend
visit relatives.
Mrs.
Alice
is
White
night.
visiting friends in the raising of their chiefs Wednesday
Miss Linnie Stanley, of Brewer, is visit- Bangor.
J. W. Bowden and wife went to Laevening. The hall was prettily decorated
ing her nncle, Rev. A. B. Carter.
Mrs. Harriet Mason, who is
moine Saturday.
Mrs. Bowden will requite iU, re- with evergreens and red, w hite and blue
has
been
Benjamin Fogg
building a mains about the same.
main a week with her mother, Mrs. L. A.
bunting. The great Pocahontas, Mrs.
large hen house for Sterling Carter.
Austin.
Mrs. Bessie Dunbar has recovered from Sadie E. Simpson, of Portland, assisted by
Mrs. J. J. McDonnell, of Bath, was here her recent severe illness.
Mrs. Alice Hawkes, of Cumberland Mills,
Fred F. Ward well is home from Bangor.
raised the chiefs.
He will leave to-morrow to join the Sunday visiting friends and relatives.
George Harper, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
July a*.
Miss Faustina Wells, who ha6 been vis- visited his
Spec.
schooner Omaha, to take the place of Ezra
family last week.
Conner, wTho remained at home to get his iting relatives here, has returned to her
Miss Daisy Berry, who is at the Mason
OOTT’8 ISLAND.
home in Melrose, Mass.
hay.
bouse for the summer, is ill.
About twenty-five summer people are
July 29.
B.
Roy E. Webster, of Bangor, spent sevMiss Esley Bieknell, of East Bluehill, here.
eral days with his parents, Daniel Webis the guest of Miss Lillian Bowden.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Philip Moore has a large lot of little
ster and wife, last week. He was returnMr. and Mrs. Collins, son and daughter
J. H. Somes has purchased the farm of
herring in his weir, too small even lor
ing from Islesboro, where he w'ent with
Mrs. Isabel Hodgdon, of Center, and in- of Rockland, are at the Mooney cabin.
sardines.
his wife, who was called there by the
tends moving there this week.
Miss Bernice Mason gave a lawn
serious illness of her mother, Mrs. Trim.
A. 8. Kimball and wife, of
party
Oberlin, O.,
Mrs.
Frank Swett, of Ellsworth, has Friday night.
Ice-cream and cake were ■who have been at Hillside
L.
July 29.
cottage for
been visiting her sister, Mrs. George Ray, served.
two weeks, will leave for Bar Harbor tois
now
but
BROOKUN.
visiting in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Agnes Forsyth and three sons and day.
July 24.L.
Mrs. Powers and son, of Everett, Mass.,
Mrs. Judith Freethy returned to her
Mrs. Keough, of New York, is st Black
home in Boston Monday.
island for the season, with Mr.
Keough,
who is superintendent
Frank Dow and wife, of Superior, Wis.,
for the granite
l2t3trti«rnunti.
Frank L. Sawyer has been called to Orland by the illness of his father.

A food to work

1 owell.

Maine.

BLUEHILL.

Mrs. Roy Lee Wardwell and son Gerald,
of Augusta, have returned home, after
spending four weeks here with Mrs.
Ward well‘a parents, B. H. Cushman and

July

locality.

Ellsworth,

For

Mrs. George Winslow, of Fitchburg,
Mass., visited her sister, Mrs. Abbie Herrick, last week.
Rev. Taul Sperry aad wife, of Bath, who
have

short time.

Hancock

Uneeda
Biscuit

days.

Archie Haney and wife, of Waterville,
are visiting Mrs. Haney’s mother, Mrs.
Helen Blaisdell.

Frederick Smith and wife, of Philadelphia, and Boyd Bartlett and family, of
Chelsea, Mass., arrived one day last week
in Mr. Smith’s touring car.
They will
spend the summer at their cottage at
Cfalg's pond and at Castine.
M.
July 26.

a

In benefits to policy holders the company is unexcelled.
In the 64 years of its existence the Mutual Life has paid to its policy-holders
and other beneficiaries and still holds in trust for them more than 100 million
dollars in excess of all that it has received from them.

Noyes.

of

04,529,520.70.
4,030,000.00.

Frank Harriman and wife, of Boston
a party of friends, are at the upper
Bell camp.
Irvin Bell and wife, of Portland. Conn.,
came Saturday for their annual vacation
at their cabin.

and

Hugh Shaw went to Portland Thursday,
returning Saturday with an automobile
which he purchased there.

Misses Anna and Jennie Richardson, of Boston, are guests of Mrs. S. T.

one

cottage for the

19,009,100.47.
84,628,930.17.
Iu gains for policy holders the company has broken all records.
In economy of management the company to-day stands pre-eminent.
other

Making

Saturday.
of

on

dividend periods are completed,
Reserve for dividends payable In 1907,
Reserve for possible depreciation of securities

CASTINE.
was

force,
dividends

as

pa<jt>

Fred William?, of Binghamton, N.

Blaisdell

the

summer.

Insurance In

Sot

at

are

€*

his aunt at the

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
(PRONOUNCED

CUCK-O.")

The finest, purest, most wholesome Summer Drink, Mode of Pure Imported
Ginger and Water horn our famous spring at Milks. Mast. Aik your
dealer for it If he does not hare it ire will tell you where you can get «.

_CLICQUOT

CLUB CO..MILLIS, MASS.

THE KINEO

FURNACE

OAK

that burns wood or coal
equally well is just the
to

one

house

in

put

furnace

Users of this
admit

that

your

summer-

tins

it

has

no

__

visited friends here last week.

company.
July 27.

Mrs. Alice Dodge, of Boston, is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Stanley.
Miss Alice Herrick is attending the C.
E. summer school at Charleston.
Mrs. James Deane, of Roxbury, Mass.,
is the gnest of Mrs. Georgia Foley.
a

Will Wilkins, of Magnolia, Maas., spent
few days last week with his family.
Charles

Blake, who is employed on
Pemaquid, is at home very ill.
Mrs. Nellie Joyce has gone to Melrose,
Maas., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Frank

steamer

Watson.
Miss Martha Hooper, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. C. H. Johnston, left

Consumption

is less

deadly than

it used to be.

Certain relief and usually complete
recovery
will result from the following treatment:

Hope, rest, fresh air, and—Scott* s
Emulsion.
ALL DRUOGISTSi 50c. AND Sl.OO.

jNs
Wj

equal.

agent

for esti-

mates or write to

Noyes &

|f

Nutter

Mfg- Co..

Bangor, Maine.

F. B. Aiken,

Agent,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Chits.

Dr. O. T. Avery, of New York, is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Keough at Black
island.
Mrs. Clara Phillips, of Southwest Harbor, Miss May L. Driscoll, of Boston, and
Mias Sarah Driscoll are at their old
home,
the Rose cottage, with their parents, Deunis Driscoll and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirkpatrick, of St.
Paul,
Minn., arrived Saturday in the new gasoline launch, Ella U, which
have
bad
they
built in Belfast during the past winter.
The St. Paul cottage is now open for the
season.

July 29.

Ask the

est Kineo

near-

Chips.

i

SwampsGott
Sparkling
Gelatine
A GRANULATED QELATINE

Makes 2 qts.

Jelly

Costs 10 Cents*

of twenty-nine years.

NEWS.

COUNTY

Mr. Donnell’s wife
the late Oakman
Bunker. She died last December.
mw other |M«N
H* "'idtUonat Count v
Samuel J. Springer, an aged
resident,
SEDGWICK.
died at Ellsworth poor
farm recently.
Mrs. M. A. Wasson arrived home last
Mr. Springer was a respected citizen, and
paid taxes for more than fifty years. He week.
was one of the founders of the
Mrs. Nellie Curtis, of Waldoboro, was in
Methodist
church in tnis town, and was one of the town a few days last week.
trustrees for more than twenty-five
years.
A crew from Bucksport is
making reHe had the misfortune of living to be old
pairs on the steamboat wharf.
and using up all his property for mainGuy Condon, of Penobscot, is visiting
tenance.
his grandmother, Mrs. J. D. Allen.
was

franklin.
Collins spent
Mrs. H. F.
at Bar Harbor.
Helen Macomber
visit relative*.

«•»

Jit'to

a

lew days last

has gone to De-

Swan came from Bar Harbor
Mrs Leslie

Sunday at
,n spend

home.

N. Knowles, of Addison,
Mi„ Frances
for a few days.
town
i„
i,
Frances Cleveland, of BanMIM \nnie
*
for
i, in town

a

the

July

daughter

26.

COUNTY NEWS.

of

__Ch’e'er.

few weeks.

EGYPT.

Walter Hopkins, of Bar Harbor, spent
days with L. W. Guptill recently.
Mrs. J. H. Moore and Master James left

two

an ice-cream soHoward Hodgkins has bought one of E.
junior leagne held
G. Burnham’s farms.
Saturday for Old Home week in Boston.
the Methodist vestry Saturday
at
cial
Newman Savage returned to Bar Harbor
Miss Helen McFarland, of
•renin?*
Brogklin, is
little
and
French
Sunday, after spending a few days at employed as assistant in the telephone
Gr,ce Butler
„
weeks
home.
at home after several
office.
daughter are
A little daughter came to gladden the ;
Miss Bertha Allen and Miss Erpestad
,t Bingham.
has returned from a
home of Ralph Bowley and wife July 18. I will return to their
hospital w’ork at NewAmor,. E. Flckett
Worat
Kittery,
friends
ton
with
Mrs. Richmond, of Connecticut, and
Tuesday.
Boston.
Miss Carrie Olen, of Massachusetts, are
^jer and
j Frank Redman, wife and daughter, of
achool proposes to spending the summer here.
Boston, are spending a few weeks with
rtw Baptist Sunday
going
Miss Helen West, who has employment relatives here.
its deferred picnic Wednesday,
Behring island.
ia Ellsworth, has been spending a few
Mrs. Adrift Leighton, who
b;scows to
lately reof Bar Harbor, days with her mother, Mrs. Mary West.
turned from Lubec and has been ill
Mrs Sherman Cleaves,
since,
W. Blaisdell
John
Mrs.
of
is
Mrs. Fred Stratton, who has been carimproving.
ns the guest
and
Monday.
ing for her daughter, Mrs. Ralph Bowley, j Howard F. Hill is visiting his grandgunday night
of Jamaica returned to her home in Hancock Satur- parents, A. F. Cole and wife.
\
His parents
Mrs. Susie Moore Edwards,
Abthe guest of Mrs,
are expected this week.
day.
plain,*Mas*., was and
Tuesday,
Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Barnett, of
Wintherbothem, who has been
bie Dunn Monday
Haverhill,
resident with her daughter, Mrs.
George Jordan, who has been here for a while, has gone to
ganiue! J. Springer, an old-time
of the Methodist for some time, has gone to Lamoine The Lookout, Flye’s
member
point.
and respected
from tne Beach.
J. H. Snow, traveling salesman for
cburclu was buried recently
William Jordan made a trial in his Noyes & Nutter, Bangor, is
cfcarcn.
spending his
Harbor. motor boat to Mt. Desert Ferry Saturday vacation at Traveler’s Home.
Mrs. Daniel Delay, of Prospect
her niece, Mrs. H. P. evening, accompanied by Raymond Clark
Will Bartlett, from the West, and L. H.
Who was the guest of
Kastbrook and Meliie Scammon.
guisdell last week, left for
Bartlett, of Boston, are visiting their
W.
July 29.
mother at their old home here.
Sundaychnrcb
Mrs. G. M. Byard,
Sunday evening it the Baptist
of Haverhill, has
OTIS.
of
a
been on a trip to New York with her husBiss Charlotte Macomber gave report
Albert Kincaid has been at Ellsworth a
as
a
N*.
Silver
to
Y.,
Bay,
„er receDt trip
band, and joined her children here last
few days, harvesting hay.
week.
delegate to the Y. W. C. A. representing
Frank
Parker
made
Blaisa
to
Carroll
Northeast
institute.
trip
Higgins classical
Sheriff McWhinney and wife, of AberHarbor and other parts of Mt. Desert last
dell spoke of his attendance at the studdeen, Wash., have been with Mrs. Mcweek.
as
a
ents’ convention, North field, Mass.,
Whinney’s aunt, Mrs. F. M. Herrick, for
Each gave interMiss Gertrude Lally is visiting her sisdelegate from Coburn.
two weeks’ visit.
ter, Mrs. Everett Higgins, of Lamoine, for
esting talks.
George Turner and family, of Boston,.
a few weeks.
were iaaued last week for a
The

Invitations
Miss Edith Jellison returned home
lawn party at Green Gables, the pleasant
home of Ex-Mayor Springer and family, Tuesday after a week’s visit to Martin L.
for Wednesday evening. It was also in Salisbury and write, at Ellsworth Falls.
the nature of a reception. Fortunately
Miss Tressa Young returned home last
the weather was quite favorable that one Monday, accompanied by Miss Isabelle
the
the
and
thronged
guests
evening,
Jordan, of Waltham, whom she has been
Urge piaaaa. Within visiting.
rooms and the
and
much
merriment
were
played
games
The farmers began haying last Monday,
prevailed. Flowers and flags were the which is some weeks late. Those having
decorations. The Uwn and pUtaa were
the largest crops are G. G. Warren, Arden
brightened with Japanese lanterns and Young and James Jordan.
were
ice-cream
and
Cake,
punch
flags.
William True, wife and daughter Miss
served. Curtis Springer presided at the
of Ellsworth, visited Mrs. True’s
each
and
presented
partici- Lyda,
punch bowl,
over Sunday.
Mr.
pant with a tiny pin flag. Fireworks father, George Warren,
dosed the evening. Three rousing cheers Warren, who has been feeble for some
for host and time, is failing fast.
•nd a tiger were given
The recent electric storms have almost
hostess. Mr. Springer and aon Curtis left
No dwelltor Micbigstn Saturday. The aon returns caused a panic in these parts.
Mr*. Springer, the ings were struck, but trees near and
to Los Angeles.
daughters, Vida and Meta, and Master around were shattered. The climax came
when Mr. Black, a well-known and loved
Leslie will remain until September.
B.
citizen of Tiiden, was killed in his held.
July 29.
_

July

RYKFIKLD.

Miss Ethel Bunker has been visiting ber
lister, Mr*. Howard Bonker.

27._Davis.
HANCOCK POINT.

Mr. Reed, of Franklin, is working
H. A. Bali.

James W. Hastings and wife, of Bangor,
hsve been visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Hattie Martin has gone to Portland
to return on the vessel with her husband,

Mrs. Eliza Robinson, of Southwest Harhas returned borne after spending a
tew days with her sister, Mrs. J. N. Swan.

! Dor,

Capt. Martin.
Mrs. Gallison has gone to Portland to

lumed

Harry Springer and children re- spend a few days
to their home in Foxcroft Saturday, Edna and Carrie.

after

few weeks

Mrs.
a

with her parents, J. U.

with

her

daughters,

L.

in town

Moon

Sunday

at W. H.

Phillips’.

Everett Tracey baa let hia borne to a
party at Nort beast Harbor.
Hits Marjorie Williams came up from
Sullivan Saturday and retorned Sunday.

"'

~'

poor health for some time, but death was
due to a paralytic shock. Mr. Carter, who

troubled with

weak

heart, was unable to withstand the excitement of his
wife’s death, and died w'ithin an hour.
Long will Mr. Carter be remembered
among his scores of friends, fishermen and
hunters, he being the famous guide located
was

a

He was a
the head of Long pond.
genial, kind-hearted man, and won many
friends. The funeral took place Saturday
1 o’clock from their late
Mr. McCoy, of Bar Harbor,
offlcated. Interment was at Beech Hill,
amid beautiful flowers, where their two
home.

Rev.

children

July

are

buried.

J.

29.

-:--—-;

After July I, 1907,
this bank will pay

2 1-2 %

T.

on

east franklin.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Hooper is visiting relatives in West Sullivan.

balances of $500 and
to check, and

The three-year-old

daughter of Howard
aoper and wife, who waa taken teriouBly
Thursday, is improving.
News was received here
July 26 of the
*th of Eunice
Gordon Carter, of Town
*““1 Eden. She had been
suffering with
r
°*
stomach.
Her husband,
j, nk
died
Carter,
only half an hour after
wife-

They leave

no children.
Mrs.
former resident here, and
is
s*vmpathy felt for the brother and

kr

w##

•

over

subject

3 1-2 %

Mrs. Ersstus Banker and
daughters
horuh and
Emily visited friendB in Bar
“Mbor last week.

in

8avings Department.

INTEREST ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT THE SAME AS NOW.

;

T§ FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

**0 listers.

«

Hill t° attend the funeral of their
and *>««■ husband.
Mrs. Thomas
77n *»• • lister of Mr. Carter.

r“r

J»ly 29.

R

WEST FRANKLIN.

I®* mdl
°ihcot

ia

*J*ut down

B'r*m ®utler

one

**

week

for hay-

visiting in Pen-

hay
j^1®Springer farm.
’’ennion
the Butler
a^a“nuaI
Hardison’s
West
Butler

<ob

>»

getting

the

on

of

the

fam-

Fr.nl'beld

park,
Wednesday, Aug. 21. All
lled' 11
stormy, the first fair day.
'V' ^°DneH, of
Wisconsin, a
fcrm li#m.
UiJr
[esiden», with his daughter, is viss
relatives and friends after

an

absence

*

I

Mrs. Bennis will entertain as many of
her friends as are interested in the parlor
talks given by Mr. Saunderson on Wednes-

P.

Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health
Coffee” at our store. If real coffee disturbs
your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then
try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr. Shoop
has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has nor a single grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’s
Health Coffee Imitation is made from pure
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made in a minute. No tedious wait. You
will surely like it. Sold by G. A. Pabcher.

business last week.

Eleanor Brewer, who has been
visiting her cousin. Miss Hazel Hodgkins,
returns home this week.
Mrs. J. W. Bragdon, of Minneapolis,
the home of her mother, Mrs.

ESTABLISH GOOD BANKING CONNECTIONS
is the
The establishing of Sound, Safe Banking Connections
This bank invites
keystone in the building of good credit.
business, assuring abyour account and solicits your banking
that
solute safety for all funds, liberal treatment, and facilities
enable it to
prompt attention to your banking requirements

give

3 1-2 percent. Interest Paid on Savings Accounts.
2 1-2 percent. Interest Paid on Check Accounts.

CO.
EASTERN TRUST & BANKING
MAINE.
BANGOR,

CAPITAL, $175,000. SURPLUS (earned), $380,000.

Bangor. Me.

|

Me.

JUgal Nutters.
To all persons interested In either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluebill, in and
for the county of Hancock, ou the second
day of July, a. d. 1907.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth. in said county, on the sixth day
d. 1907, at ten of the clock
of August, a.
in tb» forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

THE

se»

Banking.

arrived at

this

I

Eldridge, Ellsworth,

relatives here

Miss

write ns.

or

SOLD BY

Mrs. W. L. Haskell, of Lewiston, visited
this w'eek.
C.
July 27.

|

Harry Reynolds, who has been visiting
the Reynolds’ summer home, returned

Lydia Hodgkins,

WOOD & BISHOP CO..

seventy-fifth birthday of the father, A. H.
Winslow, Monday, the family gave him a
little surprise party. Four generations
were represented.

Sumner Foster, wife and little daughter
have joined the family of C. A. Reynolds
for their vacation.

to

ION.
Clarions are sure to prove
economical because they are
made with great accuracy.
See the CLARION agent,

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
ectabushe0

J.

LAMOINE.

morning.

cause.

Harriet Brophy, late of Capline, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Henry D. Brophy,
the executor therein named
Charles H. Perkins, late of Brooksville, in
•aid county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Fred J. Perins, the executor therein named.
Augusta Barnard, late cf Bucksport, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
porting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof. presented by Julia W. Barnard,
one of tbe executors therein named.
William Dow. late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Geo. E. Fuller, the
executor therein named.
Ebecezer M. Staples and Elizabeth Staples,
late of Atlantic (Swan's Island), in said
couoty. deceased. A certain instrument purporting to e the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Alexander J,
Staples, tbe exeentor therein named.
Florence Powers, late of Eden, in said county. deceased. Petition that Lewis Richardson
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presented by Everett L. Huntly, brother of
said deceased.
Hattie E. Davis, late of Surry, in said county deceased. Petition that Arno W. King or
some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
presentee by John G. Davis, husband of said
deceased.
David W. Mosely, late of Hancock, in said
county, • eceased. Petition t at Susan A.
Mosely or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Susan A. Mosely,
widow o* said decease d.
A. K. P. Blodgett, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased.
First account of Ira
J. Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Philip Moore, late of Southwest Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Account of Henry C.
1
Moore, administrator, filed for settlement.
Mary A. Higgins, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Arthur L. Higgins, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary L. Folsom, late of Bucksport, in said
Third account of James
county, deceased.
L. Coombs, trustee, filed for settlement.
Sarah Jane Eaton, late of Sedgwick, in said
First account of James
county, deceased.
Eaton, administrator with the will annexed,
filed for settlement.
Cordelia E. Stover, late of Bluebill, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Forest B.
Snow, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Jasper D. Allen, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Delia H.
Ailen, widow ot said deceased, for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Erobate

Mrs. Ella Laniard and two daughters
of Sharon, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Larnard's sister, Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins.

Is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

William Lyman, of Watertown, Mass.,
joined his wife and daughter here last
week. They will leave this week for an
outing at Lake Sebago.

A
Is

now

open.

earn

if

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
Mid Interest together
payments
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

DEDHAM.

ILcgal Notitta.

Myrtle Cowing has returned home
from Bangor.
Mrs. Ellery Gray is spending a few
Miss

1

To tbe Honorable Board of Commissioners of
Hancock County,
Gentlemen:
undersigned Selectmen of tbe town of
•weeks in Bar Harbor.
Bluehill, in said County, respectfully
petition said Commissioners to discontinue
Miss Bertha Burrill, of Brewer, is visit- a
portion of the County road running from
Bluehill village to 8urry lines as follows:
ing her aunt, Mrs. J. A. McLaughlin.
Beginning at a point ou the South line of
Mrs. Clystie Turner, of Bangor, with the new road laid out by the Commissioners
and built by the town of Bluehill and
her infant daughter, is visiting Mrs. Oscar in 1906,
I 33 rods from the face of the South abutment
i of tbe bridge at Me Hards stream on said
Waining.
County roads and running in a Southwesterly
Miss Lizzie Burrill and Miss Rita Penni- direction over the "Sand hill” so called to a
point on said road parallel with tbe North
man, after a few weeks’ visit to W. W. i end
of the house of Delbert L. Emerton. The
Black and wife, have returned to Brock- new road around the hiil having made this
I part unnecessary.
ton, Mass.
Bluehill, July 6. 1907.
Frank P. Greene,
The funeral of Mrs.
Joseph Perkins,
A. T. Stevens,
illwho died July 21, after many months’
E. J. Hinckley,
Selectmen of Bluehill.
| ness, was held Tuesday, Rev. F. B. Denio,
STATE
OF
MAINE.
friends
were
i of Bangor, officiating. Many
Hancock ss.:— Court of County Commisin attendance, and beautiful flowers testisioners, April Term, A. D. 1907.
fied to the affection in which she was held.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
The husband and sisters have the sym- are
responsible, that an inquiry into the
Ellen M. La Gros. of Bucksmerits is expedient, and that the petitioners
pathy of all.
port, county of Hancock, State of
ought to be heard touching the matter set
July
forth in their petition; order that the County Maine, by ner mortgage deed dated the fourth
meet
Commissioners
on
the premises day of May, a. d. 1903, and recorded in Hanou
of
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Tuesday, the 24th day
Septem- cock county registry of deeds, in book 391,
A.
L>. 1907, at 3 o’clock P.
ber,
M., page 173, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
Galen Hatch and wife, or Somerville, and thence proceed to view the route men- ceitain lot or parcel of lnnd situated in said
tioned in said petition, immediately after Bucksport, on the easterly side of Pine street
for
are
at
home
their
vacation.
Mass.,
which view, a hearing of the parties and wit- with the buildings standing thereon, and
bounded as follows:
Beginning on the eastMrs. Scoville and children, of Torring- nesses will be had at some convenient place :
in the vicinity, and such other measures erly side of said Pine street at a point twelve
ton, Conn., are summering at the Warren taken in the premises as the Commissioners feet northerly from the northwest corner of
land owned or occupied by Henry D. Trott as
shall Judge proper. And it is further
House.
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and a homestead, the said northwest corner being
Mrs. Gilinan Bray, of Boston, who has purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting afore- twenty-two and one*fourth (22*4) feet from
said be given to all persons and corporations a point on said street opposite the northwest
been here for a few days, went home interested by serving an attested copy of the corner of said Henry D. Trott’s house; thence
petition and this order thereon, upon the south 701.2* east keeping all the time twelve
Monday.
Clerk of the Town of Bluehill, a like copy feet northerly of said Henry D. Trott’s homeCharles Smith and wife, of South Bos- upon Frank P. Greene, one of the peti- stead lot line four rods to land now or formtioners and by posting up attested copies as erly of J. L Buck; thence north 70* E. by said
ton, who have spent their vacation here, aforesaid in three public places in said town last named land six rods more or less to land
at
least before
tbe
time formerly of J. A. Silsby; thence westerly by
left for home Monday.
thirty days
last named land about four rods to said Pine
for said view, and by pubArnold Weed and his new wife have appointed
lishing the petition and order thereon, street; thence southerly by said Pine street
three w'eeks successively in tbe Ellsworth to place of beginning, being the same premin
the
at
Sunset
to
housekeeping
gone
American, a newspaper published at Ells- ises conveyed to me by Bert H- Bennett, May
house owned by J. E. Small.
worth, in the County of Hancock, the first 4, 1903, and whereas the coudition of said
publication to be thirty days at least before mortgage has been and is now broken, now
Chilas
was
observed
Sunday, July 21,
the time of said view, that all persons and | therefore by reason of the breach of the coninterested may attend and be ; dition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
A
church.
corporations
Methodist
at
the
dren’s day
heard if they think fit.
mortgage and give this notice for that purconcert in the evening was well attended.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Bert H. Bennett.
pose.
of
tbe
and
A
true
petition
order
thereon
H.
By T. H. .Smith, his attorney.
copy
July 26.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Bucksport, Me., July 20,1907.
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|
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WINTER HARBOR.
Rev.

Gideon

Mayo

is

away

on

three

weeks' vacation.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton, of Prospect
Harbor, is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. E. J. Hammond and two sisters, of
Boston, are occupying their cottage here.
Mrs. Laura Grant and daughter Doroof Bar Harbor, are visiting at Horace
Weston’s.

thy,

Rev. I. B. Mower, of Waterville, supplied the pulpit of the Baptist church
Sunday morning.
Mrs. E. C. Hammond and children

John R. Gordon, Mrs. Thomas Gordon
Sartlett Wallace and wile went to
*n

range far above that of a CLAR-

_

Pray and wife.
Somesville residents were saddened Friday at hearing of the deaths of Frank
Carter and wife. Mrs. Carter had been in

«S. A.

July 29.

Misaes Rachel and Margery Emery, of
Winchester, Mass., have been in town a
week, the guests of W. O. Emery and Mrs.
Cummings.
Miss Marion Prescott is spending her
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Eugene
Simpson. Miss Prescott is a teacher in
Cambridge, Mass.

separated
morning.
days. Enjoyable hours were passed reMrs. Agnes Hill Bridges, of Atlantic, calling past experiences as well as more OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
Mass., is visiting her parents, J. C. Hill recent events. All felt that many thanks
For particulars Inquire of
and wife.
were due the hostesses for so pleasant a
Henkt H. Higgins. Sec’y,
First Nat l Bank Bldg.
Miss Ida M. Somes, of Waltham, Mass., day.
A. W. King, President.
29.
H.
July
formerly of this place, is visiting L. E.

July
SULLIVAN.
There was a baptism at George’s pond
Dr. Fred Stevens is spending his vacaSunday. Three candidates were baptized.
Piles get quick and certain relief from Dr.
Magic Ointment. Its action is posi- tion here with his mother.
Raymond Hooper is spending a week Shoop’s
tive and certain, Itching, painful, protrudits
or blind piles disappear like magic by
*ith his parents, Curtis
ing
Thursday afternoon, Aug. 1, Mrs. Hinand
wife.
Hooper
use.
Large nickel-capped glass jars 50, cents.
Leonard Jellison is to cut F. P. Gott's ! Sold by G. A. Paechke._ man and Mrs. Cummings w ill unite in a
lay and Emery Colson will cut N. R. ColShturtiMmcnu
lar’s.
Eddie Pullen und
family are expected
lewrie's the first of August, for
their summer vacation.
Chester Williams, Jr., la
helping Fred
Ibbott get hia hay.
Aldis WiUiama is
helping Arthur Robertson.
Dallas Tracey was
up from Northeast
Hirbor recently. He was
accompanied by
hi! cousin, Maurice Butler.

sa^there, a tendency to frequent
fljj repairing will soon bring the
IB cost of a poorly constructed

The O’Donnell cottage is occupied by
Prof. Hamlin and family, of Orono, and a
party of friends from Bangor.

at

expense.

A little waste of fuel here and

Mesdames F. L. Hodgkins, Charles
SOME8VILLE.
and Watson
Young enterMiss Emma Tucker, of Wellesley, Mass., Hodgkins
tained at dinner Wednesday at the home
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Emma Allen.
of Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins. The guests were
Rev. G. Mayo, of Winter Harbor, occu- friends and former
schoolmates, some of
pied the pulpit in Union church Sunday whom have been
since school

K-

29.

running

Among late arrivals are Miss Myra
Pettigrew, Worcester; Miss Louise Orcutt,
Mrs. Lydia Russell, Mrs. Georgia
Mrs. Lionel Hodgkins and son Merle,
Bailey,
Boston, and Miss Linnie Stanley, South and Misses Jennie Hodgkins and Flora
Brewer.
Statton went to Islesford Saturday to visit
July 29.
H.
relatives and friends.

afternoon at

S. C. Penney and wife, of Bangor, spent
Sunday with their parents. Mrs. Lena
Robinson, also of Bangor, accompanied
them to visit her daughter Marion, who is
spending the summer at C. A. Penney’9.

NORTH FRANKLIN.

does not depend so much on
the purchase price as on the

Mrs. C. A. Stimson gave a delightful tea
Tuesday, in honor of her quests, Mrs.
Durell and Miss Moses.

_

Cooking Range

a

last

Charles Turner and Adelbert Turner and
wife, of Portland, came last week for a
visit to their father, A. S. Turner.

at

Eveletb, of Portland,
formerly of Hancock, and son Oscar were
Rebecca

Bunker and wife.

July 29.

for

The Cost of

j

Calvin Moon, wife and son Donald are
guests of Mr. Moon's mother, Mrs. C. A.
Moon.

day evening, July 31.
Mrs. Augusta Smith, of Waterville, hss
been in town and opened her cottagt,
where later she will spend her vacation
with her daughter Blanche.
Mrs. O. H. Durell, of Cambridge, Mass.,
accompanied by Miss Moses, left for home
yesterday after two weeks’ visit with Mrs.
O. A. Stimson, Mrs. Durell’s sister.
R.
July 29.

H

atibirtiMmmt*.

dime sociable to be held at the home of
Mrs. Cummings from 3 to 5, in aid of the
Unitarian society, now holding weekly
services in the Church of Our Father.
All are invited.

Bpending

a

tew

days

with

are

relatives

at

South Uouldaboro
Mrs. L. E. Foss and daughter Vivian,
who have been visiting relatives here and
at Prospect Harbor, returned to their
home at Rockland Tuesday.
E.
July 29.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.
G. W. Winslow, of
joined his family here

Artistic.

only

iOc.

If you will send 10 cents at once to us we will
send vou bv mail post-paid a handsome postcards
Send before
a: sorted. Comic, N.Y and U. S views.
tl:ev are til sjone as we only have a limited number
at tni*> price. Keystone Specialty Co.,
Dept A. Ellsworth, Maine.

to seil

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
Simeon G. Blake,
In Bankruptcy.

fc’otkf of First Mtetiui,' of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
)
George H. King,
In Bankruptcy.

{

Bankrupt,

{

)

To the creditors of Simeon G. Blake, of Eden, To the creditors of George H. King, of
Eden,,
in the county of Hancock and district aforein the County of Hancock, and district
said. a bankrupt:
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 20th ~VTOTICE is hereby given that on the 20th
day of July, a. d. 1907, the said ;
day of July, a. d. 1907. the said George H.
Simeon G. Blake, was duly adjudicated King was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis that the first meeting of his creditors will be
creditors wil be held at my office, at 39 held at ray office, at 39 Main street, in EllsMain street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 7tn worth. Maine, on the 7th day of
August,
day of August, a. d. 1907, at 2 o’clock in the a. d. 1907. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at
afternoon, at which time the said creditors which time the said creditors may attend,
apa
attend,
examine
the
may
trustee,
appoint
point a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
bankrupt and transact such other business as transact such other business as may properly
may properly come before said meeting.
I come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
!
William E. Whiting,
tf \
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., July 25, 1907.
EilsWOrth, Me., July 25, 1907.

NOTICE

ROST CARDS
Beautiful, Comic,

THE

Bankrupt.

Fitchburg, Mass.,
Saturday. On the

SOUVENIR

5 Views for

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
To all persons interested in either of tne estates hereinafter named.
Loriu S. Jordan, of EllsAt a probate court held at Bluehill, in and ; 'TITHERBAS,
TT
worth, Hancock county. State of
for the county of Hancock, on the fifteenth
; Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the tenth
day of July, a. d. 1907. In vacation.
day of October, a. d. 1905, and recorded in the
following matter having oeen preHancock registry of deeds, in vol. 422. page 558,
sented for the action thereupon hereinconveyed to Ella Garland, of said Ellsworth,
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noa certain parcel of real estate situated ii. said
tice thereof be giveu to all persons interested,
Ell worth, and described as follows:
by causing a copy of this order to be pubBounded on the esst by ihe county road
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsleading to Mariavilie; on the no th by land
worth American, a newspaper published ai
owned by Rebecca J Moore, now ocformerly
in
said
that
Ellsworth,
county,
they may apv Fred
Moore; on the west by land
pear at a probate court to be held at Ells- cupied
of Rouert Gerry and on the* south bv land of
worth, in said county, on the sixth daj of ! Fred
and containing twenty five seres,
Moore,
a.
d.
ten
at
of
the
clock
in
the
1907,
August,
more or less,
together with all buildings
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
thereon: and whereas, said Elia Garland ascause.
Caroline H. Stanley, late of Cranberry Isles, ; signed said mortgaged to L. F Giles, of said
in said county, deceased. Petition that Lewis Ellsworth, by assignment dated December 13,
1907, and recorded in said registry, in book
G. Stanley or some other suitable person be
page 439; and whereas the condition of
appointed administrator of the estate of said 435,
said mortgage has been broken, now theredeceased, presented by Edward J. Stanley, |
son and heir at law of|said deceased
j» fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court. thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortL. F. Giles,
gage.
A true copy of the original order.
Ellsworth, July 5, 1907,
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

1

■

glanced through it hastily, rivers of
scarlet flowing over her cheeks as she
recognized Hardimau's familiar hack
hand.
She tore open the envelope
eagerly and scanned the contents with

(

:

c
Belinda’s

professor
ous

one.

was

a

t[

tbe new
distinctly unceremoni-

Introduction

to

Tripping lightly

across

the

mud sogged pavement, she suddenly
caught one foot in a tangled heap of
wire—flung down from the telephone
and telegraph lines by the ravaging
hand of a recent hurricane—and stumbled precipitately into the arms cf a
blond giant, who supported her valorously till she had blushingly recovered
her

poise.

“You
“Thanks, awfully,” she said.
have doubtless saved my life.”
“Your frock, more likely.” he replied,
lifting his hat. “I am no end glad 1

happened along

at

the

propitious

mo

meat.”
Belinda returned him a little com
binatiou smile and nod as she lifted hei
dainty, crisp skirts and pnrsifed her
way

cautiously

street.
Hardiman

across

restrained

the
his

slippery
eagerness

reasonably safe length of time
had elapsed before turning to look
around.
He had gained the opposite
sidewalk by this time, and his glance
back at the girl betrayed instantly to
the casual pedestrians that the professor had been abruptly shaken from his
phlegmatic attitude of mind.
until

a

Belinda turned into Oak street ail
unconscious of the scrutiny that followed her. and Hardiman continued
his way in a tumult of chaotic reflections. He reached his hotel In a state
of mind that was quite impossible.
The very first look into the girl’s face
had thrilled him startlingly. The accidental contact of her delicate form
against his had finished the job. He
told himself that it was a case of love
at first sight.
So much for tbe explosion of his lifelong theories! Then a
perfect regiment of doubts and fears
assailed him.
Perhaps after all she
was not a girl, but a married woman.
The professor ate his dinner in silence. Afterward he went to his room
and for some inexplicable reason exchanged his dark suit for one of lighter
and more becoming texture. He brushed his hair painstakingly, placed a soft
gray alpine hat on his head and saunIt
tered forth in quest of—fresh air.
was almost dark before he returned,
disappointed and oddly depressed. He
revuc

n

cu

oujijati

oiiu^cuiri

uuu

nrm

back to bis room for a solitary cigar
and meditation.
Meanwhile
Belinda
reached
had
home, pnt on a pair of dry boots and
nettled herself for a quiet afternoon.
School would open on Monday, and she
would not have many more afternoons
to lounge, as they would be given over
to outdoor recreation after the trying
hours of the morning. The town clock,
striking 6, aroused her. She tore up
the last letter, old love letters they
were, and tossed the bits into the grate.
Then she made a careful toilet and
went downstairs to dinner. Teddy Evleritt was coming over that evening, she
recollected, but for the first time in
many mouths the prospect of a visit
from that individual gave her no pap
ttcular pleasure.
Sunday rooming she selected her
most becoming gown and hat
It was
a perfect day. and her satisfaction was
almost complete. She created the usual
Stir as she walked up the aisle of the
Tillage chnreh and took her seat near
the front. Less than five minutes afterward the professor came in and sat
(down In the pew opposite.
He had
been waiting outside half the morning,
After service
unobserved, but alert
Belinda gave bim a fleeting smile of
recognition and for some reason that
was new to ber turned and hurried
home as fast as her pretty patent
leather covered feet could carry her.
When school opened the following
■day. the first person she encountered
on entering the faculty hall was the
new professor.
She blushed to her
ears and tried valiantly to retain her
scholarly demeanor, bnt the dogged
crimson showed persistently through
the tanned cheeks, and her eyes were

puzzles.
Hardiman made no effort to conceal
bis gratification, or. If he did. he was
not at all successful.
The rest of the
teachers looked on In good natured
amusement.
None of them were old
mams.

In a month the acquaintance grew to
intimacy. In two it became a serious
proposition. After three the only thing
lacking gjere the words and the ring.
The professor had at last made up
his mind to propose.
He had meant
to restrain bis ardor till the close of
the term, bnt when it became manifest
that the adorable little instructor of
grade No. 4 reciprocated his affection
prudence was thrown to the winds.
He sat in his study pondering.
Suddenly he got to work disposing of his
reports in short but thorough, order.
He made a point of never slighting bis
duties for anything.
Then he drew
forth a square envelope and sheet of
white paper to match.
This seemed
to him the most direct and final way
of settling matters between them.
Belinda was a coquette, there was no
getting around that fact, even in one’s
most generous moments, and Hardiman was determined to corner her
He composed his lines
completely.
carefully; they were inspirational. And
now that he had broken the ice at last
he meant to carry things to a rapid
finish.
The professor was nothing if
not businesslike. He fished in a drawer and pulled out a teacher's resignation blank. This he put in a separate
envelope and directed hotb to the dearest girl in the world.
The following morning the postman’s
shrill whistle brought Belinda herself
to the door.
She took the mail and

/“*- I

whitening face. The paper fell from
her fingers, and she leaned
limply
against the banister rail. So she was
to
briefest
in
tb«*
way.
possible
asked,
resign, and she had dared to dream—
>he had been so sure—she had beer
She smothered the s. b
such a fool!
ui her throat and in quick scorn of herself dashed the hot tears from her
Then she pulled herself togethryes.
With
er sharply and went upstairs.
trembling fingers she filled out the
Until; and directed it to the board.
I»rab weeks followed.
Every effort the professor made to gain an auHe had
dience with Belinda failed.
mortified and Insulted her flagrantly,
and she would see that be got no more
ch :m es to repeat the Indignity. As to
Harduaan. he was on the rack. Foolin.e. he reflected, he had rushtnl in an*l
fri.htcned her away with his maudlin.
idr.nate lovemaking, and thus lost
her for c >«1. But perhaps, after all. it
was not for him that she cared, but
the other fellow! What a dolt he had.
iieen tv* presume upon the affection of
Life
matchiM* creature like that!
a
grew to be a l»itter struggle to him.
nd he l eaan all at oua* to look his

thlrtv-tive veurs.
I* w. in May. almost the close of
The llay was warm and opsclk-ol.
pressive. and a lazy breeze was blowThe professor made his way In
inT.
ablest weariless toward the schoolhouse. stopping n the way to pet his
mall from the postofilce. There wenseveral circulars in his box and—hi-breath stopped—a communication from
He broke tbe
the dead letter office.
-cn! anxiously. an Intuitive ktiowle Inof vrnat It contained making bis heart
thump thickly. Sure enough: "Miss
Belinda Maxwell. Greenville. Colo.”
And this was Alabama! Vnailulterated. blue labeled carelessness anil
stupidity! If living In a place five
years could make one responsible for
an Idiotic blunder of this sort what
He walked out
else had be not done?
All was
of the postoffice In a daze.
She had never
clear enough now.
received his letter at all. only shat
wretched, confounded blank! No wonder she bad frozen the very air about
him—no wonder! Out In the open air.
he quickened his footstep*. It was a!
ready 8:30. only ten mlnntea before the
opening of school, but he turned directly Into Oak street and forgot that
be had ever been »ncb > thing as principal of the Greenville High school.
In the distance he caught sight of «
He
familiar blue tailor made gown.
doubled his pace and was quite up
with Belinda before she realized his
nearness.
To her haughty glance, hecool drawing away from him. Hardlman paid no attention whatever, but
thrust the letter Into her hands In a
determined, masterful way which she
couiu nor resist.

Hypnotized, she opened It and read
the lines through, the crimson moving
in lier cheeks:
My Darling—I
teaching and let

you to give up
It for both. ] am
not mistaken In thinking that you will
come to me? Just a line, giving me the
right to speak, and I ahall attempt to tell
you in a different way. in a thousand different ways, how much 1 worship you.
R. W. H.
Most earnestly.
want
me do

Belinda caught her breath in something between a sob and a laugh as
she lifted her eyes shyly to his keen,
appealing, apologizing and at last commanding glance.
The professor was tardy, very tardy,
that morning, bnt he gave his excuse
of a headache glibly aud mendaciously
and dismissed pupils and teachers for
a

holiday.
This he spent with Belinda.

England's National Color.
Why red should have been selected

COUNTY NEWS>.
Count* New*

additional

othtr

m«

was

paf.e$

Colby Saturday afternoon, their daughter
Minola Irene was married to Jerome
Brawn, of Lubec. The rooms were decorated with ferns and daisies. The ceremony was performed by Rev. W. A. McGrsw, of Orrington, in the presence of
relatives and a few friends. The bride
was gowned in silk and carried a shower
bouquet of pinks. ^She was attended by
her sister, Mrs. Eva Moulton, and Harry
Moulton acted as best man. The wedding
march was played by Miss Margie Colby,
Mr. Brawn is the
sister of the bride.
lighthouse-keeper at Vinalhaven, and his
wife is a popular young school teacher.

prize

the

as

prettiest girl.X Many
B. Stover

costume; that of R.

well

were

coast towns perhaps
ment

is

and

SOUTH SURRY.
Mrs. Sarah Young is at home for

a

short

time.

Ellsworth, is
grandmother, Mrs. A. H.

Miss Marcia Bellatty, ol

you

have

visit in* her

Coggins.
Charles W. Osgood, wife Jnd daughter.
Miss Frances, leave this week tor their
home in Bellows Falls, Vi.

the

Master Richard Garrison, who is visit-

ing here, met with a painful accident laet
Saturday afternoon while playing ball
with his young companions at Dr. Briggs’.
AMATEUR DRAMA.
The drama, “Among the Breakers/' will; Some one swung the bat aronnd, striking
be presented by local talent, assisted by ] him Jnst above the eye and catling the
Maeter Garrison is now dosummer company, at Grange ball Wed- j flesh badly.
nesday evening, Aug. 7. Following is tbe | ing nicely.
Tramp.
cast of character:
July 30.
_

After tbe entertainment, supper will be
served in tbe upper ball. Tbe proceeds
will be

expended

extending tbe gravel
If Wednesday
stormy,| tbe entertainon the following Friday
in

sidewalk in this district.

evening
ment

w

be very
ill be held

evening.
July 30.

H.
BAR HARBOR.

After being
cussion

and

a

fruitful

threatened

of

dis-

litigation

for

source

an amicable settlement has
been
made between the Rodick Realty Co. and
Mrs. Charles B. Pineo regarding the
ownership of Bar island by which settlement, the transfer being made Wednesday, the absolute ownership of four-fifths

years,

of the
now

island, comprising sixty

vested in

Mrs. Pineo.

It is

acres

is

proposed to dispose of some portion of the
island for cottage lots. The island has
been in possession of the Rodick family
for a great many years, the first change in
now

MARLBORO.

Miss Rosa Hodgkins is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Grover, at North Maria villa.
Fred Grover, of North Mariaville,
spent
a few days last week at Roland
Hodgkins’.
Mrs. E. C. Alexander, with sod Donald,
of Houlton, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Clara Ford.
Mrs. Smith,‘with her daughter Jennie,

Mountainville,

is

Mrs. AIodzo Harvey.

visiting

EAST SULLIVAN.
The morning and evening mail prove* a
great convenience.
Mrs. W. J. Smith, of Presque Isle, is
visiting her sister, Mr*. H. O. Johnson.

George L. Osgood and family, of Ayer,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Osgood s parents,
William Lord and wife. Mr. Osgood has
a new motor boat which he will enjoy
during his vacation
| Mrs. Jane Ashley has quite a house
; party—her daughter and husband. Fred
| Fuller and wife, grandchildren, Leroy and
| Mias Lena Fuller, and Hayes Gorton, of

!

West Somerville, Mass.

!

Mrs. Nathan Bunker and Miss Katie
Messive, of Ma^htield, Vt., have been visiting at George Whalen’s. Mrs. Bunker
was called'here by the illness of her aisMrs.
Edward
Johnson.
ter-in-law,
Mrs. Johnson is recovering from a severe

surgical operation.
July 30.

H.

_

dollars every year.

Kev. J. u. untM, paetor or the Unitarian

Church

of

a bottle In the houte, ud |
, alway* k**p
Pin*town, X. C., I Mr*. Dake* think* It hu done her
| more good than anything the hu enr

write*:
“My wlfa ha* been In a very badttata
Of health (or aeyeral year*, and nothing
: aeemed to do her any good until *he be1
gan to n*e Panama. Since then the
color ha* returned to her face, and *he
1* gaining ha flaah every day, and 1 believe che 1* a well t oman to-day. We

|

COUNTY NEWS.
Fbr Additional ('nunty Xtnrt.

ot*rr

im

pagr*.

j! taken.
"My

little boy ten yeare old, wupik
and had bat little life. He began to me
; Pentom the day hi* mother !*bu.
To-day ht* face la roay, and he iinctia
i the yard running and jumping with Me
i re«t Of the children.''_

neighbor* Saturday. They
two weeks at
Eunice

SEAL COVE.
Jams. Kelley la improving.
Mrs. Ida Norwood and daughter Annie
are employed at Bernard.
Miss Luella F. Brown has returned to
her home at Owl’s Head.
Miss May Young, of Dorchester, Mass.,
arrived

Friday

to

spend

a

few

weeks with

friends.

R. L. Latty and L. C. Ober, who were
employed at Northeast Harbor, are at

baying.
Irving Ashley, who
Pretty Marsh, has gone
home

bor for the

was

to

employed

at

Northeast Har-

season.

are

spending

Shore Acre*.

Coggins

ha* gone to Southwest

Harbor to spend two week# with her
sister, Mrs. Robie Norwood.
July 29.

__Y.

j

NORTH BROOK UN.
Fervear is at home from Northeast Harbor.
Elmer

Mrs. Elisa Baker is out sgaia. All

glad

to

see

are

her.

E. Sterling Freetby has returned to
Hopedale, Mass.
C. II. Young, who ba# had a bad trouble
with his face, is out agdin.
J. F. Giles and Adalbert Hearty

art

cat-

ting Horace Batchelder * hay at Brooklia.
Delmont, Charles and George Turner
arrived Sunday to visit their father. A. S.

George Stanley and wife, of Brewer, are
: visiting Mrs. Stanley's sister, Mrs. Emily Turner.
Ed.
of
the
four-master
Richardson,
Capt.
Stickney, and other relatives here.
July®._Sr*
Medford, is spending a few days at home.
N.
July 17.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mias Lois Eaton and Mrs. Bessie Haskell
Work on the new telephone line is proreturned from a visit to Atlantic Monday.
Mrs. B. Smith spent Monday in Bar
gressing finely.
Harbor.
Many from this place attended the conRoad Commissioner Dorr ia replanking
cert at the second Congregational church
Mr». Charles H. Cloaaon, ot b«»!on, ii*
the Seal Cove bridge.
Sunday evening.
at the Granite hotel.
guest
Mrs. Warren Norwood and daughter
Ida
Merle Small and Grace Pickering, who
Mra. W. A. Hooper and daughter
of Somerville, Maas., are visiting
Kate,
have been on a week’s visit to Portland,
Mrs. Norwood's sister, Mrs. S. D. Harper. have returned from Bar Harbor.
came home Saturday.
o!
Mra. Frank Jelliaon and daughter,
Col. William Koppel and wife and Allen
H. A.
C. U. Russ gave a dance at the town
Tenant# Harbor, are gue.ta u! Supt.
of
Goodwin,
Dorchester, Mass., are guests
hall Saturday evening, which was largely
Wallace.
of Mrs. Koppel'a mother, Mrs. S. D.
attended and much enjoyed by all.
Frank Carlton and B. K. J(,y recently
Harper.
trout
A game of baseball between Stonington
8t. Swithin failed to fulfil his promise brought a airing of twenty-three
and Deer Isle Saturday resulted in a score
from Flander* pond.
in this section, as rain has fallen
heavily
of 17 to 9 in favor of the visiting team.
Vox PoFCWon several occasions since
July 29.
July 15. GarRex.
July 29.
dens snd pastures are making good, and s
SOUTH HANCOCK.
lair hay crop is being harvested, when
Sunday
BIX EH ILL FALLS.
weather permits.
Harry Joy, ot Portland, spent
Frank Teagle, of Cleveland, O., is visithere.
July:®.
jj.
'»
ing his parents at Parker Point.
Mra. Roecoe Haalam. of Waltham.
WEST TREMONT.
Services were conducted Sunday by ElM.
Wataon’s.
F.
at
employed
Oapt. Charles P. Lunt sailed from here
der Woods, who was accompanied by his
Mr. and Mra. Dndman. of Maaaachoaetta,
for New York July 23.
wife and three little daughters.
Mr»
are visiting their daughter,
Aunt Betsy Tinker spent last week with Bnnker.
Capt Friend, schooner Waldron Holmes,
arrived in the harbor July 28. He will her niece, Mrs. L. 8. Springer.
Arthur Eld ridge, o( New
oc
Miss Helen Lunt, of Southwest Harbor,
take his vessel out for cleaning.
i
his wife and little son st C.
The community was saddened to hear of visited her cousin, Miss Muriel Lunt, last Saturday.
*
the death of Mrs. Malinda Allen on July week.
Churchill Walker, ol EUaworth. ape»'
10. She was born and reared here, and
Miss Maggie Norwood is at Manset
hie
grar.di.tw
with
few daya iaat week
had lived here all her life. She leaves one working for Mrs. Nettie Tinker at her resJ. P. Walker.
w ,
son, who has the sympathy of all. She taurant.
July
will be greatly missed, for she had a kind
29.__—
Dr. Cole and wife, of Stockton Springs,
word and a pleasant smile for every one.
are occupying ths
Ashbury Lopaus house
aubrrtisrmnui
CurXB&.
July 29.
tor the summer.
DEER ISLE.

_

_

_

Mrs. Duncan, of Rockland, it visiting
her cousin, Mrs. Rex ford Hodgkins.

of

A workingman's hoot is usually out with a Luge fomily. Children of
; all ages and both sexes are being reared. They are subject to slight tilmenu, winter and summer. A doctor is sent for every time a petty sickness occurs. The expense will keep the fomily
poor.
In such a household Peruna becomes a real blessing. It
;
promptly mote
the most common ailmenU due to the oold of winter or the heat of
summer. A stitch in time saves nine.
A dose or two of Peruna prerenti
serious and extended illness many a time.
I The workingmen everywhere have come to realise that Peruna it tho
workingman's friend and eaves him not only richness, but a great assay

Among arrivals this week are Mra.
Eunice G. Sw-ett, of Portland, with her
daughter, Mrs. Ethel Fisher, of Astoria,
Ore., Master Raymond Dewey, of Portland, and Mias Thomas. They are liiing
in the Francis Curtis house.

accessories of delicious pastry and icecream, and last, but not least, congenial
company, there is nothing more to be desired. Such was the enjoyment afforded
a company of sixteen on Monday afternoon by the hospitality of Mrs. W. F.
j
Hatchings, assisted by her daughter, Mrs. !
and
Mr.
Arthur Reynolds,
by
Reynolds.

David Hunter.Arthur Reynold*
Bruce Hunter.Sumner Foster
Lany Divine.C A Reynolds
Paragraph.Earl Smith
Clarence Hunter..Wesley Smith
Scud.William K Salisbury
Bess Star bright.Elvira Smith
Mamie Daze.Vera Berry
Biddy Bane.Olive Coolidge
Mother Cary.Linda Springer

Men.

Mr. Victor Patneaude, 3M8 Madison
street, Topeka, Kas., a well-known carpenter and member of Knights and
Ladies of Security, writes:
“Twelve years ago 1 bad a severe attack of la grippe and 1 never really recovered my health and strength, bat
grew weaker every year, until I waa
unable hi work,
“Two years ago I began using Peruna
and it built up my strength so that in a
couple of montha 1 waa able to go to
work again.”

publication.
Frank T. IlLLtaosi,

Lena A. Steery.
Committee on resolutions.

\

festivities of the
form of entertain-

when

Working

patronized.

the national color becomes Intel- ownership being made a year ago when
ligible when we look at the cross of Mrs. Slater purchased a fifth part of the
8t George. Sir Walter Scott, when he island from Mrs. E. B. Rodick.
Mrs.
wrote of how “their own sea hath Slater has built a flne;bungalow on tbe iswhelmed those red cross powers,” was land, and it is probable that this is bat
merely anticipating the phrase of to- the first of a numberfof cottages that will
day. But Oliver Cromwell, when for be built there in the ^course of tbe next
the first time be put the English sol- few years. Tbe chief owners
propose to
dier in a red coat, probably did as pat a solid causeway across from tbe ismuch as St George to monopolize red land to the village before
very long.
as the national color.
The aggressive Several parties have desired to
purchase
color has. however, many meanings lota on the island, and should
they do so
aud has lent Itself to many uses. In it seems probable that another winter
the days of the Romans when It will witness considerable
building.

Curious Marriage Customs.
Wedding customs in Servia, tBStt (ittie kingdom in Europe, are curious indeed from an American standpoint.
For instance, neither the bride nor the
bridegroom is the most important figure in a Servian wedding, but tlie best
man takes the leading part.
He carefully guards the bride all the day before the wedding takes place, and
sleeps outside her chamber the night
before tbe girl is to be married.
He
wears a big stiff sash made of heavy
silk, carries a big white staff and a
huge bouquet all for himself. There
no
bridesmaids, but two god»re
fathers. each of whom presents to the
After the priest
bride a silk dress.
has performed the ceremony the best
man takes tbe bride around the church
and she kisses aV her girl friends goodby aud is finally carried off to the
bridegroom, who at last gets his wife
from the hands of the best man. Then
the happy couple return to their intended home. Bridal tours are foreign
to Servian ideas and only the very rich
or the nobility indulge i*i them.

Bangor Cbm mono < for

thoroughly enjoyed than a
Baked clams, in themselves,

feast,

a

Thousands of Homes ofth#

and see the star still shining, never to set.
Rttolred, That our charter be draped in
mourning, and that a copy of these resolutions be placed, upon the records of our
grange, one sent to the bereaved family, and
one sent to the Ellsworth American and

more

clam-bake.
are

no

Pe-ru-na is to Be Found
|„

virtues. Tberefoie be it
Sister
Rmiwt. That in the death of
Knowles our grange haa lost a worthy and
faithful member, one ever ready to do what
she could for tue good of her grange.
Rt-otvn*, That we extend to tbe stricken
husband and children our heartfelt sympathy. May they look beyond the dark cloud

LAMOINE.
summer

Average Household Find*

in Time of Need,
ButaSav
ing of Doctor Bills.

R7i«r«M. The Angel of Death has again
entered our grange and taken a beloved s»i*ter, it is with feelings oi *Mtse?« mingUd
with confidence in an all-wise providence,
that we herewith present a few words of triiSister
Margaret
to the memory of
ute
Knowlea, who has finished her allotted taaif.
The chapter of her earthly sojourn is closed.
Let us cherish her memory and emulate her

The fireworks, donated and managed by !
Frank S. Pierce, were the crowning feature of the evening.

Among the

A class of three

adopted:

con-

one of the
best gentlemen's, and
Mrs. E. A. Cooper the be9t lady's
costume. In the evening the band*gave a
concert frotr 7 JO to 10.
During the parade iu tW evening, 8. L. Heywood. a Civil
war veteran, appeared with the original
suit in w hich he was severely wounded at
Rappahannock in 1S63. There were six
holes in the clothing, made by bullets,
The
one of which disabled him for life.

The

Pe-ru-na Not Only a
Friend

in
third and fourth
instructed
degrees. Refreshments were served. The
were
resolutions
following memorial

in

were
was

1

9__

present.

-—^

WORKINGMEN EVERYWHERE
USE PE-RU-NA.

was

that of

tables

Anbmtftmmit.

friend* last

29.

eleven visitors

sidered

different

old

Arbutus grange held its regular meeting
Friday evening, forty-four members and

waa

as

flared on the head of a slave It stood
for freedom; in the days of the French
revolution It stood for freedom backed
by blows, while in the streets of the
city today the red cross stands for
succor.
So far back as the reign of
Henry II. there was a red book of the
exchequer, a record of the names of
all who held lands "per baronlam,"
and at this moment persons of consequence in the service of the state find
their names entered in a red book.—
London Chronicle.

July

held Wednesday
afternoon and evening on Seminary hill,
The
a large croud beiug in attendance.
winding of the May pole, the Japanese
parlors and the cat show were features of
the afternoon. At the baby show, Fultcn
Redman took first prise for the prettiest
boy in town, and Benia Jones the first
The Country Fair

on

Clarence Lord, who b*» been employed
yacht for three or four years, arrived
home Thursday.
Fred Linneken went to Portland a few
days ago, to work in the wholesale house
of Shaw. Hammond A Carney.

of |Mr. and Mrs. N. B.

the home

railing

on a

BVCKSPORT.
At

in town

week.

her

daughter,

Maynard Strout, of Ellsworth, and Dora
Brewer, of Bar Harbor, are visiting their
grandfather. Roland Hodgkins.
OTTER CREEK.
C. L. Estey and Miss Minnie McDonald
and her little nephew, Donald
The aid society will bold a pie social at
Huntley, of
Brockton, are visiting at Mr. Estey's the vestry Saturday evening.
cottage here. His family came some time
Martin Lewis, an artist from New York,
ago.
is boarding at George Grover's.
James Bussell and wife, Mrs. Orren
Aulick
Palmer and
wife and Miss
Bussell and Mrs. Eva Jordan, of Old Helena Palmer are
at their cottage for the
Town, are spending a few days at Seth season.
Hodgkins’. P. H. Shea, of Old Town,
Services at the church Sunday afternoon
spent Sunday there.
were conducted by Rev. A. P.
McDonald,
July 2»Abe.
seacoast missionary.
__
Axon.
July 29.
SURRY.
_

J. E. Gott, who has been visiting friends
in Bluehill and Penobscot, is borne.
A small lot of mackerel was taken in the
weir on Newbury Neck a few
days ago.
Mrs. J. F. Staples went to Brooklin Saturday to visit her daughter, Mrs. Fred

Phillips.

Fred M. Wittaam, a Surry boy, now a
teacher in one of the schools in Portland,

M'KINLEY.
Miss Bernice Eaton is visiting at NorthHarbor.

east

F. D. Cleveland and wife, of Boston,
in town a few days this week.
W. Z. Richardson and family, of Wellesley, Mass., have returned home after a few
weeks at their cottage here.
Axon.
July 27.

were

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark, who haa been in
Portland the past month, came home Sonday, accompanied by her granddaughter.
Miss Julia Clark, who works there.
Mrs. Ralph M. Simonds, of
Aahmont,
Maaa., and Misa Nettie Lnnt, of Allston,
are
Mass.,
spending their vacation with
their parents, George W. Lunt and wife.
July 27.
Thelma.
NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Natalie Salisbury, of
Ellsworth, is
visiting relatives here.
M. F. McFarland, of Boston, is
spending
his vacation here and at Trenton.

George Smith and Newell Tripp, who
have been employed in
Bridgeport, Conn.,
nave returned home.
Misses Mina and Maud
Brooks, of Ellsworth, are visiting their grandparents,
Charles Brown snd wife.
Mrs. Grant snd family, former residents
of this vicinity, were here
on

calling

A Help F»

Health
«f^t.

W. Ripley. Me, Sept *
“We have need the twe
over
wood'* Bitters in onr
luoerior
s
Ur
it
think
we
thirty yean, and
the
to any other medicine of
Sincerely
«« uaed."

Every household should beePTheif
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters on
on
d
stimulating and cleansing
stomach, liver, bowels

han^

these organs to

proceed

r

perfect
!'

and maintain.
For o'd
health of the body
are ^
the “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters
liable remedy, 35c. at druggist.-

regularity

^

